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This study assessed mental health needs in 
Northern Haiti, with the socioeconomic and 
sociocultural factors which predispose to mental 
disorders. Following the Key Informants approach to 
needs assessment, two groups were chosen to participate 
in this study: 27 out of 60 physicians and 30 out of 
70 clergymen (l:! = 57), completed a questionnaire which 
asked specific questions on certain mental disorders 
they have either observed or dealt with among the 
population. The participants were also asked to give 
the frequency with which those disorders occurred among 
the population, and to rate the importance of factors 
contributing to those mental health needs. 
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Descriptive st~tistics were used to analyze the 
questionnaire data. The b10 respor:.dent c;roups 
consistently reported the incidence and the pr·2valence 
of anxiet~ disorders and anxiety-based disorders, such 
as Eypertensl0n and. Shortness of Breath. In addition, 
·c>ie clergyme:-i reported the prevalence of depressive 
sy1nptoms among the population. Other prevalent 
diso~ders repcrted inclu~ed: Migraine Headaches, Sleep 
D~sorders, ~nd Paranold Disorders. The t·110 groups also 
agreed on three basic mental health needs in Northern 
Haiti. They .include: 1) Need for mental health 
services; 2) Need Fer mental heal'ch education; and 
3) Need for Clinical Psychologists and other mental 
health practitioners. 
The contributing factors to those disorders and 
needs among the population were listed as follows: 
Inadequate sanitation, beliefs in supernatural causes 
of illness, childhood malnutrition and chronic 
undernourishment, and illi·ceracy. 
Some general recommendations wen~ made with a view 
to reduce the incidence and to prevent the occurrence 
of some of those disorders. These recommendations 
included: inclusion of mental health in the overall 
v 
public health programs; development of manpower 
through existing resources; and mental health education 
both for the public and for the service providers. The 
respondents were encouraged to participate more 
actively in the development 0f mental health programs 
and to prepare themselves through continuing education, 
to meet some of the psychological needs of those who 
seek their help. 
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Mental Health Needs in Northern Haiti - l 
CH.1\.PTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
In their article "Psychopathology and Society", 
Nathan and Harris (1975) allude to the work of Oscar 
Lewis, a famous anthropologist who provides a list of 
factors which have psychopathological effects on 
Mexicans and Puerto-Ricans. Some of the factors 
include low wages, constant struggle for survival and 
employment, crowded quarters, considerable alcoholism, 
violence in training children, authoritarianism, 
political apathy, belief in sorcery and spiritualism, 
hatred of police, mistrust of government and those in 
high position, strong feelings of helplessness and 
dependency, feelings of inferiority and unworthiness, 
resignation and fatalism, high tolerance of 
psychopathology, low level of education and literacy, 
lower life expectancy and relatively high death rate. 
Lewis (1961, 1966) argues that 'culture of poverty' is 
largely responsible for those psychological factors. 
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By culture of poverty, he rqfers to the totality of 
influ.ences that characterize the socialization pr:Jcess 
of persons reared in deprived circumstances. Other 
researchers have s~pported the notion of the 
psychopatholog.ical effects cf t:'le culture of -roverty. 
Hylan Lewis (1967) describes the dynamics of despair, 
defamation, and apathy, in relation to poverty 
behavior. Rome (1967) alsc supports Lewis' findings. 
He establishes the associ~~icc betwe~n alienation, 
po-;ert.y and mental illriess, and suggests that low 
self-esteem and minimal motivation are the prevailing 
attitudes observed among the socially and economically 
underprivileged. Gar1's (1978) list of stressful 
events are cl~sely related to Oscar Lewis' list of 
factors. It includes family instability, child abuse 
and neglect, inadequate nutrition, poor physical 
environment, considerable alcoholism, and poor self-
concept. Gary argues for the interaction of those 
factors and mental health among lower socioeconomic 
groups. There is strong probability that similar 
psychopathological effects may be observed awong people 
of third world countries such as Haiti. Unfortunately, 
they tend to remain unn01:.iced due to lacJc of resec:rch 
and resources to prevent or to reduce their prevalence. 
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According to the World Health Organization (WH0,1975), 
in developing countries more than 40 million men, 
women, and children suffer from serious untreated 
mental disorders. The factors which accounted for this 
include socioeconomic factors, lack of manpower in the 
mental heblth sector, lack of awareness of mental 
health needs both among professionals and the 
population, attribution of mental illnesses to physical 
illnesses, nondiagnosed men~al disorders, lack of 
mental health services in a rural nilieu, and lack of 
education on mental health or health in general among 
the population. The WHO also found that more than 90% 
of the population in developing countries is almost 
completely without any mAntal health care. Haiti, one 
of these developing countries, seems far from being an 
exception to the rule. In a recent study on 
Schizophrenic Syndrome in Haiti, Guillen (1986) found 
that there are only two public psychiatric centers in 
Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti, along with five 
private clinics dealing with severe mental disorders. 
Guillen also found that there was no psychiatric center 
in any other part of the country and that the 
physicians outside of the capital have to send their 
patients with mental disorders to the capital to be 
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cared for. Th9re is an urgent need for mental health 
care a:1d s2rvices in the provinces of ILi.iti. However, 
in order to plan for mental health services in those 
parts of the country, it seems i:;:uperative that needs 
assessment be conducted so as to allow the planner to 
evaluate v1nc.t kinds of services will be appropriate to 
meet what kinds cf ne~d. 
Needs assessment, according to Rcyse and Drude 
(1982), is an essential par~ of mental health planning; 
it is importdnt infoination to the planning process 
(Siegel, 1977). The concept of needs assessment can be 
considered analogous to the first step in the 
scientific method, definition of the problem (Royse & 
Drude 1 lS 8 2 ) • 
In light of the studies of developing countries in 
gene:::-al by the WHO, and in light of the Guillen (1936) 
study in particular, there is a clear need for improved 
mental health services in Haiti as a whole and in the 
provinces in particular. A needs assessment is the 
first appropriab: step that can be taJ;:en in planning 
for those services. ThL:; study will attempt to 
identify the mental health needs in Northern Haiti as 
perceived by the physicians and clergymen, along with 
the various factors that predispose to those needs. 
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Northern Haiti was chosen for this study because it has 
the second largest metropolitan area of the country 
after the capital and is the largest province of Haiti. 
It is hoped that this study can be replicated later on 
in other parts of the country. 
Physicians and clergyii,en were chosen as Key 
inf onnants for the needs assessment because of their 
involvement and interaction with the population on a 
regular basis. They are said to be the first line of 
defense against mental illness, for it is to them that 
families usually go when there are troubles at home 
(Farnsworth & Braceland, 1969). 
The clergy, because of the customs of their 
discipline, have certain innate advantages in dealing 
with human suffering. Their role is often perceived by 
laymen such that members of a clergyman's congregation 
are usually able to confide intimate details of their 
lives with no fear or shame facing them afterward. The 
individual does not feel himself or herself labeled as 
a "case" or a "sick-person". 
The clergyman is concerned not only for the 
spiritual life of his parishioners and the larger 
population he is serving but also for their entire 
human situation. 
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Ph}sicians, because of t~eir e~pertise in medicine 
and d~aqnosis !ray be consulted regarding ~ental 
disorders as well as physical disorders. They are a 
coramunity resource because of being exposed to both 
physi~al and m2nt~l heal~h needs. 
It h&s often been stated that more patients with 
mental illnesses are treated by general physicians than 
by mental health professionals; this is likely to 
continue (Usdin and Le~is 19?9). 
Particularly in a country li;.;:e Haiti a:; in the 
third world countries in general, where the population 
r:-.ay be unaware of mental health se1·vices and needs, 
people may be likely to attribute mental disorders or 
psychological ailments to physical causes and to 
consult physicians for their care (WHO, 1975). 
Physicians and clergymen, because of their 
respective roles, have significant interaction and 
involvement with ti1e people on a regular basis, and 
based on their experiences, expertise, and 
observations, will be able to provide valuable 
information that will help form an acc'.lrate picture 
cf the mental health needs of the population. 
In this next section literature will be reviewed 
in three particular areas: needs assessment strategies, 
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definition and use of the multidimensional approach, 
and health in Haiti. 
Review of the Literature 
Needs Assessment Strategies 
Assessment of mental health needs in Western 
Society is said to have begun with Richard Powell's 
analysis of the Data in the Case Register started in 
1775. In 1810, he reported tha~ the number of cases of 
insanity had increased in the years between 1775 and 
1809 (Schwab, 1976). Since Powell's initial endeavor, 
such studies have been conducted in a number of 
instances in an attempt to measure the extent of mental 
illness. Needs assessment has become an important 
concept in community mental health. Centers financed 
with Federal money under public law are required to 
assess needs before funding is given. 
Pharis (1976) concluded after reviewing the 
literature that needs assessment is basically part of 
the planning and evaluation. There must be a need, a 
needs assessment, a program related to the need, and 
finally, evaluation of the effectiveness of the program 
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in neeting the need (Pharis, 1976). Assessment of 
needs ~ccording tc Stewar~ (1975) refers to a range of 
different techniques by which conditions, needs, or 
resources m&y be identified (Stewart, 1975). 
Ne8ds assess~ent is an integral part of the 
planning process. Blum (1974) provides two distinct 
steps involved in a needs assessment: (a) the 
compilation of community needs data by the application 
of an acpropriate assessment procedure, and (b) the 
analysis and interpretation of the obtained data in 
order to ascertain the most salient needs and to arrive 
at sor;:e prospectus for community planning. 
Thus, the needs assessment should not merely 
collect data, but should also provide directives fer 
future action, serving as a premeasure in a pre-post 
intervention design (Millard, 1976). 
Various techniques or methodologies have been used 
in needs assessment: the epidemiologic survey, social 
indicators and analysis, surveys of opinions of 
residents, analysis of rates of persons being seen by 
helping agencies, and Key Informant interv5_ews 
(Stewart, 1975). This study will focus on th-a last 
approach, using Key Informants. The first assessment in 
the United States utilized the Key Informants approach 
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(Bell & Siegel, 1983). In Connecticut in 1812, reports 
from physicians and officials throughout the States 
showed that there were 1,000 mentally ill persons, or 1 
of every 262 inhabitants. The kind of Key Informants 
approach used back then, although limited, still has 
utility in mode:;:n A.~erica (B$ll & Siegel, 1983). It 
focuses on information provided by individuals in the 
community who have had some significant long-standing 
involvement within 1:he community. Informants can be 
anyone from physicians and clergymen to policemen and 
the local bartenders (Millerd, 1976). 
Schwc.b (1976) suggests another important aspect of 
mental bee.1th needs assessment. He states that mental 
disorders and the needs for mental health care seldom 
appear as isolated disturbances. Assessment of needs 
in the broad area of health and human services, 
therefore, will uncover evidence of overlapping 
physical, interpersonal, and spiritual needs. It is 
expected that an assessment of mental health needs 
would use an approach that would take into account the 
overlapping or intarrelated factors involved in health 
in general and in mental health in particular. This 
approach could be termed a multidimensional approach 
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that wi:l atte~pt to uncover tl1e various dinsnsions 
th~t have reciprocal interaction with health needs. 
Th'.ls, needs c.ssessment is a ':"lecessary step toward 
planning for health services and can involve a 
multidim2nsional approach for identifying co~plex 
neerls prior to exploring strategies for meeting those 
needs. The Key Informants approach to assessing mental 
health needs is a legitimate approach for 0btaining 
val :iab:;.e inforuat:.on ahout the population. Because of 
their involvement and significant interaction ~dth the 
pop-.1lation on a regular basis, physicians ar:d clergymen 
are able to provide an approximation to an accurate 
picture of the mental health needs of the population. 
Def~ nit ion 2nd Use of the Hul tidi"1ensional i\Q_'Droach 
Health, as defined by the Constitution of the 
World Health Organization (WHO), in 1946, is a state cf 
complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and 
not merely the absence of disease and infirmity. 
Following that definition, numerous authors and 
researchers have attewpted, quite succzssfully, to 
demonstrate the necessity of integrating the 
disciplines of psychology, sociology, and biology in 
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the search for meeting the various dimensions of the 
individual's needs. Thus a :multidimensional approach 
takes into account the various factors, including 
psychological, sociological, cultural, physical and 
spiritual factors which may be involved in promoting 
and influencing health and in decreasing illness. As a 
basic assumption, it is posited that health and 
illnesses are multideterminant, caused or influenced by 
multiple factors and dimensions. Thus, models of care 
must also be multidimensional in their approach (Lupkin 
and Kupka, 1982). 
According to Linn (1977), symptoms of all 
illnesses arise from three separate sources: 
biological factors, psychological and developmental 
factors, and social factors including the impact of 
school, worl<, recreation and the community. 
Hasserman (1955) has described man's thrP.e primary 
needs: (a) the biological requisites fer survival, of 
water, food and shelter; (b) interpersonal needs for 
companionship and affection essential for a sense of 
identity, emotional expression and a meaningful 
existence; and (c) spiritual yearning for a faith or a 
metaphysic that gives a transcendent meaning to life. 
Masser:man also states that when basic needs are not 
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fulfilled because of frustration, conflict and 
deprivation, men~al illness often results. It has been 
observed in developing countries, similar to Haiti, 
that social and psychological components of health 
r~rely r·e~sive attention from medical practitio~2~s and 
social scientists (Lupkin & Kupka, 1982) . 
Biocsyshosocial Factors in Health 
Coleman (1984) states that although an illness may 
be primarily physical or prir.iari:y psychological, it is 
always a disorder of the whole perso~, ~ot just the 
lungs or the psyche. For example, fatigue or a bad 
cold may lower resistance for psychological stress, and 
emotional upset may lower resistance to physical 
disease; maladaptive behavio=, such as excessive use of 
alcohol, may contribute to the impair:i1ent of various 
organs such as the brain and liver. Furtherr..ore, the 
overall :ife situation of an individual has much to do 
with the onse.t of a disorder, its form, duration and 
prognosis. In short, the individual is a 
biopsychosocial unit which has been described by many. 
Jones (1977) has established the relationship 
between psychological factors and good health. He 
observed tha·t positive emotions seem often to produce a 
certain immunity to physical disease and to to be 
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associated with speedy and uncomplicated recoveries 
when disease does strike. This relation between 
psychological state and health can also be observed in 
what has become known as the placebo effect. The 
patient uho believes the treatment is going to be 
e,:ffective has a much better chance of improve'<:ent than 
does the patient who is neutral or pessimistic even 
when the treatment is subsequently shown to have no 
direct or relevant effect. 
Psychosocioeconomic Factors in H0 alth 
There is evidence that socioeconomic factors play a 
great role in health in general and in mental health in 
particular. A strong emphasis on the necessity to 
approach the individual's needs from a 
psychosocioeconomic viewpoint has been promoted by a 
number of health care professionals. In the foreword 
of the twenty-seventh World Health Assembly report, 
Lambe of the WHO (1975) stated that "it has been made 
painfully clear in recent years that health services 
too frequently lack relevance to the total needs of 
people." In highly developed countries, increasingly 
complex and costly medical interventions yield 
decreasing returns in terms of relief in overall human 
suffering, while in many developing countries, even the 
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filost ~asic elements of healtt1 care are not available to 
many people. Over a decade !ater the same state~ent is 
true for the majority of the world pcpulatim1 for in 
the developing countries in particuJ.ar. While the 
health care professionals of the developing countries 
would agree with the WHO constitutior. that: the 
enjoyment of the highest attainable stand1.'rd of health 
.i.s one of the fundamental rights of every human being 
(WHO, 1946), the ever present socioer::onomic fact.or.3 
tend to ~<eep them frorr. maintaining that view even at 
the minimum applicable level. 
For example, malnutrition continues to be o~e of 
the leading causes of illnesses and death among young 
children in most developing countries. In those who 
survive, a background of poor nutrition contributes to 
chronic debility and to impaired functional 
performance I both intellectual and physical cmo, 
1980) . Thus the condition is not only a killer of 
children but can produce severe impairment of physical 
and mental function in those who survive. 
Malnutrition not only reduces health status 
independently but also worl<s synerges~ically wi ti-, ..Jther 
diseases, such as diarrhea in children, to raise the 
level of needs (Akin, 1935). 
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There are other socioeconomic factors which affect 
the health condition of the individual along with 
malnutrition. Low standards of living and poverty may 
increase diseases, directly through lack of necessary 
means oi living (e.g., poor houses, poor sanitation) 
and indirectly, by way of psychological processes 
(e.g., une1nployment, relative deprivation, alienation). 
Hustafar (1973) also talks about migration from rural 
to urbc:.n areas which provokes massive denographic and 
behavioral changes--leaving family behind, social 
alienation, identity crises, anonie, and job 
pressures--that can predispose to serious mental 
illnesses. Moreover, along with the socioeconomic 
factors, family members, friends, workmates and the 
larger social groups in the com.,~unity and neighborhood 
all make their contributions to the physical and 
psychological health or ill health of the individual. 
Sociccultural Factors in Health 
Akin (1985) observed that even when it can be 
ascertained that a person is suffering from the 
symptoms of physical illness, the decision to seek 
professional help and the simultaneous choice of 
provider are matters particularly dete:cmined by an 
individual's psychological and cultural predisposition. 
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Spptoms that I.1ight occ-a.sion panic in one cul tu re or 
individual may go unnoticed in another culture or by a 
different person. The role of the individual 
perception of need can in the extremes result either in 
h~1pochondria 'ir in total re=fu.sal to seek help, 
Socioeconomic c.nd cultural factors may create a 
tolerance of disease or disaster which is seen as 
inevitable and uncontrollable. 
Furtherrao:r:e, it has been observed that some 
illnessss are culture-bound or rooted in culturaily 
determined psychosocial stresses in which m2chanistic 
medical inter.rention ?na.y prove to be a faiJ.'.J.re (Lup}cin 
and Kupka, 1982). 
Klein (1978) provides one example of the Latin 
American 'Sus to', a malaise J.;:nown locally as caused by 
fright and resulting in 'soul loss' , the sywi;rtoms of 
which are nervousness, insomnia, loss of appetite, 
inability to urinate, depression, and introversion. 
Anthropological studies have established that 'Susto' 
is a product of a complex interaction of biological, 
environmental, cultural, and psychological facto~s 
(Rubel, 1977) . 
Weidman (1978) providas another example: 'Falling 
out' (seizure-like episodes with no evidence of 
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organicity) found exclusively in black-Americans, 
B~hamians, and Haitians is another problem requiring 
therapeutic approaches that are both transdisciplinary 
(Social Science/Medicine) and transcultural. 
The li-t::erature reviewed so far supports a 
multidime.r.sional approach to health which embraces 
psychos0cial factors, biological factors, socioeconomic 
factors, and sociocultural factors. However, there is 
yet another cU:nension to deal with: the spiritual 
dimension. 
The definition of the spiritunl dimension in this 
study refers to the beliefs and practices that relate 
the individual to a superna·i:ural being: God or gods. 
The capacity to have a relationship with a deity is 
believed to be part of man's being created in the image 
of God (Genesis 1:26). Although the capacity was 
originally ascribed to man for fellowship with his 
Creator, God, its positive contribution to make and 
stimulate a hunger for God has been distorted by the 
Fall; still the internal appeal for fulfillment from 
and in a transcendent other was not cc~pletely 
destroyed (Anderson, 1982). 
Since the tenn spiritual may convey metaphysical 
overtones it should be made clear that this study is 
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interested ln the interaction it has with the othar 
dimensions of the indi vidi:;al, :.1ow it affects them and 
is a:i:fected by them. To ignore this interaction would 
be to limit oneself to an incor;iplete view of man which 
?,.;ould resu~ t ~-n 2.n inadequate approach to nan~ s n82ds. 
Thus this study suggests that a multidine~sional 
approach should take into account t~c spiritual 
dimension if it is to treat man in h~s totality. 
Bwckler ( 1986) talks abo;.1t ho·.v biology, psyche logy, 
sociocultural influences and spiritual issues tie 
together. He calls this unity of issues the 
biopsychosocial/spiritual model. "l·7e have to consider 
all those different areas before we can say one way or 
t:ie other whet is wr<Jr:g with a given indivjduc:il". He 
continues: 11 \'iJ·:en we "talk about counseling ... I 
see it as the application of specialized knowledge in 
psychology and counseling and human services areas to 
problems of human behavior and human emotion with 
emphasis on balancing spiritual, psychological, 
physical and cultural factors". 
Minirth and Meier (1932) talk about the holistic 
nature of man as being psychological, physical and 
spiritual and how all of these dimensions are 
intertwined. Physical diseases are at times involved 
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in psychological symptoms, psychological symptoms can 
produce physical diseases, and spiritual problems in 
many cases lie at the core of, or are caused by, 
physical and/or emotional conditions. 
These authors ari? talking of the spiritual 
dimensions from a Judeo-Christian point of view. 
However the problem does not remain there. Akin (1985) 
alluded to ~ study done in Southeastern Nigeria in 
which 78% of the patients at spiritual healing homes 
were suffering from infertility, childbirth problems, 
mental problems, and disorders of the stomach. The 
researcher noted that many of these who complained of 
infertility, childbirth problems, mental problems, and 
diseases of the stomach, also saw themselves as victims 
of enemy machinations and supernatural powers. Thus, 
spirituality in those instances may interfere with 
taking responsibility for health or illness, may 
interfere with psychological and medical intervention 
and may favor high tolerance of the disease as 
inevitable and uncontrollable, as is repeatedly 
observed in third world or developing countries. 
Man is thus not only a biopsychosocial unit, he is 
a biopsychosocial/spiritual unit. A multidimensional 
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2?pro~ch e~b=acing this entira 11nit is mandatory for 
his co1,1plete hE'al th. 
The literature seems to confirm the conple:,ity of 
the h«.inan )hen omen a and the necessity fo:.::- a mul tifold 
approach to ~ mutifaceted p~oble:n. Th-~ neglect of one 
single di:mens::.on i;iay j2cparclize tl1e enc.ire initio.tive 
to solving !iuman pro;:ilems or r.,ay paralyze any long-term 
endeavor at reducing the incidence or prevalence of 
dise2.ses. 
Mental Health and Phvsical Health in Haiti 
This study begins by assuming that all or most 
that has been learned about health in ~eveloping 
co11ntries is also '.:rue of Haiti. The socioeconomic, 
sociocultural and spiritual factors of physical and 
mental health found in the literature about third world 
countries are very much descriptive of the situation in 
Haiti. It is believed, however, tha~ Haiti may have 
more than it's share of these problems. One 
particular aspect of this may be related to religious 
practices in Haiti. 
Romain (1970) found that in Baiti 15% of the 
population are Protestant and 85% are Catholics. But 
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the majority of Haitians believe in or practice Voodoo, 
a religion originated in Africa; the basic beliefs 
resemble those of spiritism, attributing power to the 
evil spirits to protect, to kill, or to make sick. 
M~traux (1958) stated that 90 to 05% of Haitians 
believe in Voodoo. There j.s a syncretism between 
Catholicism and some of the African religions. 
Montilus (1966), a Haitian Catholic priest, explains 
the relationship between beiiefs in Voodoo and some 
peculiarities of behavior of some Haitians. He states 
that the Haitian 'vodouisant' is distrustful of others, 
thinking that others can u:::;e anything, even his clothes 
to harm him through evil spirits. Philippe (1985), a 
Haitian psychiatrist, treated a Protestant woman for 
sleep disorders. She had developed insomnia through 
worrying about losing one piece of clothing, thinl<ing 
that someone might use that to harm her. 
Bourguignon (1984) observing the Voodoo phenomenon 
in Haiti states that Voodoo is not only a religious 
system involving rituals of worship, it is also a 
system of dealing with practical problems, of which 
illness, infant mortality, and madness make up a 
significant part. For the great majority of Haitian 
people, the beliefs, rituals, and experiences 
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associated uith Voodoo p::ovide a syst2m cf explanation 
and of defense in a hostile world, and a ceans of 
striving for two difficult goals: health and wealth 
The same al'.thor further observes that according to 
Haitian traditi0n~l thec=y, jllness, including na~ness, 
may be due to acts of Sod (maladie Bon Dieul, to 
punishnent bv the spirits, or to magic attacks by 
humans. In t~e first case nothing can be done, except 
pe:rhapo;. tc consult a physician or c::m.vert to 
Pr~)testantism, Tib.icb is often the case. In the case of 
spirit anger or human :malevol2nce, h0Tr1ever, the Voodoo 
priest can halp. Even in cases of tuberculosis, an 
c,ttempt may be made to approach the disease through 
magical means. Thus, interfer::mces with or refusal of 
scientific means to treatment in the Haitian context 
are rather to be expected with the outcomes that might 
result from them. They can range from failure to 
follow doctor's instructions to a blunt refusal to 
consult a physician in case of illnesses. 
The socioeconomic factors found in the literature 
about third world countries such as malnutrition, lower 
standards of living, and problems with sanitation are 
typical of those that have been observed in Haiti. 
In 1972, a survey of 1,JOO Haitian children aged one to 
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t~ree from 26 areas, revealed that 7% of those children 
suffered from florid kwashiorkor, 60% were malnourished 
according to the Gomez criteria, and 60% had abnormal 
arm circumferences. Local superstitions affect the 
diet considered appropriate for children, and prevent 
the administration of other available foods. It was 
found in some sectors that cow's milk is believed too 
strong for babies and that eggs will make a child's 
teeth fall out. Some people believe that no meat or 
fish generally should be given to a child under three 
years of age because it is considered bad for him. 
Although there may be some serious reser~ations about 
those findings, it is possible, however, that 
superstitious factors play a role in the socioeconomic 
aspects of the problem. 
It is unfortunate that for the time being the 
review of the literature on the actual situation in 
Haiti is limited due to difficulties of access. The 
situation in Haiti is not much different from the rest 
of the third world countries, hence the necessity of 
approaching the complexity of the problems with the 
same basic assumptions of a multidimensional approach, 
embracing the biopsychosocial/spiritual aspects of the 
health needs in Haiti. 
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T:ie review of the literature on the various 
facLors involv2d in health and disease strongly support 
the necessity for mental health needs assessment that 
in~ludRs ~he various dimensions that predispose to and 
influr"nce those needs. The r'.Ul tidimensional approach 
is an essential aspect of health needs assessment for 
various reasons: (a) as supported by the literature, 
health a~d illnesses are multideterminant, so it would 
be n'3.i_v-e to ass.:ss the n·~eds and ignore ·che determining 
socioeconomic and sociocultural factors that interplay 
with those needs; and (b) since needs assess~ent is one 
essential part of the planning process, ignoring the 
factors that interact with those needs is likely to 
handicap the planning precess. There is undeniable 
evidence that a multidimensionai approach which takes 
into account the psychosocioeconomic, sociocultural, 
and psychological and spiritual factors involved iri 
health and diseases, is necessary in assessing health 
needs in general and mental health needs in ?articular. 
It is also undeniable that there is graat need fer 
mental health services in Haiti as a whole and in the 
provinces in particular. Therefore assessing mental 
health needs in Northern Haiti is nec2ssary and 
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requires that a mul t idi;;1ensional approach be used so as 
to perrnit an appropriate planning procsss for meeting 
those needs. 
The Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is threefold: (a) to 
assess the current r.1ental heal th ;ieeds i.1 Northern 
Haiti by surveying the physicians and clergymen as key 
informants, (b) to assess the various fa-::tors that 
predispose to and interact with those mental health 
needs, and (c) to propose strategies for implementing 
mental health services in Northern Haiti. 
Significance of the Study 
As is shown in the review of the literature, there 
are clear needs for mental health services in third 
world countries in general and in Haiti in particular; 
these are greater than ever. Considering the various 
sociocultural, biopsychosocial/spiritual, and 
socioeconomic factors that predispose to mental 
illnesses in those countries, there are obvious needs 
for mental health services which are complex. 
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Curren-CJ.]', there ar:= :io nerr::a.l h2Zil th services provided 
in llorthe~~ fiaiti or in any other provinca in that 
country. PJ.ar,ning mental h?a.l th serv icas requi:rcs a 
needs assessment. Using the :'\.2Y Infor;nants ap·?roach 
has been 2ho;1n to b3 legiti~ate and appropriate. 
the present prcposal is to assess mental health needs 
in Northern Haiti as they are perceived by physician~ 
anC. cler'.jymen and to propose a plan of service 
prcvisicn and p~evention for meeting those needs in 
light of the various factors thilt predispose ~o them. 
Objectives of the study 
This study hopes to a=ccmplish four things: 
1. Provide a model that can be used in assessing 
mental health needs in Northern Haiti and other parts 
of Haiti. 
2. Use the model to assess mental health needs in 
Northern Haiti by surveying physicinns and clergy1nen. 
3. Identify the current factors that predispose 
and interact ~ith those ~ental health needs. 
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4. Explore strategies for implementing mental 
health services in Northern Haiti and, make 
practical recommendations based on the findings 
CHAPTER II 
NETH OD 
Tl':is chapter •,vill present the basic infor:wation of 
the ressarct process. The following three basic 
qi1estions are addressed: first, •:1ho participated in 
the study? (i.e., the selection of subJec~s); seco~d, 
\vha·i: i~i.strur.ientE" were used in obtaining the 
information?; and tnird, how was the data a-:::tually 
collected? 
Preliminary Survey Trip 
The researcher visited Haiti in January 1987 to 
evaluate the possibility of assessing the mental health 
needs of that country. Several key health officials 
were contacted regarding this project. These included 
the representative of the World Health Organization and 
Pan-American Health in Haiti, the Director of the 
Psychiatric Center in Port-au-frince, the Director of 
the Haitian Red Cross, the Director of the Haitian 
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Social Welfare (Bien-etre social), and several others. 
All these individuals made helpful recol!llllendations and 
suggestions for this study. 
The researcher had also the opportunity to 
interact r1i':h some physicians and clergymen of the 
capital, Port-au-Prince, and they also made suggestions 
contributing to the research process. 
In addition, a contact with a prominent lawyer in 
the capital was very productive. He provided insight 
into the complexity of the mental health situation in 
the population with regards to criminal activities, and 
the Haitian judicial system and its relationships to 
mental heal th and illx~esses. The lawyer strongly 
argued for a global and interdisciplinary approach to 
alleviate human suffering in the country. 
A preliminary questionnaire was also distributed 
to many physicians in the capital. Constructive 
criticism (especially from the "\'IBO representative) of 
the preliminary questionnaire contributed to a large 
extent to the design of the actual questionnaire used 
in this study. 
Several attempts were made to contc.ct officials in 
the National Public Health Departr~ent. However, the 
top level administrative changes that took place during 
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the sa~e week nada it impossible to dis~uss the 
research project with public health officials in 
Port-au-Prince or in Northern Haiti. 
Subjects 
The population chosen for this study consisted of 
all physicians and all clerg::{Jllen in the province of 
~orttern Haiti within an elliptical radius of 40 to 60 
kilometers of Cap-Hc.ithm, who could be contacted by 
the research associates. Cap-Haitien is the Capital 
city of the Northern Depa.rtncnt and, as o.E 1986, has a 
population of 70,500. It should be noted that Haiti 
was experiencing one of its ~erst political crises 
during th2 period the ::-esearch was being conducted 
(Nove1;ilier 1987 to early 1983) . Traveling in and out of 
the country and circulation through the country uere at 
best risky, if not impossible. The research asscciates 
also r2ported that, because of the political 
atmosphere, many of the intended subj ects··participants 
seemed to be over cautious and unwilling to participate 
in the research, even though it was exFlained t;,.at the 
research study would in no way put anyone in jaopardy. 
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Haterials 
Because no studies of this kind had been conducted 
in Haiti, no instrunent was readily available to gather 
t•e inforT.Jation needed. Therefore, two questionnaires 
were designed: one for physicians and one for 
clergY\.)en. The questionnaires were designed to assess 
the mental health needs perceived by physicians and 
clergymen, and also to assess the factors that are 
involved in those heal th needs. 'l'he questionnaires 
were Gesigned for the most part to follow a scale of 1 
to 6. Copies of the questionnaires in both English and 
French are in Appendices G and H. 
The Physicians Questionnaire 
The physicians questionnaire was designed as 
follows: For questions 4 to 12, each item had a scale 
of 1 to 6, and was delineated so that 1 = never; 2= 
almost never; 3= sometimes; 4= often; 5= almost always; 
and 6== always. Thus a Mean of 3.00 for any item 
indicates that the average response for that particular 
item is 'sometimes'. For question 13, each item had a 
scale of 1 to 6 and was delineated so that 1= 
absolutely not important; 2= not very important; 3= 
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SOJQ8idhat i:nportant; 4= i~.1portant; 5= ver;1 i::::portant; 6= 
absolutely very i::iportant. Thus a mean of 4. 00, for 
any item for question 13 i;1dicates that the av.arage 
response for that particulc:ir item is 'important' and so 
:'ort:1 for other res:;ionse leve-ls. For ques"'.:icn 14, each 
item had a scale of 1 to 6 and w~s delineated so that 
l= strongly disagree; 2= disagree; 3= noderately 
disagree; 4= moderately agree; 5= agree; a~d 6= 
strongly agree. Thus a mean of 5.00 ~or any item for 
question 14 ind~.cates that the average response was 
'agree' for that particular item. 
The first three questions consisted of tl1e 
demographic varia~les: 1) specialty 2) places of 
practice, and 3) number of years in practice. 
Questions 4 to 12 ask for the frequency with which 
the respondents have observed certain attitudes, 
behaviors, and the frequency with which they have dealt 
with certain symptoms or disorders among the 
population. Question 13 asks information regarding the 
importance of some socioeconomic factors in 
predisposing to illnesses in the population. Question 
14 asks the respondents to rate their opinion on 
specific statements related to mental health needs of 
the population and various factors that inter9lay with 
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these needs. Question 15 asks for the availability of 
certain ment2.l health services and resources to the 
population. The respondents were then asked to list 
the top 3 public health needs and the top 3 mental 
hea.lth needs of the population in questions 16 
and 17 respectively. 
Question 4 ~eals primarily with attitudes and 
behaviors toward illness~s in the general population. 
Question 5 asks for the frequency with which the 
physicians receive non-medical complaints from their 
patients. Question 6 asks fer the frequency with which 
the physicians have observed certain physical symptoms 
for which there is no apparent organic or 
pathophysiologic mechanism basis in their patients. 
Question 7 has to do with certain psychosexual 
disorders observed or reported among the general 
population. QuP.stion 8 asks the physicians to give the 
frequency of certain symptoms, including depressive 
symptoms, anxiety disorders, and personality disorders 
and psychotic symptoms, are observed among the 
population or among th·eir patients. Question 9 asks 
for specific psychophysiological disorders they have 
either observed or treated among the pop11lation. 
Question 10 deals specifically with mental disorders 
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a.1:1.ong the population. Question 11 asks infor:::atiot1 
about substances that are abusej. Qua~tion 12 asks the 
physicians to give t.he frequency with which they 
prescribe certain psychotropic medications. 
The same fornat and r,rir.cip.les were applied to 
the questionnaire for the clergymen. For questions 3 
to 8, each item followed a scale of l to 6 (l= Never to 
6= Always) ; question 9 also t'ollowed a sea.le of 1 t0 6 
(1= Absolutely not inportant, to 6= .!illsolu·::ely 
Ir:i.portant). ..'\rd question #10 fcllm;ed a sccile 0£ 1 to 
6 (l= Strongly Disagree to 6= Strongly agree). 
The first two c,;uestions consisted of the 
demographic variables: (a) religious affiliation, and 
(b) number o= years in the ministry. 
Questions 3 to s ask the clergy'lTien to give the 
frequency with which they have observed or dealt with 
certain behaviors, attitudes, and symptoms in the 
population. Question 9 deals with the socioeconomic 
factors thnt interact with illnesses a~c11g the 
population. Question 10 asks the clerg~m.(:m to rate 
their opinicn on specific stc.tements related to mental 
health needs and the predis~osing factors among the 
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population. Question 11 deals with the availability of 
certain mental health services or resources to the 
population. In question 12, the clergymen were aslced 
to list the principal contributions of the church in 
prom~ting mental health among the population. Finally 
in questions 13 and 14 they were asked to list the top 
3 public health needs and the top 3 mental health needs 
of the population. 
Question 3 wa~ d8signed to assess the frequency 
with which clergymen were consulted for certain 
social or emotional problems and difficulties by the 
population. Question 4 asks their observation of 
certain events in the population. Question 5 deals 
with specific psychophysiological illnesses observed or 
reported among the population. Question 6 asks the 
frequency with which certain attitudes and behaviors 
toward illnesses are observed araong the population. 
Question 7 asks the clergymen for their observation of 
certain social and cultural problems of the population. 
Question 8 deals with a list of symptoms and asks the 
clergymen to give t:'le frequency with which they are 
observed. 
The questionnaires were reviewed by the 
dissertation committee before they were translated into 
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French which i~ the official language of Haiti. The 
French transl<:ition of the .:ruestionnaires wcis reviewed 
by a physician former.ly from Haiti, who had practiced 
medicine in Hai~i for a number of years before 
iminigrating to the Un}.tc;d States. 
Items for Questions 7, B, lU, 11 for t~e 
physicians, <:,r,d i terns for qusstion 8, for the clergymen 
were in part modeled on selected criteria as described 
in the Dia~nostic and Statistical Mancal of Mental 
Disorders, Third edi -r.:ion ( DS:·!-III; American Psychiatric 
Association, 1935). The DSJ.l-III is congruent with the 
International Classification of Diseases, ninth 
edition, (ICD-9; World Health Organization). 
'i'his present study has focused on certain 
disorders that appear in the Axis I category in the 
DSM-III, for example; such clinical syndromes as 
Organic Hental Disorders, Substance .C.buse , Affective 
Disorders, Somatoform Disorders, Psychotic Disorders, 
and certain disorders that appear in Axis III, and 
finally Psychosocial Stressors that would appear in 
Axis IV. 
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Data Collection 
Sixty physician questionnaires and 70 clergy:nan 
questionnaires were distribute<;; each had a cover 
letter and was in a sepa~ate envelcpe. The 
~lestionnaires were mailed to the two research 
associates who had been previously contacted and had 
agreed to carefully follow the procedures outlined. 
They both resided in Cap Haitien, Haiti and could 
contact the respondents. Letters and phone calls were 
exchanged regarding the d~tails of the process of the 
data collection. 
The following instructions were given and 
followed: (a) distribute all 130 questionnaires during 
a 3-week period, (b) send a reminder to the respondents 
either by phone or personal contact in case the 48 
hour-deadline in the cover letter was not met, and 
(c) collect the envelopes available within a 4-week 
period and return them to the researcher. 
A final letter was sent by the associates to the 
researcher detailing the proper handling of the 
data collection process. 
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Statistical Res2arc~ Design 
Descriptive statistics, i~cluding csntral tendency 
measure::;, were used to sunu"":tarize and collate the data, 
with the use ot tables, ~s appr0priate (Gravetter & 
Wallnau, 1985; Isaac, 1985). 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
This chapter presents the Descriptive statistics 
of the data collected via questionnaires. The data is 
summarized in tabJ.es. The Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (SPSS/PC+) was used to analyze the 
data. 
This chapter contains the analysis of the 
demographic variables and some descriptive statistics 
for e~ch_question for each group. It also contains the 
descriptive statistics for each category. Only those 
items with a mean of 3.00 and above were chosen, 
because of the nature of the study which was assessing 
areas of needs perceived by the physicians and the 
clergymen. On rare instances an item below a 3.00 
average was chosen because of its significance if the 
Hode was 3 or above. The complete descriptive 
statistics can be found in Appendices I and J. 
A brief analysis of salient items is made at 
the introduction of each table. 
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S>1bj ects 
The subj ects-purticipnnts comprising the sa:mple 
for this study ~e~e 60 physicians of which 27 (45%) 
comp::i.'2ttd t:-.. e que2t.:onra5re, 0.nd 70 c~~er9ytt1en, of 'Which 
JO (42.8%) con;ilet<ed i:.he questjonr:aire. The total 
sample (tl) was 57 out of lJO (43.8%). 
De!}_qgL·a_~Jhic V2ri2bles fen: t:-i.9 1':1.'\lsician~ 
The demographic varia~los for the physicia~s 
included the following: (a) specialty, (b) places of 
practice, (c) number of years in practice. 
1. Specialty: Of tha 27 physicians, 7 (25.9%) 
practiced OB-GYN, 6 (22.2%) we=e general practitioners, 
4 (14.8%) were surgeons, and the remaining 10 (37.04%) 
physicians practiced other specialties such as internal 
medicine, pediatrics anj E~T. 
2. Places of practice: Of the 27 physicians, 25 
(92.5%) worked at the state hospital, 2 (7.4%) in 
private hospi~als, 12 (44.4%) in group practica and 5 
(18.5%) in solo practice. Many physicians p=acticed 
in more than one place, as is reflected in the numbers. 
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3. Number of Years in Practice: The number of 
years in practice for the physicians ranged from 2 
years to 35 years with a Mean of 7.5 years in practice. 
Demoaraohic Variables or the Clergymen 
The demographic variables for the clergymen 
included the following: a) Religions affiliation, and 
b) Number of years in the Ministry. 
1. Religious Affiliations: Of the the 30 
clergymen who participated in the study, 19 (63.3%) 
were Baptist; 6 (20%) were Roman Catholic and the 
remaining 5 (16.6%) clergymen had other religious 
affiliations such as 7th Day Adventist, Evangelical 
Church of Haiti, and so forth. 
2. Number of years in the ministry: The number of 
years in the ministry ranged from 2 to 40 witha Mean 
of 11.86 years in the ministry. 
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for Bae~ Q~sstion 
For questions 4 to 12, the scale for each item 
:r.angeo from 1 = Never to 6 = Always. For question 13, 
-:-:!.le scale rang2C: f!"'CTI1 1 = ~...bsolu~el~r l';ot Important to 6 
= Ai.isolut:ely Ve,ry I:;:portant. :F'or question 14, each 
scale r3nged from 1 = Strongly Disagree to 6 = Strongly 
;;.gree. 
attit11dGs and beh~v~ors ~0~;2rd illnessps in the 
ponulntion vo11 se.cv9? 
Table 1 presents some dascripti~;e statistics for 
question #4. Item Q4H "Superstitious Behaviors" has 
the his;hest mean, 4.19, fcllowsG. by item Q4C "Beliefs 
in supernatural Causas of Illness." The most freqt:.ent 
response for these 2 items was 4 'often.' Both items 
Q4E "~Iegligence toward personal care" and Q4F "?oor 
personal hygiene" have an equal :nean of 3. 50. 
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Table 1 
Patients' attitudes and behavior~ toward illnesses 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. 1! Label 
Q4H 4.19 4 .85 3 6 26 SUPERSTITIOUS 
Q4C 4.04 4 1. 02 1 6 27 SUPRNATURL BELIEF 
Q4E 3.50 3 .95 2 6 26 NEGLECT PERS C.'L"{E 
Q4F 3.50 4 1.10 1 6 26 POOR HYGIENE 
Q4A 3.48 4 1. 23 1 6 25 TOLERANCE ILLNESS 
Q4D 3.44 3 .89 2 5 27 NO FOLLW INSTRUCT 
Question #5: How often do individuals bring these 
non-medical concerns to your office? 
Table 2 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #5. Item Q5F "Life Circumstances issues" has 
a mean of 3.32 followed by item Q5I "Work Related 
Problems" with a mean of 3.00. The most frequent 
response for both items was 3 "sometimes". 
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Table 2 
·.rc.r. Hean Mode SD Min. Hax. £1 Label 
Q5F 3. 32 3 .95 1 5 25 LIFE CIRCUHSTJl-llCE 
Q5I 3.00 3 1. 07 1 6 27 WORK l-'ROBLEJ'-!S 
Qt;estion '16: How oftro.n do vou see the following 
uathonhvsioloaical mechani:;1r:s to ?.cr~gu!~:. '.:Q_":" the 
T~ble 3 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question # 6. Item Q6I apainful ~enstruat~on" has the 
highest r:iean, 3.48, followed by item Q6J "Irregular 
Menstrual Period with a 1·!ean of 3. 34. Host frequ·2nt 
response for both items was 4 "often". Item Q6H 
"Sexual Indifference" was included because of its 
significance. Although it has a mean of less than 
3.00, the nost freq1.1ent responsr.= ~r.ras 3 1 so~:ieti:nes' . 
uf the 26 respondents, 17 (65.38%) gave a 3 to 6 
response. 
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Table 3 
§.:L.Cli;etoms with01.1t orG'1nic causes 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. Ji Label 
Q6I 3.48 4 l. 42 1 6 27 DYSMENORRHEA 
Q6J 3.35 4 1. 29 1 5 26 IRREGU. HEl'ISTRUA 
QEK 3.00 3 l.20 1 5 25 PMS 
Q6H 2.88 3 1. 24 1 6 26 SEX. INDIFFERENCE 
puestion d7: Hew o~ten do the follcwi~a sexual 
disorders c-:::cur in the ponulation you sei::v2? 
Table 4 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #7. Item Q7I "Premature Ejaculation" has the 
highest mean, 3.29, followed by item Q7H "Erectile 
Deficiency, 2.96, and ite:n Q7J "Inhibited :·!ale Orgasm". 
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s~xual disorders in conulation 
Var. ?1ean Ho de SD Min. Nax. l1 Label 
Q71 3.30 4 1.17 1 6 27 PRE;{.; TURE EJ.i-.CUL. 
~7n 2.96 3 .98 1 4 27 ERECTILE DEFIC. 
Q7J 2. 77 3 1. 03 1 4 26 IH?O'.l.'ENC3 
Q7P 2.60 3 .96 1 4 25 DYSPA..."'<.EUNIA 
svnntcT~ls a;,ionq vour nat.i~?Yt.s? 
Table 5 presents some dc2scripi:ive statistics for 
question #8. Item QSF "Supe::-stitious Behaviors" has 
the highest mean, 3.88, the mode being 4 'often'. It 
is followed by item QBA "Shortness of Breath" with a 
mean of 3.69, and a mode of 4 'often'; item QST 
"Insomnia" has a mean of 3.60 '·1ith a mode of 4 'often'. 
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Table 5 
Various syrnntmns s""en in nooulati.on 
Var. Mean i·!ode so Min. Max. !! Label 
Q8F 3.88 4 1. 03 2 6 26 SUPERSTITIONS 
Q8A 3.69 4 .93 2 6 26 SHOR'!'. OF BREATH 
Q8T 3.60 4 1.29 1 6 25 :LNSOHNIA 
Q8B 3.52 4 .89 2 6 27 DIZZINESS 
QBC 3.50 3 .71 2 5 26 TACH'!CARDIA 
Q8N 3.26 3 1. 02 1 5 27 CONSTANT F.l\.TIGUE 
QGU 3.23 3 1.21 1 5 26 PESSH!ISM 
Q8I 3.04 4 .85 2 4 27 LOSS OF CONSCIOUS 
QSI< 3.04 3 1.13 1 6 27 HE•<IORY LOSS 
Q8L 3.04 3 1. 00 1 4 26 IRRITABILITY 
QBE 3.00 3 .69 2 5 26 POLYURIA 
Q80 2.74 3 1.29 1 5 27 DELUSIONS 
QBBB 2.72 3 1.17 1 6 25 HALLUCINATIONS 
QSR 2.68 3 .95 1 4 25 LOSS INTERES1' SEX 
Q8G 2.44 3 1.22 1 5 27 OBSESSIONS 
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9uQstion ~9: Ho~ often do vou see tha follo~J~~g 
illnesses in the: no~Dulc.tion vou s2r-:1i:;~? 
Table 6 presents scr:ie descriptive statistics for 
question #9. Item Q9J 11:.Jigraine Head0ches" has the 
highest mean, 4.00, and a mode of 4 1 oft2.n 1 • It :ls 
:Zollowed by iten Q9B "Hypertension", it:e2n 3.83 and a 
mode of 4 'often'; and item Q9A "Ulcer", mean 3.85, 
and n mode of 4 'often'. Item Q9D "Chronic Ciarrhea" 
is also significant with mean of 3.61 and a mode 3 
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Table 6 
Illnesses seen in Pooulation 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. £! Label 
Q9J 4.00 4 .85 2 6 26 MIG'<..i\INES 
Q9B 3.88 4 .95 l 6 26 HYPERTENSION 
Q9A 3.85 4 .92 2 5 26 ULCER 
Q9D 3.62 3 .98 2 6 26 DXARf~qEA 
Q9G 3.50 4 1.14 l 6 26 G-I SYHPTO:.!S 
Q9E 3.40 4 1. 08 2 6 25 ANOREXIA 
Q9K 3.29 3 .91 2 6 24 HZl>..."qT DISE~\SE 
Q9H 3.04 2 1.04 1 5 25 EPILEPSY 
Q9L 3.00 3 1.18 1 5 24 HYPOCHONDRIASIS 
Q9F 2.88 3 1. C5 1 6 25 BULIMIA 
Question #10: How often do the following 
osychological disorders occur among the oooulation vou 
serve? 
Table 7 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #10. Item QlOF "Sleep disorders" has the 
highest mean, 3.88, and a mode of 4 'often'. It is 
followed by item QlOC "A!1xiety" which has a mean of 
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3.81 and a mode of 4 'often'; and Item QlOE 11 Eysteria1t 
a mean of 3.25 and a mo~e of 4 'often'. Item QlOB 
"Depression" is also worth noting; it has a me2n of 
3.11 and a mode of 3 'sometines'. The last item worth 
noting is item QlOH "?ersonality Disorder" wr.ir:h has a 
mean of 2.88, and a r.wde of 3 'som':!t:il.nes'. 
Table 7 
.P.2.Y..choloqic:al Dism::-ders in noculation 
Var. Hean Mode SD Hin. :·!ax. N Label 
QlOB 3 .11 3 1. 01 1 6 27 DE:PRESSION 
QlOF 3.89 4 :i.15 2 6 27 SLEEP DISORDERS 
QlOC 3.81 4 1. 04 l 6 .,~ ~I ANXIETY 
QlOE 3.26 4 :!..416 l 5 27 HYSTERIA 
QlOH 2.89 3 1.12 l 6 '27 PERSON.'\LITY DI SOR 
QlOG 2.84 3 1.14 1 5 25 SEXUAL DYS FUN CT 
QlOD 2.78 3 .97 1 5 27 SUBSTAl'<CE ABUSE 
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Ouestion !11: How often do you see the abuse of 
the following substances in the noculation? 
Table 8 presents the descriptive statistics for 
question #11. Item QllE "Sugar" has the highest mean, 
4.55, and a mode of 4 'often'. It is followed by item 
QllB "Tobacco", a mean of 4.07 and a mode 4 of 'often'; 
and item QllA "Alcohol" which has a mean of 3.85 and a 
mode of 4 'often'. Item QllD "Caffeine" is also worth 
noting. It has a Mean of 3.25 and Mode of 4 'often'. 
The last item to be considered is item QllC 
"Harijuana", which has a mean of 2.96 and a mode of 3 
'sometimes'. It must also be noted that of the 27 
respondents, 21 (77.78%) answered this item with a 3 
to 4 scale response. 
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Table 8 
S 1.lbst2nc~ abuse in the ~opu1-ation 
Var. Hean J.!ode SD Min. :Max. H Label 
QllE 4. 56 4 . 92 3 6 2·1 SUGAR 
QllB 4. 07 4 1. 00 2 6 27 TOBACCO 
QllA J.85 4 1.13 2 6 27 ALCOHOL 
QllD 3.26 4 1.10 1 6 ;n CAFFEINE 
QllC 2.96 3 .94 1 4 27 :·ll>..RIJUAll.\ 
Question a12: How often do you ~rescribe the 
following medications? 
- 52 
Table 9 presents some descriptive statistics for 
Question #12. Item Ql2H, "Valium" has the highest 
mean, 3.63, and a mode of 4 'often'. It is followed by 
item Ql2A, "Barbiturates", with a mean of 2.77 and a 
mode of 2 'almost never'. Item Ql2G Phenothiazines," 
is also worth noting. It has a mean of 2.59, but has a 
mode of 3 'sometimes'. 
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Table 9 
Medications i;irescribed 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Ha:<. l:! Label 
Ql2H 3.63 4 1.11 1 6 27 VALIUM 
Ql2A 2-.78 2 1.09 1 6 27 BARBITURATES 
Ql2G 2.59 3 .93 1 4 27 PHENOTHIAZINES 
Question ~13: How imoortant are the following factors 
in cr2disnosing to ~llnesses in the ooculation? 
Table 10 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #13. All items of this question received a 
mean above a 3.00 and the lowest mode is 4 'often'. 
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The items ranged from a mean of 3.31 to 5.40. The 
highest mean is 5.40 for item QlJE "Inadequate 
Sanitation" and has a mode of 6 'always important'. It 
is followed by item Ql3D "Chronic Undernourishment", 
with a mean of 5.25 and a ~ode of 6 'always important'; 
and item Ql3A "Crowded Quarters" with a mean of 5.07 
and a mode of 5 'Nearly always important'. Item Ql3C 
"Childhood Malnutrition" also has a mean of 5.07 and a 
mode of 6 'always important'. Item Ql3H "Illiteracy" 
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is also worth ~oting. It has a mean of 4.83 and a mode 
of 5 'nearly always i~por~ant'. 
Table 10 
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26 PUBLIC i-!E,\L'l'H 
2 7 mTE:·!PLOYI.JEllT 
27 POOR HYGIEl!E 
27 NATURAL DISASTER 
27 ALCOHOLISM 
27 SHOKING 
27 BIRTH cmTTROL 
25 SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
27 LACK OF EXERCISE 
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Question #14: Please indicate vour ooinion on the 
followina statements. 
Table 11 presents some descriptive statistics for 
Question #14. Item Ql4D "Needs for Mental Health 
Education" has a mean of 5.11 and a mode of 6 'strongly 
agree'. It is followed by item Ql4F "Mental Health 
Problems seen as Satanic Manifestations", with a mean 
of 4.92 and a mode 5 'agree'; and Item Q14C "Needs for 
Mental fieal th Servj.ces" mean of 4. 85 and a mode of 5 
'agree'. Item Ql4E "Needs for Clinical Psychologists 
and Mental Health Specialists" is worth noting; it has 
a mean of 4.70 and a mode of 5 'agree'. 
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TL1ble 1:1... 
Ouinions exur:_~ed cin fol_Low\.rrg stat'?Tnf~n"'~ . .s 
Var. !·lean l1ode SD Hin. Hax~ £{ Toabel 
Ql4D 5.11 6 .89 3 6 27 m:::so Ml! EDUC.\'l'IOH 
Q14F 4.93 5 l.H 2 6 27 F.~.H P:RBLH SA'J.'71.l!IC 
Ql4C 4.85 5 1. 03 2 6 ?.7 }lEED HH SER'TICZS 
Qi4E 4.70 5 .99 2 5 27 NEED PSYCHOLOGIST 
Qi4I 4.31 4 1.16 1 6 26 CHI:LDHOOD ORIGD~S 
Q14K ·~. 19 6 l. 55 1 6 27 VOODOO & HEA.LTH 
Ql4G 4. 11 4 1. 40 1 6 27 PSYCHOGENIC PRDD! 
QHB 3. 7,\ 3 1. ·-16 1 6 27 TREAT EHOT PRBLl·! 
Ql4A 3.56 4 1. 48 1 6 27 ALCOHOL & HEALTH 
Ql<lJ 3.12 4 1. 51 1 6 25 CA}l'T TREAT 
Ql4H 2.07 1 1.11 1 5 27 SUICIDE 
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Descriotive Stat_istics for _:the Cl 0rov1~en for. 
Each Questi::m 
For questions 3 to 8 the scale for each item has a 
range from 1 = Never to 6 = Always. For question 9 the 
scale ranges from l = Absolutely Not Important to 6 
Absolutely Very Important. For question 10 each item 
scale ranges from 1 = Strongly Disagree to 6 = Strongly 
Agree. 
Question #3: How often do individuals bring the 
following concerns to vou? 
Table 12 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #3 for the clergymen. Item QJH "Life 
Circunstances in General" has the highest mean, 4.96, 
and a mode of 6 'always.' It is followed by item QJD 
"Religious Concerns" which has a mean of 4.17 and a 
mode of 3 'sometimes;' and item Q3E "Advice Seeking for 
Decision Making" which has a mean of 3.79 and a mode of 
3 'sometimes.' 
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Table 12 
Concer:'.1s ir:.di .,iidu-1ls bring to off ice 
v~1r. Mean HodP. SD Hin. I1!ax. lI Label 
·----------
QJrl 4. 'l7 6 1.16 2 6 30 LI?E CI::{CU}iST.'0iC. 
Q3D 4.17 3 1. 47 1 6 29 :RELIG. CONC:SRNS 
Q3:S 3.79 3 1. 26 1 6 29 ADVICE ON DECIS. 
03G 3. 78 3 1~28 2 6 27 HEALTH CONC2RNS 
QJC 3.7u 3 1. ;;.4 1 .:; 29 INTZRPERS. COll.?LI 
Q3F 3.46 3 l.48 1 6 28 SEXUAL l·L~>'fTERS 
Q3B 3. 28 3 1. 46 1 6 29 P? . .l·~El'1TIDG ISSUES 
Q3A 3.10 3 .71 1 4 30 H2\RITAL DIFFICULT 
Question #4: How often do the follo~ing situations 
occur in the aeneral coculation? 
Table 13 presents some descriptive statistics for 
Question #4. Items Q4D "Uncertainty .1'.bout Life" and Q4F 
"Political Unrest" both have a mean of 4.96 and a mode 
of 6 'always'. These items are followed by item Q~E 
"Poor Physical Environment" which has a mean of 4.36 
and a mode of 4 'often'; and also item Q4B "Heavy 
smoking" with a mean of 4.21 and a mode of 4 'often'. 
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Table 13 
Situations which occur in the uonulation 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Hax. li Label 
Q4D 4.96 4 1. 02 3 6 27 LIFE UNCERTAINTY 
Q4F 4.96 6 1. 26 2 6 28 POLITICAL UNREST 
Q4E 4.37 4 1. 45 1 6 30 PHYSICAL ENVIRON. 
Q4B 4.21 4 1. 26 1 6 28 TOBACCO 
Q4C 3.80 4 .92 2 6 30 MARITAL PROBLEHS 
Q4A 3.61 3 1. 37 1 6 28 ALCOHOLISH 
Question ,!15: How often do the followina diseases occur 
among the general poDulation? 
Table 14 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #4. Items QSD and QSI "Hypertension" both have 
a mean of 4.50 and a mode of 4 'often'. They are 
followed by item QSH 11 :•Iigraines" which has a mean of 
4.46 and a mode of 4 'often'; and also item QSC 
"Sexually Transmitted diseases" which has a mean of 
3.79 and a mode of 4 'often'. 
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rraDle 14 
Diseases •.·1hich occur a:.1oncr th?. nopulati_on 
Var, Mean Node SD I1in. Hax. H Label 
Q5D 4.50 4 l.11 2 6 30 TUBERCULOSIS 
Q5I 4.50 4 1. 04 1 6 30 HYPERTENSION 
Q5H 4.47 4 J..3J 1 6 30 iUGRAINES 
Q5C 3.79 3 1. 35 1 6 29 STDS 
Q5J 3.64 3 1. 22 1 6 28 DIARRm:::; 
Q5F 3.60 4 1. 22 1 6 JO ULCE~ 
Q5A 3.50 3 1. 04 1 6 JO HEART DISEASE 
Q5E 3.03 3 1. 09 1 6 29 TETANUS 
Q5G 2.97 3 .87 1 5 29 EPILEPSY 
Q5B 2.90 3 . 99 1 6 30 CANCER 
Quest ion C! 6: How often do vou s<~e the fo 1 low:i.]lg 
attitudes and behaviors among the general nonulation? 
Table 15 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #6. Item Q6C "Beliefs in S<:.p2rnatural Causes 
of Illnesses" has a mean of 5.23 and a mode af 5 
'almost always.' It is followed by item Q6H 
"Superstitious Behaviors" which has a mean of 5.20 and 
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a mode of 5 'almost always' and also item Q6F "Poor 
personal Hygiene" which has a mean of 4.60 and a mode 
of 4 'often'. 
Table 15 
Patients' attitude and behavors toward illnesses 
Var. Mean Mode SD Hin. Max. :!:! Label 
Q6C 5.23 5 .73 4 6 30 SPF.NATURAL CAUSES 
Q6H 5. 21 5 .73 3 6 29 SUPERSTITIONS 
Q6F 4.60 4 .97 3 6 30 POOR HYGIENE 
Q6E 3.90 4 1.18 2 6 29 NEGLECTING HK\LTH 
Q6D 3.83 4 1.12 1 6 30 NO FOLLW INSTRUCT 
Q6G 3.79 4 .96 2 6 28 El:.TING HABITS 
Q6I 3.67 2 1. 37 2 6 30 NOT TRUST DOCTORS 
Q6A 3.66 4 1. 40 1 6 29 ILLNESS 'IOLERJ<..NCE 
Q6B 3.52 2 1.55 1 6 29 UNCONTROL ILL.'IES 
Question 117: How often are the foJ.lowing_renorted in 
the qPneral uonulation? 
Table 16 presents some descriptive statistics for 
Question #7. Item Q7H "Witchcraft Aiming at Harming 
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a rucde of 5 'almost always' and also item QSF "Poor 
pers0nal Hygiene~" ·..;hich has a meun of 4. 60 and a mode 
of 4 'often'. 
Table l5 
Patients' attitude and b3havors toward illnesses 
'Jar. Mean 1·1ode ~Q Hin. Hax. kl Label 
Q6C 5.Ll 5 . -13 4 6 30 SPRNATURAL CAUSES 
Q6H 5.21 5 .73 3 6 29 SUPERSTITIONS 
Q6F 4.60 4 .97 3 6 30 POOR HYGIEIIE 
Q6E 3.90 4 1.18 2 6 29 NEGLECTI?JG HE).LTH 
Q6D 3.83 4 1.12 1 6 30 NO FOLL1 INSTRUCT 
Q6G 3.79 4 .96 2 6 28 EATING HA.BITS 
Q6I 3. 67 2 1. 37 2 6 30 NOT TRUST DOCTORS 
Q6A 3.66 4 1. 40 1 6 29 ILL\JESS TOLERAi,lCE 
Q6B 3. 52 2 1. 55 1 6 29 UN CONTROL ILLlrnS 
the general oopulation? 
Ta~le 16 ~resents some descriptive statistics for 
Question fP. Item Q7H "Witchcraft Aiming at Harming 
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People" has the highest mean, 4.53, and a mode of 4 
'often' . :Lt is followed by item Q7 A "F.obbery" which 
has a mean of 4.43 and a mode of 4 'often'. Three 
additional items all have a mean of 4.30; item Q7F 
"Unpaid Debts" which has a mode of 4 'often' and item 
Q7G "Sorcery" which has a mode of 5 'al:nost always': 
and also item Q7I "Prostitution" which has mode of 4 
'often'. The last item to be considered here is item 
Q7M "Child Abuse" which has a mean of 4.13 and a mode 
of 3 'sometimes'. 
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Table 16 
S i_tlJa ;,:)_ans rr_~nort:.:3d 2:1oncr th·3 ggr~2:a_1__pccu latl an 
Var. Mean Hod8 SD Hin. Hax. H Label 
Q7H ·1. 53 4 1. 07 3 6 30 EVIL WITCHCRAFTS 
Q7A 4. '~· 3 4 1.14 1 6 30 ROBBERY 
Q7G <'..41 5 1. 03 3 6 27 SORCERY 
Q7P 4. :.; 0 4 1.15 2 6 30 Ui,:PAID DEBTS 
Q7I 4. '.iO 4 .95 3 6 JO PROSTITUTION 
Q7N 4.13 3 1. 01 3 6 30 CHILD i\BUSE 
Q7E 4.00 ~, 1. 07 2 6 29 TP..1.;.FFIC ACCIDE~1TS 
Q7K 3.69 3 1. 20 1 6 29 PHO?•IISCUITY 
Q7D 3.57 4 l. 53 1 6 28 zo:MBIFIC;~TION 
Q7L 3.52 ~ 1. 09 1 6 29 ABOH'l'ION 
Q B 3.47 3 1. 28 l 6 30 BURGLA:<.Y 
Q7J 3.32 3 1. 49 1 6 28 PORNOGR.i\PHY 
Q7C 3 .13 3 1. 04 1 6 30 PH.JR DER 
Q7N 3.03 3 .94 2 6 29 RAPE 
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Question '18: How often do vou o!Jserve the follcwing 
svmptoms in the nooulation you serve? 
Table 17 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #8. Item QSZ "Gossip" has the highest mean, 
5.06, and a mode of 6 'always'. It is followed by 
item QSY "Lack of Trust in Others" which has a mean of 
4.SO and a mode of 4 'often'; and also iteu QSP 
"Constant Worry" which has a mean of 4. 70 .:md a mode of 
5 'almost always'. Additional items that are worth 
noting here are: item QSC "Fear of the 'Loas'"(evil 
spirits) a mean of 4.69, and a mode of 5 'almost 
always'; item QBU "Faar of Demonic Persecutions" a mean 
4.63, and a mode of 5 'almost 'always'; item QBN 
"Jealousy" which has a mean of 4.54, and a mode of 
4 'often'; Item QBM "Child Rearing issues" which has a 
mean of 4.31 and a mode of 5 'almost always'. 
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Table 17 
Svm;:it<Jms ol.)ser-l·=d 2.::10!1.g t:1e noout 3.t.ion 
Var. Hean Mode SD Hin. ;1ax. lI Label 
QSZ 5.G7 6 .92 3 6 29 GOSSI?S 
QSY 4.80 4 .92 3 6 30 TRUST ISSUES 
QSP 4. 70 5 1. 07 2 6 27 CO'.'IS'JA.c'lT WORR.:: 
G3C 4.69 5 1. 00 3 6 29 FEAI~ OF rJE;,m~;s 
':)SS 4.63 5 1. 00 3 6 30 DEi·!ONIC PERSBCUT 
QSN 4.54 4 1. 00 3 6 28 JEALOUSY 
Q3W 4.50 5 1. 32 1 6 28 I..:ZSIGNATIOlT 
QoS 4 .. 44 5 1.12 3 6 27 DIFERIOR. co:,!PI.EX 
QSD 4.31 4 1. 07 2 6 23 '.)EATH 03SESSIO~T 
QSH 4.31 5 1. 04 3 6 29 CHILD RE;;RING 
QBI 4.24 4 .91 2 6 29 INFIDELITY 
QBB 4.21 5 1. 01 2 6 29 PESSH!ISM 
QSV 4.18 4 1. 06 2 6 28 INTROVERSION 
QSX 4 .14 4 .99 2 6 29 KE"'P ~· RELATIONS 
QSO 4.13 4 .82 3 6 30 IN-LAWS 
Q""' v~ 4.07 5 1. 00 1 5 29 ANGER CONTROL 
QSJ 4.04 3 .92 J 6 28 MARITAL ROLES 
{table cont inn.es) 
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Table 17 (continued) 
s~2tons observed among the nooulation 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. H Label 
QaG 4.03 4 .87 2 5 29 POOR COMHUNCATION 
QBB. 4.00 4 .94 2 6 28 SLl:EP DISORDERS 
QBK 3.82 3 1.12 2 6 28 FAMILY PLJ<-11NING 
QBT 3.73 4 1. 04 2 6 26 F.;LSE GUILT 
Q8H 3.68 4 1. 09 1 6 28 SEX DISSATSFCTION 
Q8F 3.61 3 1.13 2 6 28 OBSESSIONS 
Q3L 3.04 3 .B4 2 5 28 STEHILITY 
QBQ 2.81 3 .96 1 5 27 SUICIDAL IDEATION 
Question #9: Ho~:' imcortant are the follo•.dng factors 
in predisnosing to illnesses in the oopulation? 
Table 18 presents some descriptive statistics for 
Question #9. All the items for question #9 have a mean 
above 4.00. Item Q9E "Inadequate Sanitation" has the 
highest mean, 5.62, and a node of 6 'absolutely very 
important.' It is followed by item Q9D "Chronic 
Undernourishment" which has a mean of 5.55, and a mode 
of 6 'always;' item Q9C "Malnutrition in Childhood" 
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~,>y·~ ich hc.s u .. -:1e~n of 5 .. 4 3, and a mcde of 6 / al "Jays / . 
The additional item::; are item Q9G "Illiterac•1 11 which 
has a mean of 5.25 and a mode of 6 'always'; both items 
Q91. "Crowded Qu,1rters" and Q9B "Overpopulation" have a 
mean ~f 5.20 :1nd a mode of 6 'always'. Th~ last ite~ 
QYF 11 L?.ck of 'laccinaticn" has a Nean of 4. 90 and a mode 
of 5 'very important'. 
Table 18 
Factor:; nredis:)osir.q to illn2ss.?.s 
Var. Hean Mode L~bel 
Q9E 5.62 6 .56 4 6 29 Illj'.\CQU>,'l' SiliHTAT. 
Q9D 5.55 6 .69 4 6 29 UHDERllOLJRISHI1ENT 
Q9C 5.48 6 .83 3 6 29 HALl!UT~ITION 
Q9G 5.25 6 .93 3 6 28 ILLITER;"\CY 
Q9A 5.20 6 .92 3 6 30 CROWDED QUARTERS 
Q9B 5.20 6 .89 3 6 30 OVERPOPULATION 
Q9F 4.90 5 1. 06 2 6 30 LACI< OF VACCIN 
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Question ~10: Please indicate vour opinion on the 
followina state~ents. 
Table 19 presents some descriptive statistics for 
question #10. Item QlON "There is an inportant 
interaction betw0en spiritual health, physical health, 
and mental health" has the highest mean, 5.90, and a 
mcde of 6 'strongly Agree'. It is followed by item 
QlOC "Needs for Mental Health Services", which has a 
mean of 5.67, and a mode of 6 •strongly agree'; item 
QlOA "I wish I had more training to deal with some of 
the emotional issues people bring to my att8ntion" has 
a mean of 5.63 and a mode of 6 'strongly agree'. Items 
QlOE "Needs for Psychologists and Mental Health 
Specialists" and QlO "Needs for Mental Health Education 
for the Population" both have a mean of 5.43 and a 
mode of 6 'strongly agree'. 
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TabJe 19 
Oninions e~coress2d 071 follm;in_cr stat2nent~ 
Var. Hean Mode SD J:>Iin. Max. 11 Label 
Q:ON 5.90 6 .31 5 6 30 rm Ii:lTE:lACTI ON 
QlOC 5.67 6 .61 4 6 30 NE3D iIH SERVICES 
QlOA 5.63 6 .67 4 6 30 HORE 'rRAINING 
1.2lOE 5.43 6 .86 3 6 JG NEED PSYCSOLOGIST 
QlOF 5.43 6 . '73 3 6 30 NEED MH EDUCATION 
QlOB 5.40 6 .67 4 6 30 CHURCH INVOLVHEN'r 
QlOG 5.27 6 .78 4 6 30 TRAD!DIG INTZREST 
QlOK '). 07 5 .60 4 6 28 CHILDHOOD ORIGINS 
QlCH 4.97 6 1. 27 1 6 30 MH PTIBLl-! SA'l'ANIC 
QlOJ 3.10 2 1. 52 1 6 30 BIBLE ONLY AN SHER 
QlOL 2.89 3 1. 37 1 6 28 SUICIDE PROBLEM 
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Descrictive Stati~tics for Phvsicians for 
Selected Cateaories 
Cat.egorv medical concerns 
Table 20 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Medical concerns category for the physicians. Item 
Q4C "Beliefs in s·1pernatural Ca.uses of Illnesses" has 
the highest Mean, 4.04 and a mode of 4 'often'. Item 
Q9J "Migraine Headaches" follows closely with a mean of 
4.00, and a mode of 4 'often'. Item Q9B "Hypertension" 
is also significant with a mean of 3.88 and a mode of 4 
'often'. !tis followed by iten Q9A "Ulcer" which has 
a mean of 3.85 and a mode of 4 'often'. Item Q8A 
"Shortness of Breath" comes next with a mean of 3.69, 
and a mode of 4 'often'. It is followed by item Q8T 
"Insomnia" which has a mean of 3.60 and a mode of 4 
'often'. Three additional items each received a mean of 
3.50: item Q4E "Polyuria" which has a mode of 3 
'sometimes'; item Q4F "which has a mode of 4 'often'; 
and item QSC "Tachycardia" which has a mode of 3 
'sometimes'. The last two items to be mentioned here 
are items Q6I, "Dysmenorrhea", and Q4A, "High Tolerance 
of Illnesses"; they both have a mean of 3.48, and a 
mode of 4 'often'. 
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Tabie 20 
Categorv ~0dical concerns 
Var. Hean Mode SD Hin. Hax. £1 Label 
Q4C 4.04 4 L 02 1 6 27 SUPERNATUR.1-'iL 
Q9J 4.00 4 .85 2 ·S 25 }!IGRAINES 
Q9B 3.88 4 .95 1 6 26 HYPERTENSION 
Q9A 3.85 4 .92 2 ::; 26 ULCER 
Q8A 3.69 4 .93 2 6 26 SHORT OF BRE.:\TH 
Q9D 3. 62 3 .98 2 6 26 DI.i\..'<...~iEJ>. 
QST 3.60 4 1. 29 1 6 25 DlSO:i-H!IA 
QSB 3.52 4 . 89 2 6 27 DIZZINESS 
Q4E 3.50 3 .95 2 6 26 PERSONAL CAHE 
Q4F 3.50 4 1.10 1 5 26 PERSONAL HYGIENE 
Q8C 3.50 3 .71 2 5 26 TACHYCARDIA 
Q9G 3.50 4 1.14 l 6 26 G-I SYHPTOHS 
Q4A 3.48 4 1. 23 1 6 25 TOLER..;;.NCE ILLNESS 
Q6I 3.48 4 1. 42 1 6 27 DYSI·!ENOR.."qHEA 
Q4D 3.44 3 . 89 2 5 27 NOT FOLLOW INST. 
Q9E 3.40 4 1. 08 2 6 25 lil·iO:\EXIA 
(table continues) 
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Table 20 (continued) 
Cateaorv medical concerns 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. H Label 
Q6J 3.35 4 1. 29 l 5 26 IRR MENSTRUATION 
Q9K 3.29 3 .91 2 6 24 HEART DISEASE 
QSN .3.26 3 1. 02 l 5 27 CONS'TANT FATIGUE 
QlOE 3. 26 4 1.16 1 5 27 HYSTERIA 
QSI 3.04 4 .85 2 4 27 LOSS OF CONSCIOUS 
Q9H 3.04 2 l. 04 1 5 26 EPILEPSY 
Q6K 3.00 3 1. 20 1 5 26 PHS 
QSE 3.00 3 .69 2 5 26 POLYURIA 
Q9L 3.00 3 1.18 1 5 24 HYPOCHONDRIAS IS 
Q9F 2.88 3 1. OS 1 6 25 BULIMIA 
Q6C 2.81 4 1. 20 1 5 26 CHEST PAIN 
Q4I 2.63 3 1. 04 1 5 27 LACK OF TRUST 
Q4B 2.35 3 .94 1 4 26 UNCONTOLLABLE 
Cateaorv sexual issues 
Table 21 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the sexual issues category. Item Q7I "Premature 
Ejaculation" has the highest mean, 3.30 and a mode of 
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4 1 often. / It is follo 1d2d by ite.:cn Q5G 11 s2xual Conflict 
Issues" which has a mean cf 2.92, and a J;JOde of 3 
'sometimes.' 
Tab~i..e 21 
Cateqorv sexual issues 
Var. :Mean Node SD Min. !~ax. 11. Label 
Q7I 3.30 4 1.17 1 6 27 PREIU'\T. EJACULA. 
Q7H 2.96 3 .93 J. 4 27 EP.J~C'l'IL DEFCIEHCY 
Q5G 2.92 3 .89 1 5 26 SEXUC\L CONFLICTS 
(27J 2.77 3 1. 03 1 4 26 DlPOTENCE 
Q7P 2.60 3 .96 1 4 25 DYSPliliEUNIA 
Q7Q 2.59 3 1. 05 1 5 27 Rl\PE 
Catecrory a ffecti V!;:, disorC:e-cs and anxiety disorders 
Table 22 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the category, "Affective Disorders and An:dety 
Disorders." Item Q4G "Appetite Disorders" has the 
highest mean, 4.12, and a mode of 4 'often.' It is 
followed by item QlOF "Sleep Disorders" which 
has mean of 3.39 and a mode of 4 'often.' Item 
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QBT "Insomnia" is also significant. It has a mean of 
J.60 and a mode of 4 'often'. It is followed by item 
QSN "Constant fatigue" with a mean of 3.26, and a mode 
of 3 'sometimes'. Item QlOB, 6 Depression," has a mean 
of 3.11 and a mode of 3 'sometimes'. 
Table 22 
Catego:ry affective disorders and anxietv disorders 
Var. Mean Node SD Min. Mc;x. H Label 
Q4G 4.12 4 .91 2 6 26 EATI:!G DISORDER 
QlOF 3.89 4 1.15 2 6 27 SLEEP DISORDERS 
QlOC 3.81 4 1. 04 1 6 27 A.NXIETY 
Q8T 3.60 4 1. 29 1 6 25 INSm1NIA 
Q8N 3.26 3 1. 02 1 5 27 CONSTANT FATIGUE 
Q8U 3.23 3 1. 21 1 5 26 PESSIMISM 
QlOB 3.11 3 1. 01 1 6 27 DEPRESSION 
Q8K 3.04 3 1.13 1 6 27 ME}!ORY LOSS 
Q80 2.74 3 1.29 1 5 27 DELUSIONS 
QSAA 2.68 3 1.14 1 5 25 LOSS CONCNTRATION 
Q8CC 2.32 3 1.18 1 5 25 PANIC ATTACKS 
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ca-:_eqc:-v DS\1 c::ctic S',-~Dto: . .:.:~ 
Ta~le 23 presents so~e descriptive statistics for 
the Psychotic Sy::ipto:;is category. r·cen Q3Y "Delusions 
of Gran~eur" has the highest mean, 2.33 and a mode of J 
'so~eti~tes'. It i.s folloved oy i~e~ QGO ''Persecutory 
Delusions" which has a cean of 3.74 and a mode of 3 
'scrneti~~.es', and item QBBB nH..::tlluci~ations 11 which has a 
mean of 2.72 and a mode of 3 'sometines'. The last item 
i:o be mentioned here is item Q3R "Loss of Interest in 
Plsasi.:rable Acth,it.:.es" which has a inean of 2. 63 and a 
mode of 3 'sometimes'. 
•rable 23 
Categorv Hsvchotic SVT':"!DtOYJ.S 
Var. Hean Ho de SD Nin. Hax. H Label 
QSY 2.88 2 1.40 1 6 26 UNUSUAL STRENGTH 
QSO 2.74 3 1. 29 1 5 27 DELUSIONS 
QSBB 2.72 3 1.17 1 6 25 H..".LLTJCI:!ATIONS 
Q8R 2.68 3 .95 l 4 25 filfr!EDONIA 
Q8Q 2.56 2 .58 2 4 25 Rt'\PID HOOD SHIFTS 
QSZ 2.56 3 1. 29 1 6 25 GRJ\..NDIOSITY 
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Categorv interoersonal issues 
Table 24 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the category of interpersonal issues. Item QlOH 
"Personality Disorders" has the highest mean, 2.83 and 
a mode of 3 'so~etimes'. It is followed by item Q5E 
"Personality Disorder Issues" which has a mean of 2.56, 
and a mode of 3 'sometimes'; and item Q5B "Marital 
Difficulties" which has a mean of 2.46 and a mode of 3 
'sometimes'. 
Table 24 
cat_eaorv interi;iersonal issue~ 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. tl Label 
QlOH 2.89 3 1.12 1 6 27 PERSONALIT DIS ORD 
Q5E 2.56 3 .96 1 5 25 PERSONALIT DIS ORD 
Q5B 2.46 3 .95 1 5 26 MA..~ITAL PROBLEMS 
Q5D 2.35 3 1. 02 l 5 26 INTERPERS. CONFLI 
Categorv substance abuse 
Table 25 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Substance Abuse category. Item QllE "Sugar" has a 
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mean of 4.~5 and a mode of 4 'often.' It is followed 
by i·tem QJ..JF ·•considerable _;;lcoholism" which :1as a r:iean 
cf 4.14 and a mode of 4 'often;' and item QllB 
"Tobacco" which has a mean of 4.07 and a mode of 4 
'often.' Item QllA "A:coholic Beverages" has a mean of 
3.85 and a mo~e of 4 'often.' It is followed by item 
Ql4A "Al coho::. ism is a i•Iaj er Heal th Problem among the 
Population", mean J.55 and m'Jde 4 'rr0derately agree.' 
Tc:.ble 25 
Categ_ory substance abuse 
Var. Hean Mede SD Hin. Hax. !::I Label 
QllE 4.56 4 .93 3 6 27 SUGAR 
Ql3F 4.15 5 1. 23 1 6 27 ALCOHOLISH 
QllB 4.07 4 1. 00 2 6 27 TOBACCO 
QllA 3.85 4 1.13 2 6 27 ALCOHOL 
Ql4A 3.56 4 1.48 1 6 27 ALCOHOL & HE?.LTH 
QllD 3.26 4 1.10 1 6 27 CAFFEINE 
QllC 2.96 3 .94 1 4 27 I!:u"UJUI1N!\ 
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Cateaorv sucerstitious issues 
Table 26 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Superstitious Issues. Item Q4H "Superstitious 
Behaviors" has the highest mean, 4.19, and a mode of 4 
'often'. It is followed closely by item Q14K "Beliefs 
in Voodoo and Witchcraft have a negative influence on 
physical and mental health among the population" which 
has a mean of 4.18 and a mode of 6 'strongly agree'. 
Item Q4C "Beliefs in Supernatural Causes of Illnesses" 
has a mean of 4.03 and a mode of 4 'often'. It is 
followed by item QSF "Superstitious Behaviors" which 
has a mean of 3.88 and a mode of 4 'often'. 
Table 26 
Category suoerstitiov.s issues 
Var. Mean Hode SD Hin. Max. 1! Label 
Q4H 4.19 4 .85 3 6 26 SUPERSTITIONS 
Ql4K 4.19 6 1.55 1 6 27 VOODOO & J:l:Z.;.LTH 
Q4C 4.04 4 l. 02 1 6 27 SPRiiATUP.AL BELIEF 
Q8F 3.88 4 1. 03 2 6 26 SUPERS1' BEHAVIOR 
Q80 2.74 3 1.29 1 5 27 DELUSIONS 
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Tdble 27 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Socioeconomic Factors und Issues catego:-:y. Item 
Q13E "Inadequate Sanitation" h<ts the highest mean, 
3.40, and a mod~ of 6 'absolutely very i~9ortant'. It 
is followed by itell'. QlJS "Chronic Under.nourishment" 
which llas a mean of 5.25 and a mode of 6 'absolutely 
very important'. Item Ql3A "Cror.rded Quarters" and item 
Ql3C "Malnutrition in Childho'Jd" e<:ch has a mean of 
5.07; item Ql3A has a mode of 5.00 'very important' and 
item Ql3C has a Hade of 6 'absolutely very ir.1portant'. 
They are followed by item Q13B "Overpopulation" which 
has a mean of 4.96 and a mode of 5 'very i~portant'; 
and !tem Ql3H "Iliiteracy" which has a mean of 4.DB and 
a mode of 5 'very important'. Item Ql3N "Lack of Public 
Health Education Programs" has a mean of 4.84 and a 
mode of 5 'very important'. It is followed by item 
Ql3L "Unemployment" which has a mean of 4.40 and Mode 
of 4 'important', and item Q13J "Poor Personal 
Hygiene" which has a mean of 4.33 and a mode of 4 
'inportant'. Two additional items are worth 
mentioning: item Ql3F "Considerable Alc~holism" and 
item Ql3G "Heavy Smoking"; each has a mean of 4.14 and 
mode of 5 'Very important'. 
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Table 27 
category socioeconomic iSSU9S and factors 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. l! Label 
Q13E 5.41 6 1. 01 3 6 27 INADEQ. Sl,NITAT 
Q13D 5.26 6 .90 3 6 27 UNDERNvURIS!fr!ENT 
Q13A 5.07 5 .83 3 6 27 CROWDED QU1'.RTERS 
Ql3C 5.07 6 1. 07 2 6 27 MALNUTRITION 
Ql3B 4.96 5 1. 02 2 6 27 OVERPOPULATION 
Ql3H 4.89 5 .89 3 6 27 ILLITERl"\CY 
Ql3N 4.85 5 1.16 2 6 26 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Ql3L 4.41 4 1. 42 1 6 27 UNEMPLOY:1-1ENT 
Q13J 4.33 4 1.24 1 6 27 POOR HYGIENE 
Q130 4.26 4 1. 35 2 6 27 lL"\TURAL DISASTER 
Ql3F 4.15 5 1. 23 1 6 27 ALCOHOLISM 
Q13G 4.15 5 1. 20 1 6 27 SMOKING 
Ql3M 4.07 5 1.17 1 6 27 BIRTH CONTROL 
Ql3J 4.33 4 1. 24 1 6 27 POOR HYGIENE 
Q13L 4.41 4 1. 42 1 6 27 UNEMPLOYMENT 
QlJK 3.92 4 1. 04 1 6 25 SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
Ql3I 3.81 4 1.14 1 6 27 Li"\CK OF EXERCISE 
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Table 28 presents sone desc~iptive statistics for 
the raedications cat£,gory. Item Ql2H "Vc:.liu::a" has the 
highest nean, 3.63 and a mcde of 4 'often.• It is 
follo~ed by ~ten Ql2A "Barbiturates" which hEs a mean 
of 2.77 and a node of 2 'almost never,' and item Ql2G 
"Phenothiazines" which has a mean of 2.59 and a mode of 
































C.:1t0gory :-::ed_ica 1 conc~rr:s 
Table 29 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the ~ed~cal concerns category. Ite;;i Q6C "Beliefs in 
Supernatural Causes of Illnesses" has the highest oean, 
5.23 and a mode of 5 'almost always.' It is followed 
by ite;;i Q6H "Superstitious B2haviors 11 which has a mean 
of 5.20 and a mode of 5 'almost always;' and item Q6F 
"Poor Personal Hygiene" which has a mean of 4.60 and a 
r.:ode of 4 'oC:en.' Two i te2'!s have a t1c:?an of 4. 50 each 
and a mode of 4 'often;' they are item Q5D 
"Tuberculosis" and item QSI "Hypertension." These 
items are followed by item QSH "Migraii:e Headaches" 
which has a mean of 1.46 and a mode of 4 'often' and 
item Q6E "Negligence Toward Care in General" which has 
a mean of 3.89 and a mode of 4 'often.' 
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Tabl2 29 
Catgaorv medical soncerns 
Var. Hean Ho de ~Q Hin. }~ax. ll Label 
Q6C 5.23 5 . "/3 4 6 30 SPR.ITATU?..,'\L CAUSES 
Q6H 5.21 5 .73 3 6 29 SUPERSTITIONS 
Q6F 4. 60 4 • ':)7 3 6 30 PCOR HYGIE?<E 
Q5D 4. :,o 4 1.11 2 6 30 TUBE:r:cu:::...osrs 
Q5I -l. 50 4 1. 04 1 6 30 HY?EP/.I1Zi~SION 
Q5H 4.47 4 l. 33 1 6 JO HIG~'\IliES 
Q6E 3.90 4 1.13 2 6 29 NZGLECTING HEALTH 
Q6D 3.83 4 1.12 1 6 30 1'10 FOLLW INSTRUCT 
Q5C 3.79 3 1. 35 1 6 29 STDS 
QGG 3.79 4 .96 2 6 28 EATING HABITS 
Q6I 3. 67 2 1. 37 2 6 30 TRUST IN I::OCTORS 
Q6A 3.66 4 1.40 1 6 29 ILL'IESS TOLER.l>NCE 
Q5J 3.64 3 1. 22 1 6 28 DIAR.ZHEi\ 
{tcbl~ continues) 
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Table 29 (continued) 
Categorv ~edical concerns 
Var. Mean Mode SD Hin. 
Q5F 3.60 4 1. 22 1 
Q6B 3.52 2 1. 55 1 
Q5A 3.50 3 1. 04 1 
Q5E 3.03 3 1. 09 1 
Q5G 2.97 3 .87 1 
Q5B 2.90 3 .99 1 
Cateoory sexual issues 
Max. H Label 
6 30 ULCER 
6 29 UN CONTROL ILLNESS 
6 30 HEART DI3E.l\SE 
6 29 TETA..'WS 
5 29 EPILEPSY 
6 30 CA}ICER 
Table 30 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Sexual Issues category. Item Q7I "Prostitution" 
has the highest mean, 4.30 and a mode of 4 'often'. It 
is followed by item Q5C "Sexually Transmitted Diseases" 
which has a mean of 3.79 and a mode of 3 'sometimes'; 
and also item Q7K "Promiscuity" which has a mean of 
3.69 and a mode of 3 'sometimes'. The last item to be 
considered here is item Q8H "Sexual Dissatisfaction" 
which has a mean of 3.67 and a mode of 4 'often'. 
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Table 30 
Catecrory sexual issues 
Var. Mean Node SD Hin. Max. £1 Lu.be1 
Q'II 4.30 4 .95 3 6 30 PROSTITUTION 
Q5C 3.79 3 1. 35 1 6 29 S'l'DS 
Q7K 3. 69 3 1. 20 l 6 29 PROl·E:3CUITY 
QSH 3. 68 4 1. 09 l 6 28 SEX DISSTSFACTION 
Q3F 3.46 3 1. 48 1 5 28 SEXUJlL H2\TT:C:RS 
Q7J 3.J2 3 1. 49 1 6 23 PORNOGR..\PHY 
Q7N 3. 03 3 .94 2 6 29 RAPE 
c~teaorv affective disord£:!rs c.nd 2nx1ety disorders 
Table 31 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Affective Disorders and Anxiety Disorders category. 
Item Q8P "Constant Worry" has the highest mean, 4.70 
and a mode of 5 'almost always'. It is followed by 
item QSW "Resignation" which has a mean of 4.50 and a 
mode of 5 'almost always'; and also iten QSS "Feelings 
of Inferiority" which has a mean of 4.44 and a mode of 
5 'al:nost always'. Two additional items wor+:h 
mentioning are item QSD "Recurrent thoughts of Death" 
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which has a mean of 4.31 and a mode of 5 'almost 
always' and item QSB "Negative View of the Future" 
which has a mean of 4.20 and a mode of 5 'almost 
always'. one last item to be considered here is item 
QST "False Guilt" which has a mean of 3.73 and a mode 
of 4 'often'. 
Table 31 






































































27 CONST.11.NT WOP.RY 
28 RESIGNATION 
27 INFERIOR. COMPLEX 
29 DEATH OBSESSION 
29 PESSIMI5i1 
29 Jl.NGER CONTROL 
28 SLEEP DISORDERS 
26 Fl\.LSE GUILT 
30 VlORTHLESSNESS 
28 OBSESSIONS 
27 SUICIDAL IDEATION 
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Table 32 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Marriage and Family cat2gory. Item QSN "Jealousy" 
has the highest mean 4.53 and a mode of 5 'almost 
always'. It is followed 'oy item Q8i1 "Child Reuring 
Issues" which has c. mean of 4.31 and a IT.ode of 5 
'almost always;' and also item QSI "Infidelity" which 
as a mean of of 4.24 and a mode of 4 'ol~en.' Item Q7M 
"Chi~d Abuse" is significant with a mean of 4.13 an~ a 
mode of 3 'sor.ietimes;' and also item QSO "In laws" 
which has a mean of 4.13 and a node of 4 'often.' Two 
additional items have a mean of 4.0J, item QBG "Poor 
i-Ia.:::ital Co1T'.municati_onu which has a mode of 4 'often' 
and item QSJ "Conflicts on the Spouse Role" which has a 
mode of 3 'sometimes.' 
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Table 32 
Catecory marriacre and family: 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Max. ll Label 
QSN 4.54 4 1.00 3 6 28 JEALOUSY 
QSM 4.31 5 1.04 3 6 29 CHILD REARING 
Q8I 4.24 4 .91 2 6 29 INFIDELITY 
Q7M 4.13 3 1. 01 3 6 30 CHILD ABUSE 
Q80 ·Ll3 4 .82 3 6 30 IN-LAWS 
Q3J 4.04 3 .92 3 6 28 HAR ITAL ROLES 
Q3G 4.03 4 .87 ~ 5 29 MA.'\ ITAL COMMUNIC. "' 
Q8K 3.82 3 1.12 2 6 28 FA1HLY PLANNING 
Q4C 3.80 4 .92 2 6 30 MARITAL PROBLEMS 
QSH 3.68 4 1. 09 1 6 28 SEX DISSATISFACT. 
Q3B 3.28 3 1.46 1 6 29 PARENTING ISSUES 
Q3A 3.10 3 .71 1 4 30 ~'lARITAL DIFFICUL. 
Q8L 3.04 3 .84 2 5 28 STERILITY 
Ca.ti=>crorv intern~rscnal is.sues and versonality 
disorders 
Table 33 presents some descriptive statist~.cs for 
the category of Interpersonal Issues and Personality 
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Disorders." It2m QBZ "Gossips" has tha highest me~n 
5.06, and a mode of 6 'always.' It is followed by item 
QSY "Lack of Trust in Others (Paranoia)" which has a 
mean of 4.80 and a ~cde of 4 'often;' and also item QSN 
'·Jealousy" which has a ::iec-_n of 4. 53 and a :~.ode of 4 
1 often. 1 T·wo additional i t2~::.s '.worth nentioning are 
item Q7F "Unpaid Debts" which has a mean of 4.30 and a 
mode of 4 'ofta~:' and item QSX "Difficulty in 
Maintaining Coed Interperso~al Relationsh~ps" which has 
a mean of 4.13 and a mode of 4 'often.' One last item 
to mention here is item QBE "Difficulty with 
Controlling Anger" which has a mean of 4.06 and a node 
of 5 'almost always.' 
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T<:ible 33 
Cateaorr internersonal issues ~nd oersonality 
di sord,~rs. 
Var. Mean Mode §__Q Z!in. Hax. 11 Label 
QBZ 5.07 6 .92 3 6 29 GOSSIPS 
Q8Y 4.80 4 .92 3 6 30 TRUST ISSUES 
Q7F 4.30 4 1.15 2 6 30 UNPAID DEBTS 
QBV 4.18 4 1. 06 2 6 28 INTROVERSION 
Q8X 4.14 4 .99 2 6 29 :1AINTAIN RELATION 
Q3C 3. 76 3 l. 24 l 6 29 INTRPERS CONFLICT 
Category suoerstitious issues 
Table 34 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Superstitious Issues Category. Item Q6C "Beliefs 
in Supernatural Causes of Illnesses" has the highest 
mean, 5.23 and a mode of 5 'almost always'. It is 
followed by item Q6H "Superstitious Behaviors" which 
has a mean of 5.21 and a mode of 5 'almost always'. 
These items are followed by item QlOH "The Population 
Views Many of the Psychological Problems as Satanic 
Manifestations" which has a mean of 4.97 and a mode of 
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6 'always'; ar~d i..t2n QBC 11 Fear of th-2 Loas 11 which h~s a 
mean of .1. 69 and a mode of 5 'almost always'. Two 
additional items worth rnentioning are ite1ns Q8U npcar 
of Demonic Persecutions" which has a mean of 4.63 and a 
mode of 5 'alra,.:)st al wci.ys / <:.:1d i t:.2:lll Q7H 11 W.i tchc::af i.:s 
Aiming at Harming Peo:JJ.e" \·1hich has a mec:n of 4. 53 and 
a mode of 4 'often.' 
r.!12.ble 34 
Categorv s1~oerst it iou!:-7 is2ues 
Var. Mean Hade SD l·!in. l1ax. l! Label 
Q0C 5.23 5 .73 4 6 30 SUPERNATU. CAUSES 
Q6H 5.21 5 . 73 3 6 29 SUPERSTIT. BEtL°\V • 
QlOH 4.97 6 1. 27 1 6 30 m1 PROB. AS DEHON 
QSC 4.69 5 1. 00 3 6 29 FEAR OF 11 L02.S 11 
Q8U 4. 63 5 1. 00 3 6 30 DEHON PERSECUTION 
Q7H 4.53 4 1. 07 3 6 30 EVIL WITCHCRAFTS 
Q7G 4.41 5 1. 08 3 6 27 SORCERY 
Q7D 3.57 4 1. 53 1 6 28 ZOl,1BIFI C3~}.I1ION 
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Category existential and r'°'!ligious issues 
Table 35 presents some descriptive statistics for 
the Existential and Religious category. Items Q3H 
"Life Circumstances" and Q4D "Life Uncertainty" both 
have the highest mean, 4.96, and a mode of 6 'always.' 
These items are followed by item QBD "Obsessive 
Thoughts of Death," which has a mean of 4.31, and a 
mode of 4 'often.' Item Q3D "Religious Preoccupations" 
has a mean of 4.17 and a mode of 3 'sometimes.' One 
additional item worth mentioning is Q7L "Abortion" 
which has a mean of 3.52 and a mode of 3 'sometimes.' 
Table 35 
Category existential and reliqious .issues 
Var. Hean Mode SD Min. Max. ll Label 
QJH 4.97 6 1.16 2 6 30 LIFE CIRCUMSTANC. 
Q4D 4.96 4 1. 02 3 6 27 LIFE UNCERTAINTY 
QSD 4.31 4 1. 07 2 6 29 DEATH OBSESSION 
Q3D 4.17 3 1. 47 1 G 29 RELIG. COHCZRNS 
Q7L 3.52 3 1. 09 1 6 29 ABORTION 
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Tabla 36 p~esents sane dEscriptive statistics for 
the category of Socioeconomic Issues and Factors. Item 
Q9B "Inadequate Sani ta ti on" hc.s the highsst m1:;an 5. 62, 
and a mode of 6 'absolutely very iT::portant.' It ts 
fol:.owed by L:em Q9D "Chronic Unde:::-nourishirrent" which 
has a mean of :i.55 and a mode of 6 'absolutely very 
important;' and iten Q'lG "Illiteracy" whi.ch has a mean 
of 5.25 and a mode of 6 'absolutely very important.' 
It2m Q9C ''~'13.lr~ut:ri tj_cn in Cb.ildhcod 11 is .:\lso 
significant, it h~s 2 ~Jean of 5.48 2nd a ~od3 of s. 
Two additi.onal items Q9A "Crowded Quarters" and Q9:a 
"Overpopulation" each h<.1s a mean of 5. 20 :;.nd a mod2 of 
6 'absolutely very hnportant. ' 
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'l'able 36 
Cateaorv socioeconomic issues and factors 
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. M:ax. !!. Label 
Q9E 5.62 6 "~ • - 0 4 6 29 nJADEQUA SANITAT 
Q9D 5.55 6 .69 4 6 29 UNDERNOURISHMENT 
Q9C 5.48 6 .83 3 6 29 NALNUTRITION 
Q9G 5.25 6 .93 3 6 28 ILLITERACY 
Q9A 5.20 6 .92 3 6 30 CROWDED QUP....RTERS 
Q9B 5.20 6 . 39 3 6 30 OVERPOPTJL.;:>.TION 
Q4F 4.96 6 1. 26 2 6 28 POLITICAL UNREST 
Q9F 4.90 5 1. 06 2 6 30 LACI< OF VACCHI 
Q4E 4.37 4 1. 45 1 6 30 POOR PHYS ENVIRON 
Q7I 4.30 4 .95 3 6 30 PROSTITUTION 
Q4B 4.21 4 1.26 1 6 28 'l'OBACCO 
Q7E 4.00 4 1. 07 2 6 29 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 
QSK 3.82 3 1.12 2 6 28 FAMILY PLANNING 
Q4A 3.61 3 1. 37 1 6 28 ALCOHOLISH 
Q7J 3.32 3 1.49 1 6 28 PORNOGRAPHY 
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This chapcer presented tlle descriptive statistical 
analysis of the questionnaire results. Thesa r~sults 
~e1~e ~ortrayed in the ~ollc~ing ~rder: {a) desc::-iptive 
statistics for the phy~ .i..Ci?,rJS and for the clergyrnen for 
each qu9st;ion 1 (b) dr=script.i. ~;e statistics for the 
physic5.<lns <"nd for the clergymen for each category. 
Except for rare insta~~es, only those itens which have 
a nean of 3.CO and above w~ra selected. There were 8 
categories noted for the physicians and B categories 
noted for the clergymen. 
Frora the responses obtained from the 57 
subjects-participants, several mental health needs were 
rated as important. They can be SUTIL'narized under three 
basic headings in order of priority. First, the need 
for Mental Health Services: 20 out of the 27 
physicians (74%) and 21 out of the 30 clergynen (70%) 
rated this first. The need for Mental Health 
practitioners was rated second by 17 of 27 physicians 
(62.9%) and 20 out of the 30 clergynen (66.6~). The 
need for Mental Health Education was rated third by 15 
out of the 27 physicians (55.5%) and 18 out of the 30 
clergymen (60%). The illajor factors that predispose to 
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or inter~ct with the various ~ent~l disorders perceived 
by the key infor.:iants in the population are listed as 
follows in order of importance: (a) inadequate 
sanitation, (b) chronic undernourishillent, (c) childhood 
nalnutriticn, (d) crowded quarters, (e) aicoholisn, (f) 
sup~rstitious beliefs and behaviors, {g) illiteracy, 
(h) lack of public health education. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
~his discussion contains the following main 
sectiims: (;i.) interpretation and implications of the 
findings fo~ mental health needs and the various 
fac ~ors ir:vol v-.2d ( t.he inter:pretatj on and irilplications 
will he n<:!de f::ir each yroup, clergy-:nen and physicians), 
(h) interpreta~ions and i~p!ications of the findings 
for both groups combined, (c) exploration of strc.tegies 
for implementing mental hee::lth services in Northern 
Hai ti and practical recommend.a tions, ( d) discuss'.on r~f 
the objectives of the study in light of the findings 
and limitations of the study, and (e) conclusion. 
Interpretation and Implications of the Findings for 
Each Group 
This section interprets the statistical results 
presented in chapter three for each group. It will 
discuss the results for each question. The 
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implications of these results are discussed in light of 
the review of the literature presented in Chapter I and 
with additional literature review as appropriate. 
Discussion of the Results for the Phvsicians 
ouestion :!4: How often do you see the fol:Lowing 
attitudes and behaviors toward illnesses in the 
oooulation you servP? 
The items with the highest Mean for this question 
are Q4H "Superstitious Behaviors" and item Q4C ''Beliefs 
in Supe;:-natural Causes of Illness". It can be readily 
observed that these two items are closely related. 
The influence of Voodoo and witchcraft on the 
behaviors and attitudes towards illness has already 
been documented by several authors. Bourguignon (1984) 
states that Voodoo is not only a religious system but 
also a system of dealing with practical problems 
including illnesses. Philippe (1935) also suggests 
that beliefs in voodoo and witchcraft have a 
particularly strong influence on the Haitians' 
attitudes and behaviors. However this phenomenon is 
not limited to the Haitian nor to the Haitian cultural 
context. It has been reported in several third world 
countries. In Northern Nigeria, for example, three 
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causes are generally given for illnesses: Allah or 
God; inpersonal hazards such as the environ:i1ent; and 
personal attacks from spirits and witchraft (Stock, 
1980). Also, in India, it has been reported that a 
lar?e percent0~e of health problems are attributed to 
the ~r~th of a goddess (Taylor, 1976). Another example 
is provided by Nurge (1977) who observed that in a 
Piilip~ine village, illness was ascribed to either 
natural '.:'r supernatu.ral ca•1ses: spir~_t-gcds, witches, 
and s0rcerers were responsible for most supernatural 
illness. 
What may be expacted in those countriss is a 
lack of personal responsibility for one's health. And 
this is also true for Northern }!ai ti. Item Q4E 
"Negligence toward Personal Care" and Q4F "Poor 
Personal Hygiene" which follow the previous items may 
be the outcome of the beliefs in supernatural causes 
of illness which in ::urn leads to superstitious 
behaviors to alleviate suffering. 
The attitude and behavior toward physical illness 
can be expected to be the same toward i:tantal illness. 
The tendency to ascriba bizarre behaviors to evil 
spirits and to take mental disorders for demonic 
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manifestations can also be expected from those 
populations. 
It needs to be firmly communicated in Haiti that 
personal responsibility for health and the use of 
scientific means to alleviate suffering should not be 
neglected. Illness is not always an uncont~ollable 
process as is most often believed in t~ird world or 
developing countries (Akin, 1985). 
Question :s: How often do individuals brina these 
Den-medical conserns to vour office? 
According to the 9hysicians, people do not seem to 
take tco many non-medical concerns to their offices. 
Only two items of significance were reported and at an 
average frequency. Item Q5F "Life Circumstances 
Issues" and item Q5I "Work Related Problems" are 
concerns that are sometimes brought to the physicians' 
attention. This may be because the role of the 
physician is so well defined that people do not bring 
other concerns, such as marital difficulties and 
interpersonal issues, to their offices. It might also 
be that the physicians do not have the ti~e to deal 
with those concerns and therefore do not welcome them. 
Another explanation might be that the physicians do not 
feel sufficiently trained to deal with non-medical 
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concerns that may in fact be involved in the physical 
illnesses they trea~. Hewetson (l96J) nas found that 
many patients would not hesitate to approach their 
family doctor with social, economic, family and sexual 
problems, providing however that the fami!y physician 
makes himself available to those kinds of concerns. 
lt seems important that general physicians, 
particularly those who are practicing in places such 
i'.s lTorthern Ha.i_ t.i where mental heal th services are 
:.3ckiriq, would be very effective at diagnosing and 
dealing with psychiatric concerns that can be 
manifested through the medical concerns their 
patients are dealing with. 
Ouestion i!6; How often do you see the followill.g 
symutoE1s in uatients without organic or 
pathoohY§iolocrical nechanisms to account for the 
svmotoms? 
The item that received the highest mean is item 
Q6I "Dysmenorrhea" a mean of 3.48. Dysmenorrhea is 
characterized by painful menstrual periods. Item Q6J 
"Irregular Menstrual Period" is closely related to item 
Q6I. It is interesting to note that Dysmer,orrhea is 
listed as a non-organic syndrome. This :Ls no surprise 
since according to Gatchel and Baum (1983), many 
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physicians ;:iay still dismiss such symptoms as purely 
emotional, may merely prescribe painkillers, and nay 
seldom look thoroughly for organic involvement. That 
may also be the case for the physicians in Northern 
Haiti. Although clinical accounts do suggest that 
emotional factors are involved in this disorder, there 
is a need for controlled research to delineate the 
interaction among the biochemistry, physiology, and 
emotional disturbances associated with menstruation 
(Gatchel & Baum, 1933). 
Perhaps it would be helpful to inform the patients 
about what might be involved in the disorder so as to 
better deal with it. To simply dismiss the symptoms as 
purely emotional does nothing to alleviate the 
bothersome and sometimes painful process of 
menstruation. 
Question #7: How often do the followina sexual 
disorders occur in the nooulation you serve? 
There was no significant sexual disorder reported 
for the female population. Is it because sexual 
dysfunction is non-existent or is it because it is 
not reported? The other question worth asking is 
whether female sexual dysfunction is taken as seriously 
as male sexual disorder. For the moment there is no 
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ready answ2r for those qu.estions ~"1hich is rather 
curious. A tentative ex?lanation might be that women 
in this particular culture, as ~ay also be true in 
other c~ltures, are not too comfortable discussing 
the_;_r sexuc.l life, and ti"lerefore their se~:ual p1:oblems 
are left unnoticed. Another tentative explanation 
is that women in this culture may be expected to be 
p~ssive in sexual relationships, so that it does not 
make a differei1ce >fr.ether they have a c'.ysfunction or 
not. Research is needed in this area to validate or 
reject these preliminary speculations. 
It \·las found that nales in the region scJ'i12ti~es 
presented the following: Premature Ejaculation, 
Erectile Deficiency, and Inhibited Male Orgasm. 
Premature Ejaculation, often psychologically 
related to Erectile Insufficiency, refers to an 
unsatisfactorily brief period between the conuuencement 
of sexual stiraulation and the occurrence of ejaculation, 
the most serious result being the failure of the 
female partner to achieve satisfaction (Coleman, 1934). 
In a preliminary questionnaire for this study, 15 out 
of 15 physicians in Port-au-Prince, capital of Haiti, 
listed lack of sexual education as the primary cause 
for the se:cual disorders patients have reported to 
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the::i. Research evidence supports the view that with 
few exceptions, such impairments occur in the absence 
of anatomical or physiological pathology and are based 
on faulty psychosexual adjustment and learning. 
As for Northern Haiti, there might also be some 
cultural beliefs and taboos associated with the sexual 
disorders reported among the population. Specific 
studies are needed in this area before envisaging 
strategies to alleviate the symptoms and other 
sufferings that may result from misinfornation about 
sexual activity. 
Question '13: How often do vo11 s1~e the following 
synntoms amona your natients? 
The symptoms which received the highest frequency 
of responses were for item QSA "Shortness of Breath" which 
was often seen among patients, and item Q8T "Insomnia". 
Shortness of Breath, which may result from a 
physical ailment, may also be a symptom of anxiety 
which may be accompanied by such symptoms as 
palpitations, profuse sweating and dizziness. It may 
occur in an actual anxiety attack or nay be secondary to 
to other anxiety-based disorders, such as Hypertension. 
(Coleman, 1934). Since, as reported by the physicians, 
this disorder is often observed in their patients, it 
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can be expected that anxiety rnay be one of the 
disorders affecting that population. It would be 
interesting to find out what other Anxiety-based 
Disorders c.re also observed a'no:-ig the population. 
It.ems Q!"B "Dizziness" and Q'~C "Tachycardia" '.'Ire als::: 
related to Anxiety Disorder. It may be valid to 
conclude that Anxiety Disorders are present among the 
population. Some later quest~ons will also help to 
sL~stantiate this conclusion. 
The next item of significance for this particular 
question is item QST "Insomniair which 1:ta.y also be 
related to Anxiety Disorders in patients. Insomnia 
may be related to several oth,~r symptoms: ~-!aj or 
Depression, Alcohol and Drug usa9e, Sleep Deprivation, 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorders, and ?'jchophysiolcgic 
Disorders. 
To understand insomnia in the Northern Haitian 
context, all the disorders mentioned acove must be 
carefully studied in the patient to determine the exact 
cause of that sympto;n. In addition, the physical 
setting rnust be ta~en into account. One of the 
factors that might interplay with insomnia is the poor 
living conditions of so;CTe patients whose sleep is 
often times disturbed by unwelcomed and inevitable 
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noise coming from the traffic, or perhaps the next door 
neighbors whose sleep schedule is different from 
others. Several other factors need to be considered 
before definite relationships can be established and 
specific remediation can be offered. 
~st ion #9: Ho'" often do vou see the following 
illnesses in the oooulation you serve? 
T~ere are several psychophysiological disorders 
reported for thi~ question. The first and foremost of 
such disorders is item Q9J "Migraine Headaches". 
Research evidence often indicates that the majority of 
headaches--about 9 out of 10-- seem to be related to 
emotional tension. Only a small minority of headaches 
result from a wide range of organic conditions 
(Coleman, 1984). Andrasik, Blanchard, & Arena (1982) 
found that tension headache sufferers showed greater 
psychopathology than the migraine headache sufferers. 
This however does not deny the fact that emotional 
tension might also be involved in migraine headaches. 
Item Q9B "Hypertension" is the next psychophysiological 
disorder reported. Related to the Anxiety Disorders 
noted earlier, Hypertension also appears to be ver} 
significant. Hypertension, because of the severity of 
its symptoms and complications, is a very serious 
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disorder.. J~esearch on fv.ctors predispcsiilg to t:.e 
disorder is not lacking. Al2xander (1950) and Sapira, 
Scheib, Mo:iarty & Shapiro (1971) have suggested that 
'C~'le hypertensive patie;'!t is characterized by chronic 
yat inhibited toatility, ~Ggether with a degree 0f 
anxiety and neuro~icis~. It has further been 
suggested that over a period of time the continued 
inhibition of hostile impulses leads to neuroendo~rine 
a~d cardi~vascular responses (norepinephrine and 
acute blood pressure increases), which sulminate in a 
chronic elevation of the blood pressure (Shapiro, 
1978). A variant of suppressed-rage hypothesis has 
been proposed by McClelland (1979). According to this 
view, the i'ldividt:nl i;:; dr.i.ven not so much by Cl<Je and 
the need to suppress it as by power motives and the 
need to inhibit their expression thus leading to 
unexpressed anger and hostility. 
After reviewing the literature on cardiovascular 
disease and hypertension, Herd (1984) concluded that 
the influence of behavior on cardiovascular disease and 
hypertension is evident in the pathcg.enesis of basic 
processes, the management of clinical disease, and the 
prevention of cardiovascular disease and hypertension. 
Recent progress in all these areas has come from 
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interdisciplinary research in which the interactions 
among physiological, psychological, and behavioral 
processes have been explored. In addition, basic 
neurobiological studies have indicated mechanisms 
whereby behavioral processes influence metabolic, 
endocrine, and hemodynamic processes (Herd, 1984). 
It is clear that there is an established 
relationship between psychological factors and 
health. So in dealing with disorders such as 
hypertension, which is often reported among patients in 
Northern Haiti, one has to bear in mind the various 
behavioral and psychological factors which by no means 
should be discarded. Careful and comprehensive 
examination, and evaluation should be made in dealing 
with such disorders. This implies that the physician 
who is treating patients with such disorders would do 
best tc deal with those emotional issues involved or 
make appropriate referrals in addition to his usual 
intervention. 
What is true for dealing with hypertensive 
patients is also true of those who suffer from other 
psychophysiologic disorders such as ulcers, and other 
gastrointestinal disorders. Those disorders were also 
reported to occur often in Northern Haiti. 
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Q±.§stior._j~'t_ip~J o-:ten do the fo1Jo•1ing 
osvcholcgical disorcle:cs occLn: ''::iona t/ie ooulation 
YQ_U serve? 
1\mong the r,isychological disord9rs repo':"ted, item 
QlOF "Sleep Di.sorder:; 11 ;:ipp..:..ars to ne ti1e most 1')revalent. 
It relates well with iteu QST "Inscr:mia" discussed 
earlier in Question #8. It is followed by iteJ:l QlOC 
"Anxiety". l<iuch has alre:id~' been said about Anxiety 
Disorders and Am:iety-related Disorcers. So far 
Jmxiety Disorders have stead out to be very prevalent 
among the population in Northern Haiti. 
Depressive Disorders were surprisingly not listed 
as one of the major psychological disorders. Siven the 
life stresses a11d environmental conditions ·.;hich exist 
in the country of Hai ti as a whole, one would e;cpect a 
higher incidence of Depression than what has been 
reported. According to the findings, Depression occurs 
sometimes among the population, less often than Anxiety 
Disorders and Hysteria. Several questions can be 
raised in light of this. Do people manifest their 
Depression in their anxiety? Do people somatize their 
Depression and deal ~ith it as a physical illness? Are 
people ignorant of depressive sy:r.ptoms so much that 
they do not recognize them within themselves? Since 
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there are no clinical psychologists or other ~ental 
health practitioners available to treat those sy~ptcms, 
people do not know where to turn for help and therefore 
have learned to deal with their Depression in ways that 
may sometimes te maladaptive. The high incidence of 
Sleep Disorders reported m2y strongly support the 
presence of Depressive symptoms among the population. 
Those question3 raised above can possibly be answered 
in the affirmative. They may be all valid. 
It is generally reported that higher incidence of 
Depression is reported among the population of 
industrialized countries than unindustrialized 
countries. In the latter, ignorance and societal 
disregard of such symptoms downplay their incidence. 
Schizophrenia was not reported as a major concern among 
the Northern Haitian population. In a phone 
conversation to one of the most prominent psychiatrists 
in Port-au-Prince, it was reported that patie;its 
suffering from psychotic symptoms were referred to the 
capital for treatment since there was no psychiatrist 
in Northern Haiti at that time. The psychiatrist 
observed that the Hallucinations of the patients from 
Northern Haiti, were different from those of the 
capital. More Delusions of Grandeur for Northern P.aiti 
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patients were obser.ted than for patients in the caEJital, 
~ . .;ho man.Lfested nore Delnsions of Persecution. The 
causes of such differences are yet ·to be deter:nined 
scientificclly. 
The :-Iaiti"l"- Stati:;tical '3ureau repori:ed that an 
average of four pati,mts per. month come from Northern 
Haiti to be treated ln the Capital. A plausible 
ex~lanAticn for the :ow incidence of this disorder may 
be that peopl~ have tne tend~~~y to confuse demonic 
manifestations with psychotic symptoms. This asp2ct of 
the problem will be dealt with later in this chapter. 
Cuestion ~11: Ho~ oftPn do you sPe the abuse of 
th~ followinq subst2nc~s in the ~"on1..i.lation? 
One of the most abused substances in Northern 
Haiti is Alcohol along with Tobacco and Sugar. 
Philippe ( 19 81) has commented on the causes of 
alcoholism in Haiti. In Her book, "Les causes des 
Maladies mentales in Haiti" (The Causes of Mental 
Disorders in Haiti), the author states that alcoholism 
must be understood in the context of the social group 
of the country. Philippe explains that alcohol abuse 
in Haiti is due to the national culture of sugar-cane. 
Since they cultivate sugar cunes in all parts of the 
Carribean, the alcoholic beverage which they produce 
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from it is so cheap that a lot of people can drink it 
and enjoy it almost for free. The "clairin" or "tafia" 
is used sometimes as an appetizer, and for social 
occasions, and so the habit of drinking is developed. 
Since alcohol is one cf the psychoactive 
substances, that is one of the drugs that affect mental 
functioning, the abuse of alcohol among the Northern 
population can be said to be one of the indicators of 
mental health needs in that part of the country. Both 
the causes and the effects of alcoholism involved 
serious psychological factors. 
The psychosocial factors contributing to alcohol 
use include: 
1. Psychological vulnerability. Investigators 
have reported that potential alcoholics tend to be 
emotionally immature, to expect a great deal of the 
world, to require an inordinate amount of praise and 
appreciation, to react to failure with marked feelings 
of hurt and inferiority, to have low frustration 
tolerance, and to .feel inadequate and unsure of their 
ability to play expected male or female roles (Cole;aan, 
1984). 
2. Stress, tension reduction, and reinforcement. 
A number of investigators have pointed out that the 
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typica~ aJ.coholic is d~sconten~~d with his or her life 
situation and is unatle or unwilling to tolerate 
tension and stress (&!A Commitee on Alcoholism and Drug 
Dapendenca, 1969). 
The ntove psychosocj?l factors seem applicable 
to the co~text of Haiti, ~here life stresses are 
so overwhelming that pecple who h::ive not developed 
ap~ropriate co~i~g skills ~ay rely on alcohol as a 
other nn?leasant feelirlgs. Tho~c life stresses may 
include unemploywent, poor fzunilial relationships, 
loneliness, poli~ical apathy, 1rtalnutrition, crowding, 
and other ever so present stressors. 
7he effects of alcoholism 3re no less serious. 
They include psychotic reactions, for example, Celirium 
Tremens which may present symptoms of restlessness, 
insomnia, vivid hallucinations, marked tremors of the 
hands and lips and other m~nifestations. The memory 
disturbance known as Korsakoff's syndrome can also be 
very coramon. 'rhe most severe effects •,/ill be en the 
children cf the alcoholics u:1:i 1::2.v inherit the genes 
to either becorae alcoholic theraselves or to develop 
a defi~iency that may impact all their lives, such as 
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diminished intellectual capacity, r.iemory impair:11ent, 
and lowering of moral and ethical standards. 
It must be acknowledged that the factors mentioned 
above and the effects of alcoholism among the abusers 
and their victims are still speculative, since no 
empirical evidence has yet been obtained about the 
syndrome in the Haitian cultural context. However 
there is valid probability that the factors and the 
effects are the same everywhere, although manifested in 
different manners. 
Other substances that are abused in Northern 
Haiti are Marijuana and Tobacco, probably under the 
influence of the same psychosocial factors. 
Question ill2: How often do vou orescribe the following 
n1edications? 
Antiam:iety medications are the most frequent 
psychotropic drugs prescribed by the physicians in 
Northern Haiti. This confirms once again the 
prevalence of anxiety disorders among the population 
according to physicians. Antidepressants are 
alnost never prescribed, which also explains the low 
incidence of Depressive symptoms reported among the 
population by the physicians. The phenothiazines, 
antipsychotic medications, are sometimes prescribed. 
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Incidence of Sch3.~ophrenia was also reported lo~, and 
that coincides ,,i th the :..ow frequency of antipsychotic 
prescriptions. 
Ouestic:D ::11: How ir.roorta~t <J.::-e t.h0 folJo"./i..nq facto:r_g 
in nrsdisno2lng i...':l _ _ji1i1ess2s ln the iJonnla.tiori_?. 
Inadequate San1tat;_or. is the first and foremost 
predisposing factor listed for this question. The term 
inade~1ate sanitation may refer to lack of potable 
~ater, lack of :&trinization and poor physical 
enviror1ment thu t pr2dispose to illnesses and serve also 
to maintain illnesses in the population. 
The problem of inadequate sani t:.iti.on ;nust be 
understood in light of three other major deficits in the 
population: (a) The lack of resources to c0ntrol ill 
effects of the physical environment ln which conditions 
deteriorate over the years by natural disaster and 
lack of environmental control, (b) lack of econo~ic 
resources to equip th0se who seek to create more 
sanitary conditions for the population, (c) 
lac]<: of education about maintaining and securing 
sanitary conditions, (d) lack of personal 
responsibility toward health care in general. The 
latter may be influenced by the beliefs in Voodoo and 
Witchcrafts and beliefs in supernatural causes of 
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illnesses and the tendency to al~ays view illnAsses as 
an uncontrollable and inevitable processes as discussed 
earlier. 
It has been observed that efforts to create a 
more sanitary environment have at times been 
sabotaged by the people themselves. Gruenberg (1986) 
has established the interaction between public health 
and health mentality. He stated that mental 
capabilities determine to a large extent a person's 
ability to protect health and to achieve maximum 
available health services. He went on to suggest that 
mental health plays an essential role in creating and 
maintaining important principles of hygiene and 
sanitation. The value of milk and water and food 
uncontaminated by the fecal waste of humans or of 
animals has long been recognized, but methods of 
organizing large scale availability of safe food and 
wate= for the medical benefits of the population 
require the organized work of highly developed, well 
organized people with intact mental health. 
It was also found that some people with mental 
disorders violate community rules for personal hygiene. 
Some do it from stupidity, and others from hostility 
toward those around them or towards the government. 
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Even though not all people with mental disorders 
violate r~ou:nu:-.ity sanitary conditions, the level of 
one's mental health seems to play a role in maintaining a 
safe and healthy environment. And, as stated earlier, 
ethers who wculC n~t admit to having a mental disorder 
per se sometimes violate the ~les of sanitary 
conditions because they are ignorant, unconcerned, 
p2ssive aggressjve, or they have difficulty LlOdifying 
t:Hd.r hobi-':.s. 
Another observation is that the belief that all 
illnesses are uncontrollable and inevitable may become 
a self-fulfilling prophecy which degenerates into lack 
of personal hygiene and failure to maintain an adequate 
sanitary environment. 
The next socioeconomic factors to be considered 
are items: Ql3D "Chronic Undernourish:ment" and Ql3C 
"Childhood Malnutrition". 
i·lalnutri tion in childhood is an ever present 
calamity in third world countries. The finding about 
malnutrition and chronic undernourishment in Northern 
Haiti j_s confir;ned in the literature review on 
malnutrition which continues to be one of the leading 
causes of illnesses and death among children in 
developing countries. 
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Jellife and Jellife (1960) reported that 7% of one 
to three year-old children in Haiti suffer 
protein-calorie malnutrition. They also observed that 
hair fragility and depignentation, weni the primary 
signs of protein-calorie malnutrition and incipient 
Kwashiokor. More recent l::.terature on malnutriti:>n 
seems to support this finding. 
The acute conditions of IZwashiokor is usually 
precipitated by an infection or other stress situation. 
Blood findings include a low total serum protein and 
albumin (Schrimshaw, 1986) . 
Another syndrome of malnutrition is called 
Beriberi (Thiamine Deficiency). The symptoms of 
thiamine deficiency may be classified as neurologic, 
cardiac and gastrointestinal. The earliest syraptoms 
are referable to the central nervous system. They 
include neurasthenia, loss of attention, 
irritability, vague fears, and emotional disturbance 
(Schrimshaw, 1986). 
There seems to be a clear relationship between 
nutrition and the development of mental disorders in 
childhood which, if left untreated, will persist into 
adulthood in those who survive. 
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Coraznenting or:. the ecology of malnutrition in the 
carribean, May and Mclellan (1973) sadly noted that it 
is not easy to draw an optimistic conclusion after 
viewing the situation in Haiti. The land is poor, 
ero-J<d and ov'"rpopnlated for its carry.u.g ,-:apacit:,r. As 
a consequenc2, the country is the home cf ·:::oo many 
malnourished children and adults. The usual 
consec;uences of malnutrition are therefore present; 
high rates of :nortality ar10;-ig children 2;1e low 
productivity among adults. 
There is no easy solution to the alarming and 
complex problem of malnutrition. However this should 
not detract from its importance in predisposing to 
both physical and mental illnesses among the 
population. 
Ai~ong other factors predisposing to illnesses 
among the population of Northern Haiti, item QlJH 
"Illiteracy" seems to play a crucial role. Several 
comments were alreudy :nade regarding the role that 
ignorance plays in failure to create and maintain 
healthy and sanitary conditions. Illiteracy may 
account for many of the maladaptive behaviors, 
attitudes and beliefs that pose a continued threat to 
health. Lac]c of education, interacting with the 
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beliefs in supernatural causes of illnesses, leads to 
neglect of personal care and neglect of personal 
responsibility in promoting health for the individual 
and the environment. 
However, to simply state that people are 
illiterate does not stop one from try.lng to find 
c:ppropri::1te educational methods. Recognizing 
illiteracy as a factor is not an excuse for lack of 
education on health and illnesses, but should be a 
motivation toward looking for appropriate methods of 
reducing illiteracy and educating people on crucial 
matters such as health and illness. 
Item QlJN "Lack of Public Health Education" 
deserves some serious attention as a predisposing 
factor. It justifies the above observations regarding 
illiteracy. If promotion of health is to be adequate 
it must include appropriate methods of educating people 
about health and illnesses. The way in which people go 
about receiving and using the information may in itself 
be a factor that can be addressed in the educational 
approach that will be used. 
important issue to decide. 
Where to begin will be an 
There are several other important factors that 
were listed. They include Smoking, Unemployment, 
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Natural Disast2r, 2nd Cor·siderabla Alcoholis~~ Those 
factors are no less j '"port.ant than t!:l·e ones descr:;.bed 
above. They all are to be taken seriously, since their 
influence on heal th may be so cr;.1cial that any effort 
to pror;-,ot:2 hea~ tli without til}~ing the;n into 
consi~eration nay prove futile. 
Question ~14: ?lease indicata vour cninion on the 
followi~u statenents. 
O~e of the most imp0rtant parts of the 
que.stionna.ire for the ~hysicians was their expressed 
opinions on some important questions dealing with 
mental health needs and socioeconomic filctors. 
This part of the questionnaire served to summarize the 
findin~s on mental health needs and alsc to suggest 
some genera]_ but appropriate intervention strategies in 
order to meet those needs. The items will be dealt 
with in order of importance. 
Items Ql4D "Needs for Mental Health Education" 
and Ql4F "Mental Problens Seen as Satanic 
Manifestations" seem to relate to two previously 
discuss:eC. items i;,,.hich are items Q4C 0 Beliefs in 
Supernatural Causes of Illnesses and QlJN "Lack of 
Public Heal th Edu,:;ation". There is also item QHK 
which deals specifically with the negative influence of 
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belief in Voodoo and Witchcraft on health among the 
population. 
'I'he need for mental heal th education is secondary 
to the need for public health education. If 
t'.1ere were a comprehensive program of public heal th 
education to begin with, it would have embraced mental 
health education. It does not seem feasible to begin 
with mental health education and leave out public 
health education. To do that would see!ll to "mettre la 
charue devant les boeufs" (Put the cart before the 
horse) . In other words public health education should 
create the readiness for mental health education or 
both can be done concurrently, ~ith mental health being 
one part of the overall public health approach. 
The beliefs in supernatural causes of illnesses 
and the view of mental illnesses as satanic 
manifestations are basically two related concepts. If 
the approach to health in general is influenced by 
beliefs in supernatural causes, it might be expected 
that syr.iptoms associated with mental disorders will 
also be seen either as caused by demons or overt 
manifestations of demons in that particular cultural 
context. 
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Th~ relationship bet~12en beliefs in supernat11ral 
causes of illness and lack of public health education 
can be established. Beliefs in Voodoo and witchraft may 
sometimes serve as schemas throug·h "'-¥hich all facts or 
events are interpre~ated in the population. It can be 
expected that in a more general sense everp.:hing 
would come to have some kind of relatio~ship with 
rl?monic influ"mce and actiYity even when the 
nanifestatiors are not that overt. 
However, if it is admitted that be~iefs ~nd culture 
are learned, taug~t, and passed through generations, 
can also be suggested that certain beliefs and cultural 
practices may be modified through new teaching and new 
learning. 
Perhaps many of the superstitious beliefs and 
behaviors that interact with mental illness or 
illnesses in general may have been perpetuated because 
of lack of alternatives. 
This study is suggesting that appropriate public 
health e.nd mental h::alth education may alter so:7\e of 
the beliefs, and consequently alter attitudes and 
behaviors toward health c~re. 
It should be pointed out that the changes that can 
be brought through health education may have both 
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i:~::;cdiatc and future social benefits.. Ir.i::iediate 
consequances nay be manifested through personal 
responsibility for health care, better compliance with 
health care principles, better working relationships 
between phys!cians and patients, and appropriate 
behavior that will beth prevent disease and speed up 
the hea]_ing process. Future consequer.ces nay be 
promotion of health through enviror.mental sanitation, 
better health care for the next generation and better 
collaboration between health agents and co=unity 
residents. 
It is not suggested that education will 
automatically alter people's beliefs and behaviors. 
It may not change overnight the basic core of 
beliefs that people have developed through the years 
and throughout generations. However, education can 
provide alternatives with practical and applicable 
solutions to some of the distressing problems that 
people experience. Education can offer a new way of 
interpreting information; it may alter the schemas and 
make them more and more flexible to new structures and 
new learning which may result in new behaviors and new 
attitudes toward health and illness. 
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The rel~tionship between heal~h education n2eds 
and the bel.:.efs and behaviors observed in the 
population cannot be overlooked without affecting the 
process by which heal th ser1 lee'~ 1-1ill b.e provided to 
the population. 
Item Ql4C "Needs for l1ental Heal·ch Services" a:r:d 
item Ql4E "Needs for Clinical Psychologists anc'. Hental 
Heal th practitioners" suID:narize "':l:le t::.ncEngs of the 
su~rey a~d represent logical conclusions to the 
qt:estion whether or not there az-e nental health needs 
in Hai ti. Since the previous c,'1.!es tions ha're revealed 
the mental health needs among the population, it 
follows that there are also needs for mental health 
services and mental health providers to meet those 
needs. 
These are some additional stateraents to which the 
physicians have voiced their agreement. Item Ql4G 
"A great r1umber of illnesses among the population are 
psychogenic in nature". Their agreement on that 
particular statement supports the need for a 
biopsychological approach tc health. This is also 
supported by the previous literature review. 
Item Ql4H states that "Most mental disturbances 
in adult life can be attributed to emotional 
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experiences in childhood." This calls for appropriate 
child rearing practices and child guidance centers for 
treating children with emotional disorders. It also 
puts a lot of responsibility on the familial 
environment in which those children are raised. This 
also implies that early diagnosis of mental disorders 
in children should be an important concern to health 
care providers. When one considers the family 
breakdown that may exist in third world countries, the 
number of children that are abandoned, the number of 
children suffering from untreated emotional disorders 
due to violence in child-rearing, and lack of familial 
education in third world countries, one has to wonder 
what the next generation will be like if there is no 
intervention. 
The physicians agreement on the statements above 
strongly confirms the needs for mental health services, 
mental health service providers and a comprehens1ve or 
multidimensional approach to health care in Northern 
Haiti. 
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Discussion of -t;he :--esul t'.? for the Cl·2rqVT:'?.D. 
Question ~3: How often do individuals brlno the 
following concerns to vou? 
The clergynhom have reported that people in their 
population s2em to bring all kinds of personal and 
social concerns to their offices. The concern that is 
brought most often to th2ir attention is item Q3H "Life 
Circumstances in General". This item includes perhaps 
difficul~ies related to day hy day living situations, 
decision3 regarding financi~l or economic problems, and 
others. It seems as though people in the community 
have a lot of trust and confidence in a clergyman, to 
the point of confiding their personal concerns to them. 
It has often beer. observed that a clergy;r.an in a 
gi·,ren Haitian community is one of the most respected 
personages, if not the most respected personages, of that 
community and often the most trusted individual. His 
unique position and qualification en<'\bles him to come 
in contact with those that are suffering from emotional 
distress. 
Apart from Life Circumstances, an issue \ihich covers 
most of the ba~es, the clergy;nan is often sought for 
advice on Religious Concerns, Interpersonal Conflicts, 
Marital Difficulties, Parenting Issues and even Health 
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Concerns. There is a great responsibility which falls 
on the clergyman's shoulders in the co:m..-nunity. 
Needless to say, he needs to be prepared to meet 
these challenges. Sometimes he may be given too much 
credit and has to meet too many expectations, which can 
~e frustrating both to him and to those who seek his 
help. Nevertheless the necessity to be prepared and 
equipped is great. 
Question !4: How often do the following situations 
occur in the general oooulaticn? 
The clergymen have reported their observations on 
several incidents which occur in t?e population. Among 
those incidents item Q4F ~Political Unrest" seems to 
be a serious threat to personal safety and security. 
Hopefully, this trend may last only for a short while, 
or take place only during certain periods of political 
agitation. Since Haiti was experiencing one of its 
worst political crises during the time this research 
was being conducted (Noverr~er 1987 to Early 1988), it 
may have been the reason political unrest had such a 
high incidence among the population. Political 
unrest seems to create life uncertainty among the 
population who might be worrying about getting killed, 
having their hopes destroyed and not knowing what the 
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next day will bring. ;r.cy also be related to grief 
of seeing some loved one killed, and frustratio'.1 over 
injustices and irr·~:---onsible behaviors of others. ,\t 
any rate, a lot of om•Y'.:ional disturbances may result 
frcm political unrest bc~h for ~inors and fer adults in 
a given population. It was reportgd that a let of 
childran during those times of crises experienced high 
levels of anxiety, agitation, insonnia and fea~s. 
Those symptoms -::an be e L ':her le:i:r.n"'d from par•:nts' 
reactions, parents• personal psychclogical upsets over 
the unrest, or they can be the direct effact of 
leaving "under the gun". 
It is interesting to note that item Q4D 
"Uncertainty about Life" has received the same i·!ean of 
4.96 and the same mode of 6 'always' as item Q4F 
"Political unrest". 
Specific studies seem needed to evaluate the 
effects of political unrest on children so that 
appropriate measures might be ta!{en to prevent or 
reduce the emotional disturbances that may result. 
The clergymen have added to the list of the 
incidences that occur among the population item Q4B 
"Heavy Smoking", item Q4C "~·farital Difficulties" and 
item Q4A "Alcoholism". 
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Alcoholism was also reported by the physicians as 
a major health problem among the population. The 
agreement by the clergymen with the physicians on this 
item further confirr::s the need to intervene to 
alleviate the suffering that results from the abuse of 
alcohol. A drug and alcohol rehabilitation and 
treatment center was stated as one of the mental health 
service needs among the popu.\.ation. The causes and the 
effects of alcoholism were already explored in this 
chapter. 
The clergynen report marital problems as one of 
the major concerns of the population. The exact nature 
of those marital conflicts is not yet deter.nined; 
however, it can be speculated that lack of 
communication between spouses, life's frustrations due 
to socioeconomic factors, lack of sexual education, 
and lack of education about interpersonal relationships 
as a whole may play a. role in those marital conflicts 
observed by the clergymen. This seems to indicate that 
there is a need for marriage and family counseling 
among the population. 
W:t:enever one mentions marital problems, one has 
also to think of the children. The effects of marital 
problems on children can be more devasting to them than 
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to the pare:tlts. Since ~he divorc9 rata is not 
reportedly very ~igh ano~g the population, there might 
be a lot of unha~py married couples and consequently 
unhealthy child-rearing. One hes to ~;cn~er hew pec?le 
recict t:o all the emotional pain that .i..nvol ved with 
car.ital dif~iculties. 
a~1ons the aeneral nopu1ation? 
The two for~mGst psychophysiological disorders 
reported by the physicians are also reported by the 
clergymen: item Q5I 11 Hypert2nsion 11 and QSH 11 Nigraine 
Headaches. For a discussion on those disorders, the 
r2ader is referred to ths discussion of Question #9 for 
the physicians. 
The clergymen, however added item Q5C "Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases" (STDs) as being of high incidence 
among the populaticn. The clergymen were not asked to 
specify the sexually transmitted diseases reported 
among the population. But more important is the effect 
that STDs night have on sexual activity among couples, 
knowing the wide social acceptance by the population of 
concubinage. It cRn be suspected that sexual anxiety 
may be one issue that some wives or husbands may 
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experience in their relationships due to high occurrence 
of STDs a~ong the population. 
Question ~6: }!ow often do you see the following 
attitu~es and behaviors a~ong the gen~r ncoulaticn? 
Two itei1s that were reported by the physicians as 
having high frequency among the population are also 
reported by the clergymen: items Q6C " Beliefs in 
Supernatural Causes of Illnesses" and Q6H 
0 Superstitious Behaviors". For a discussion on those 
items, the reader is referred to the discussion on 
question #4 for the physicians. 
nuestion !7 Ecw 2ften are the following recorted in the 
general cooulation? 
The clergymen reported a number of incidents that 
are often reported among the population. Some of these 
incidents involved criminal and illegal activities 
observed on a frequent basis among the population. 
Item Q7H "Witchcrafts Aiming at Harming People" is 
reported to be very prevalent. Item Q7G "Sorcery" is 
related to item Q7H. It can be seen from these two 
items that beliefs in Voodoo and superstitions are not 
only a way of dealing with practical matters or meeting 
personal needs, they are believed to be used for 
criminal purposes as well. 
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There seems to be a relationship between the 
beliefs in superratural causes of illnesses and the 
beliefs that withcraft can be used to ham an enemy. 
It. is an accepted be.lief in Hoiiti thut people cen use 
witc~=raft for aJl kinds of p~rposes. It can be used 
to make someor.e sicJc and even kill someone. combined 
with Sorcery, this prastice creates all kinds of 
phobias, Delus~ons of 9ersecutions a~d lack of trust in 
others' motivas among the population. 
According tc Phili:;:.pe (1981) those symptoms affect 
people cf all classes and are reported even among some 
Christians. The same author has found that people 
sometimes convert to Protestantism out of fear of 
dProonic persecution, or the fear of being har.:ied with 
witchcraft by an enemy. So the fear of demonic 
persecution becomes more often than not the fear of 
one's fellow who might be so wicked as to use demonic 
power against someone. This leads to a lot of 
superstitious behaviors and over-cautious activities in 
trying to avoid those kinds of dangers. 
The fear one experiences walking alone at night in 
a darl< area in United Stat<;is, thinking he or she might 
get robbed, shot at, or raped is no less than the fear 
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of being harmed by witchcraft in Haiti. Both fears 
can be at times realistic or unrealistic. The context 
is different, not the feelings or the beliefs. To 
understand the psychological processes involved, each 
situation has to be judged in light of the culture. 
Another item of extreme importance that ·das listed 
by the clergymen is item Q7M "Child Abuse". It is 
not specified what kind of abuse might be involved: 
sexua! abuse, physical abuse or emotional abuse. 
However, violence in training children has often been 
reported among Haitian families. This is one of the 
psychopathological effects that Nathan and Harris 
(1975) listed as characteristics of lower socioeconomic 
groups. Violence in training children is reported 
among some Haitian immigrants in the U.S who sometimes 
have to face legal penalties. 
Child abuse may result from faulty education about 
child-rearing practices. Those practices that are 
passed through generations and have become accepted as 
cultural ~onns. Children may become the victims or 
the scapegoat in a dysfunctioning marital relationship. 
Children may also be victims of criminal activity among 
the population. Whatever the case may be, it is an 
alarming condition. The abuse of children should 
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never be tol<ra~ed or left un~oticed under the 
disguise af one's preference for child rearing. The 
abused children mu.y develop emotional disturbances that 
may have long-l2sting effects on their lives. They may 
in turn b2co:T..e aht:sers, de l in~ents, antiauthori "'Cari an / 
zlcohulic, or a v&st ruajcrity of other disorders may 
n;,sult. 
Q.!_l§'stion ~ F,_;__ Ho~_f·i:en do -;ou observe the fol lowing 
f'YI?DtO'!lS in i~h-2 1)'.)2._U]_;iti.O'l_~erve? 
The.re ar.e ci lot 0f symptoms that are given for 
this question. Sy;npto:ns of Depression, Anxiety, 
Interpersonal Conflicts and of Personality Disorders. 
One symptom that has received serious attention by the 
::::lergymen is i t.:2.u Q8Z "Gossip" which seems to a:L,·Jays 
occur among the population. Gossip seems to relate to 
a certain type of personality disorder which is likely 
to interfere with interpersonal relationships. It may 
be related to Paranoia, for which the basic defense 
mechanism is projection. It may also be related to 
Passive-Aggressive Personality Disorder or to Jealousy. 
The jealous one usually experiences some kind of 
anxiety and fe8lings of insecurity or worthlessness, 
and feels pressured to gossip as a defensive 
devaluation of someone whose achievements, 
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accomplishment, looks, possessions, or reputation is a 
threat to pe:csonal adequacy and security. In fact, 
jealousy was listed as one of the often occurring 
problems among the population. 
Another item which is also related to the 
disorders above is QSY "Lack of Trust in Others". This 
particular item may also be related to the fear of 
being harmed with witchcraft which also coincides with 
item QBU "Fear of Demonic Persecutions", an issue that 
has already been dealt with. 
Several Depressive symptoms were also reported: 
item QBA "Feelings of Worthlessness"; item QBB 
"Pessimism", item QBP "Constant Worry", item QBR "Sleep 
Disorders", item QBT "False Guilt". It is interesting 
to note the difference in observation of the depressive 
symptoms between the physicians and the clergy1nen. 
This may be because the roles of the clergymen enable 
them to come in contact with those in personal distress 
among the population. They may be called upon when 
emotional distresses hit some one in the community or 
the family. Their role may facilitate more personal 
involvement in the lives of the parishioners than the 
physicians have in the lives of their patients. 
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Questiun .:..9: Ht)\.; i·::;:r;;ort.::tnt or-:! the follo~Jina fsct=-ors in 
~1Jdi.?·.:o.3iricr ~o illn,~~::.ses in t~;.~ Do"'Julntion? 
For the discussior, on this question, the reader 
is refern::d to the discussion of Question #13 for the 
physicians. The same basic socioaconomic factors ~ere 
reported in the same order of importance by the 
clergymen. They include inadequate sanitation, chronic 
undernourishment and malnutrition in childhood and all 
the ces"'.:. The cor;sistency of reporting of those 
factors by both groups strongly supports their 
importance in predisposing to both physical and mental 
illnesses among the population. 
Qll_estion 'llO: Pleas.= indicat:: your oninion on the 
following statements. 
~s for question #:4 for the physicians, this 
question pla;s a very important part in the study. The 
clerc;ymen expressed their agreement with some very 
important statements on the mental health needs and the 
socioeconomic factors that influence them, and 
implicitly suggest some ways in which those needs could 
be met. 
The items that are similar for both physician~ and 
cJ.erg}'lnen have already been discussed under question 
#14 for the physicians and will not be re-discussed 
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here. The rGader is referred to that particular 
section of this chapter. Those statenents are as 
follous: iten QlOC "There is a Great Need for Mental 
Health Services anong the Population"; item QlOE "!leeds 
for Psychologists and Mental Health Practitioners" iten 
QlOF "Needs for Mental Health Educationn; Iten QlOH 
"The population Views Mental Eealth Problens as Satanic 
Manifestations"; item QlOK "Mental Health 
Disturbances in Adult Life Originated in Childhood". 
There are also some statenents that were 
particularly addressed to the cler91'T.1en that will be 
discussed here. The forenost statement agreed upon by 
the clergymen is of cruciBl importance to this study. 
Ite::i Ql0}1 states that "There is an L:1portant 
interaction between spiritual health, physical health, 
and mental health". This statement itself is a su=ary 
of the multidimensional approach which guided this 
study. In agreeing with this stater.ient, the clergymen 
also agree that man is a biopsychosocial/spiritual unit 
as supported by many authors in the literature review 
of this study. This agreement also implies an 
agreement with a comprehensive and glotal approach to 
man's health. This multidimensional approach not only 
understands the interaction of the various factors 
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involvsd i~ health and i~lnesses, but also calls for an 
intarctisci?~inary inte~:e11tion. 
Anv-<:her important agreement is to item QlO,'.\: 11 1 
~ish I had ~ore training to deal with some of the 
;,mot::!.onal L~sue~] people bring to my attention", uhich 
also coincides with item QlOG "I would be interested 
in receiving some training to deal with the 
psycho~ogical problems people bring to me." 
Nesdli:=.ss to say those cle:!:gymen understand well 
the ;:iurdens that are on their shoulders to neet the 
various and complex needs of their parishioners. They 
are also dedicated to finding ways in which they 
car better serve God and others. The clergYJ12n also 
agree that the church's role in helping emotionally 
disturbed people should be enhanced. 
Those findings are very important to this study. 
They promise a lot in terms of what can be accomplished 
wi·th the help of scme dedicated men such as those 
clergymen and the physicians of Northern Haiti. 
Although the overwhelming socioeconomic conditions tend 
to discourage any Jdnd of intervention or 
implementation on a largeor scale both the clergymen e<nd 
the physicians offer hope for improving mental healt!'l 
conditions. 
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Summary of the Internretations and :t:mplications 
of the Findinas for the Phvsicians Group 
and the Clergvmen Group Coi:ibined 
There is an overall agreement between the two 
grcups with regard to the mental health needs in 
Nor'.:hern Hai ti, and the socioeconomic and 
sociocultural/religious factors predisposing to those 
mental health needs. Both groups similarly reported 
the following to be of importance: (a) the incidence of 
anxiety disorders and anxiety-related disorders; (b) 
effects of beliefs in supernatural causes of illnesses 
and superstitious behaviors; (c) inadequate sanitation, 
malnutrition in childhood, and chronic undernourishment 
as the primary factors predisposing to illnesses among 
the population; (d) the needs for mental health 
services, and for mental health service providers; and 
(e) needs for mental health education among the 
population. They also all agree on the following 
statements: "Host mental health disturbances in adult 
life can be attributed to emotional experiences in 
childhood" and "the population views mental health 
problems as satanic manifestations". 
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There were particular questions addressed ~o each 
group accGr~ing to their field. ?Tevertheless the 
ovc•r,1helm~ng consis·~ency on maj o:c heal th needs and 
fac:to:.:-s l::eb.•een the two groups strongly supports: the 
validity cf this study and the reliability of the 
questionnaires designed to assess the needs and the 
factors involved in those needs. 
The needs and the factors aes~ss~d via those key 
inforn:i.nt~; fall under eight :r.lain cate<;ories for each 
groeo. 
Cateaories for th~ Phvsicians 
The categories for the physicians comprised 
1. Medical concerns: The main medical concerns 
we::-e those already d:C..scussed under question #9: 
Migraines, Hypertension, Ulcers, Shortness of breath, 
Dysmenorrhea, and Tachycardia. High tolerance of 
illness among the population was also cited. The above 
medical concerns are basically psychophysiological 
disorders that have already been addressed. 
2. Sexual Issu~s: Nain issues re:,:iort2d were 
premature Ejaculation, and Sexual Conflicts issues. No 
report on Sexual Dysfunction for wo~en was given by the 
physicians. 
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3. Affective Disorders and Anxiety Disorders: 
Several Depressive related disorders were reported 
among the population. The most salient were Anxiety 
Disorders and Anxiety-based symptoms. Although the 
physicians reported low incidence of Depression among 
the population, they reported some other symptoms that 
can be closely related to Depression. They include: 
Sleep Disorder.;;, Constant Fatigue, Pessimism, Memory 
Loss, Loss of Interest in Pleasurable Activity. 
4. Psychotic symptoms: Delusions of Grandeur, 
Persecutory Delusions, and Hallucinations. There was 
no high incidence of psychotic symptoms reported among 
the population. The above were only sometimes 
reported. 
5. Interpersonal Issues and Personality Disorders: 
Some Interpersonal Issues were reported, but their 
prevalence was not high anong the population. They 
include the broad category of Personality Disorders, 
and marital difficulties. 
6. Substance Abuse: Sugar, Alcohol and Tobacco 
were the main substances abused among the population. 
Considerable alcoholism was particularly considered to 
be a major health problem. Another substance sometimes 
abused among the population is marijuana. 
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7. superstitious Be:iefs and Behaviors: 
Supers~itious Behaviors, 3eliefs in Voodoo and 
Witchcrafts, and Beliefs in Supernatural Csuses of 
IllnE'E ses were the rnain items undrcr this category. 
f. Socioeconomic fRctors and issues: 
Sani'.:ation, Chronic Undernourish:nem:, Vialnutriti::m in 
Chilc'hood, Crowded Qucirters, overpopulation, Lael: of 
Public P.eal~h Edusc;tion, Unemployment, Considerable 
Alcoholism were the main factors involved. 
Categories _fpr the Cl~rg_~n 
'Ihe categories for th,2 clerc,;/11.ien comprised 
1. Medical Concerns: Poer personal hy;iene, 
Hypertension, Migraine Headaches, and Negligence toward 
care in general, Sexually Transmitted Diseases, Chronic 
Diarrhea, Ulcer, and Tuberculosis werP. the main medical 
concerns reported. The psychophysiological diso=ders 
included were already discussed. 
2. Sexual issues: Prostitution, Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases, Pror.iiscuity, and Sexual 
Dissatisfaction were reported among the population. 
3. Affective Disorders ar.d Anxiety Disorders: 
Several Anxiety-based Disorders were reported and 
discussed earlier. There is also a high prevalence of 
depressive symptoms reported among the population: 
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Sleep Disorders, Pessimism, Feelings of Worthlessness, 
Constant Worry, False Guilt and Recurrent Thoughts of 
Death. 
4. Marriage and Family: This is a distinct 
category fCJr the clergyr.:en. It includes: Infidelity, 
Child Rearing Issues, Child 1\.buse, Poor Harital 
Communication, Conflicts over the Spouse's Role in the 
home, and Sexual Dissatisfaction in Marriage. Those 
warital and familial concerns can constitute .in 
themselves mental disorders as well as give rise to 
severe emotional disturbances. 
5. Interpersonal issu.;,s 2nd Personality Disorders: 
Gossip, Lack of Trust in others (Paranoia), Jealousy, 
Difficulty Maintaining Good Interpersonal 
Relationships, Difficulty Controlling one's Anger. 
6. Superstitious issues and Behaviors: 
Superstitious Behaviors, Beliefs in Supernatural Causes 
of Illnesses, Mental Disorders seen as Satanic 
Manifestations, Fear of the 'Leas', Fear of Demonic 
Persecutions, Witchcrafts Aiming at Harming people. 
7. Existential and Religious issues: This 
question is also unique to the clergymen. Life 
Circumstances, Life Uncertainty, Obsessive Thoughts of 
Death, Abortion, Religious preoccupations. 
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8. Socioeconcmic issues and factors: 
Im1dequate Sa;iitation, l·~a:.nutrition in Childhood and 
Chronic Undernourishment, Illiteracy, Crowded 
Quarters, and overpopulation were the nost iDportant 
fact~rs i.nvolved. 
These extensive categories pz·esen~ a consistent 
picture of the mental disorders in Northern Haiti as 
reported by these ~;ey info=.ants. 'J'hese two groups 
have proven to l:Je very a:..:are of the act :.al mental 
heal th situation in their co11u;1uni ty and have a very 
good sense of what it might take to reduce the 
incidence and reduce the prevalence of those needs. 
'rhey have made careful obsenration and assess1nent in 
their respective roles in ·::.he comrr.uni ty. 
However, although they have attempted to present a 
comprehensive outlook of the mental health needs, they 
were to some extent restricted by their respective 
fields. Therefore, for more breadth and completeness, 
key informants from other fields such es school 
teachers, lawyers and judges, ;::iolicemen, :mayors, 
Voodoo priests, herbalists, and Community leaders along 
with population samples would need to be queried 
before a co:;iplete picture could be obtain.z.d about the 
mental health situations in Northern Haiti. 
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Exploration of Strategies for Implementing 
Hental Health Ser1ices in Northern Haiti 
and Practical Recoru..~endations 
This section of the study will explore some 
tentative strategies for implementing mental health 
services in Northern Haiti and will attenpt to offer 
some practical reco:r.u"endatlons that might be useful. 
Both the exploration of the strategies and the 
recommendations will be tentative at this point for the 
following reasons. 
First, it is difficult to propose a definite plan 
until a complete picture of the situation can be 
presented. Shonick (1986) suggested that there are 
three basic questions that health planning strategists 
must attempt to answer: (a) what is the status quo 
here, (b) what is the desired final outcome, and (c) 
how can the status quo be transformed to the final 
outcome. 
This study cannot fully respond to the first 
question. The information obtained although useful and 
valid does not represent the status quo since only 
twogroups were included in this study. Much of the 
complete picture is left to be presented through the 
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i.n::lusion of other key ir!for:nants of No:::thern Haiti and 
a representative sanple of the actual population. 
Second, all atte~npts that we::e made to obtain 
additional information from these who are actively 
involved in treating psyc~iatric conjitions in Haiti 
were fruitless for reasons that are yet to be 
deternined. There are several piec2s of the puzzle 
that are missing. 
Third, even if a complete pictur.e were obta.i..ned 
about the mental health situation in Haiti, it ~ould 
have been arrogant to propose a plan without studying 
the problem with those that have labored fer so long in 
the midst of ~he needs and therefore have a ~etter 
handle of exactly whilt t.:an b~ done to meet those 
needs. However, since l1eeds Assessment is just one 
integral part of the planning strategy, the study would 
have been less than useful without it. 
Using the model proposed by Shonick (1936) as 
an example, the desired outcome is clear: Provide 
mental health services to prevent and reduce mental 
illnesses among tbe population. However not having 
complete information abo11t the status quo will inhibit 
the comprehensive approa:::h that this study is 
advocating. Furthermore, the question as to how the 
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status quo can be transformed in the final outccr:1e 
requires the input of those that observe and deal with 
the status quo on a daily basis. However, the 
following recommendations seem crucial to the 
implementation of any wental health services in 
Northern Haiti. 
9eneral Recommendation~ 
A.- Inclusion of Mental health in the public 
health program of the population 
Any effort to implement mental health services 
in the population must begin at the top. This includes 
legislation, careful assessment of needs, program 
implementation and program evaluation. If mental 
health is not accorded a certain priority in the 
National Public Health Chart for the provinces of 
Haiti, any attempt to improve mental health conditions 
in those areas might prove ill-fated for lack of 
resources and lack of collaboration with those in 
charge of public health of the country. According to 
Hanlon and Picket (1979) the failure to include mental 
health in a public health program results in three 
basic errors: (a) It ignores the complex mental and 
behavioral disorders that afflict a large proportion of 
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people, (b) it ignores the various mental and 
behavioral condi~ions that may have their genesis in 
physical illnesses, and \C) it ignores the fact that 
few if any physical illnesses or injuries are without a 
mental or b<:ho;vit.Jr21l cc:r.,Fcment or consc;quence. The 
same aui.:h·:ffs we;1t :'n tc say ".:hat ~.n terms of both 
incidence and prevalence on ~he 0ne hand and the social 
and economic consc~quences on the ctr.er, mental illness 
is one o! the most compelling puhlic health pro~lems. 
Gruenberg (19661 stressed the importance of 
including mental health i~ the public health program 
when he stated that mental health and psychosocial 
concerns are becoming nore important in the efforts of 
the public heal th movement to 1"1prove the quality of 
people's lives. This is because mental life is what 
ma}:es lives valuable. Hental capabilities determine to 
a large extent a person's ability to protect health and 
to achieve maximum benefits from available services 
(Gruenberg, 1986). This author bases his argument on 
the ground that the value of a person's life is largely 
determined by his or her mental state, that a large 
proportion of people w!lo now need I:Jedical care have 
mental er brain disorders, and that many physical 
disorders have an important mentaJ. component. The 
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World Health Organization has long supported the view 
that the national service of mental health is 
inseparable from other public health concerns and that 
many times mental health services could be organized to 
meet some of the genera! health needs and social 
welfare (WHO, 1975). 
There is convincing argument for the inclusion 
of mental health in public health programs. 
B.- Mental Education as part of Public health 
Education 
The inclusion of mental health in public health 
programs will necessarily lead to mental health 
education as part of public health education. Lack of 
public health education has been reported as one of the 
factors predisposing to illnesses in Northern Haiti, 
therefore, it can also be deduced that there is 
no mental health education for the population either. 
The American National Conference on Preventive Medicine 
made the following recommendations for public health 
education: (a) Inform people about health, illness, 
disability, and ways in which they can improve and 
protect their own health, including more efficient use 
of the delivery system; (b) motivate people to want 
to change to more healthful practices; (c) help them to 
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lea:::-n the necessary skills to adop··: and !ilaintain 
healthful practices and lifestyles; (d) foster teaching 
and communication skills in all those engaged in 
educ?. ting consur..eTs about heal th; ( e) advocate changes 
in the envirornaent that faciU.tate healthful co'.1dit.i.ons 
and healthful behaviurs; (f) add to the Jcno11ledge via 
research and evalu1tion concerning the most objective 
ways :if achieving tlw above objectives. 
In t:r.e ·~ontext of i-lo:!:-thern Hai ti where. 
illiteracy is reported to be prevalent, as it is in a 
great percentage of the Haitian population, 
appropriate rnethods of education rnust be sought to 
info::.w the inforners in such a ' . .;ay that illiteracy may 
not be a total block to health education. As argued 
earlier, illiteracy is not an excuse for lack of health 
education. It only demands that the people be educated 
at their level through appropriate means and methods. 
Mental Health education to the public may also 
facilitate t1:e development of mental heal th service 
providers. Ii the teachers are taught well, they will 
in turn be able to replicate their knowledge in others 
who 1Jill teach o-chers until motivation grows for people to 
learn more about mental health and develop necessary 
sJdlls to provide services. 
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C.- ~a~po~er develop~ent. 
As stat2d in the latter part of FOint B, nental 
health education may begin the process of developing 
nar.po'Ner for providing services. There are several 
ways this can be acconplished: 
1. ese ~f available resources to extend conpetence 
to meet mental health needs. Courses can be added to 
the curriculu;n of general practitioners to better equip 
them to provide mental health services to their 
population. The sa;:ie thing can apply to nurses. They 
in turn can :Je involved in furt!1er r.;ar~po:,.'er 
development. 
2. If there is a national shortage for effective 
manpower development, available foreign ressources 
might be used either by having short term foreign 
teachers for seminars or conferences providing that the 
nationals can apply their teachings in the cultural 
context of their milieu. Also, students might be sent 
to study in other third world countries which have 
already developed mental health services, or to the 
United States where they can be trained and return to 
their homeland to train others. 
3. The literature review has revealed that 
clergymen are a valuable resource of nental health 
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development. Therefore Bible scl1ools und se~inari2s, 
can include in ~heir c~rriculum courses to help 
church leaders to be bE•tter equipped to neet th·.= total 
needs of their parishioners. There night be sorne 
missionaries ~ho h3ve mental ~ealth training who might 
be willing to invest three or five years in a mission 
field to develop ;nanpo«1er for :nental health services 
amollg cl8rgymen. The-:::e are nurse practi·cioners, social 
uorkers or even clinical psychologists who night be 
willing to contract for such ~ctlvity. 
D. - Decentrali zu tio:-1 0~: I·1ental Heal th S·2r""l ices 
It has been repeate~n'! observed in developing 
countries that there is a tenG.ency for services to be 
ccncentrated in one particular geographical area, thus 
creating a problem of accessibility to those who are 
in scattered regions. For example Guillen (1986) found 
that because there exist no mental health services 
centers in the provinces of Haiti, those who suffer 
from serious mental disorders are sent to the capital 
to be treated. It can be speculated that the condition 
of the patient might be worsened by such a nove before 
the patient obtained the help needed, and that 
interventions would become more and more difficult. 
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Decentralization of services may be created by the 
development of manpower as discussed earlier. People 
could be chcsen from their communities to receive 
training with the hope they will go bacl< to serve that 
community. 
One of the causes nI centralization has been the 
lack of availability of resources and equipment needed 
outside of the capital. Another cau.?.e has to do with 
the mentality that has been created and fostered by the 
population aDd by service providers, that the capital 
or the cities are the ideal places to be. This may be 
because of socioeconomic development or other available 
resources or the belief that dwelling in the cities is 
associated with a sense of achievement or social 
status change. 
Centralization of health services has been 
associated with centralization of other resources in 
the country. 'l'hus dece.ntralization of heal th services 
can be fostered by efforts to decentralize the 
other services, especially those that are closely 
related to health care. 
E.-Integration of services 
The multidimensional approach advocated by this 
study also favors creating a networl< of 
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interdisciplinary .intervention. During the prolimina~y 
trip survey, several physicians in the capital and 
other professionals cited the lack of integration 
within the health service system itself. 
Referrals to professionals by p'of essionals is 
'.'e>::y rare j_n a countrr ~<her<~ lack of heal th insurance, 
povarty, financial obligations and difficulties have 
favored sowe coYert and s0metimes overt competition 
among prcviders. Ma~y providers either in the health 
3ector.s or in other professions are scnetimes forced to 
become a "toutisten (can-do-it-all type) at the expense 
of the individual's needs for a;:n;ircpria ta servic:2s. 
Integration must begin within the health system 
first and then also extended to other resources in the 
community. This is in accordance vith the needs for 
the comprehensive, global, or multidimensional approach 
that has been proposed. 
Reco:nmendations to th~ !~ Infa!::':iants 
who oa:;.ticipat2d in this stu~ 
The following reco::mnendations a:::e made in light of 
the needs expressed by the respondents. They may tend 
to be too aeneral in some instances for several 
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reasons: (a) The availability of certain resources is 
not clearly determined at the present, and b) there may 
be other aspects of the situations that have yet to be 
investigated. Nevertheless, it is hoped that some of 
these recommendations will be applicable and helpful to 
the respondents. 
To the Phvsicians 
The physicians who participated in the study are 
well aware of the mental health needs of their 
population and have reflected the desire to be more 
involved in treating the ernotional/paychological 
concerns observed in their patients. Of the 27 
physicians, 22 (81 %) have agreed that the treatment of 
emotional problems is an important part of thelr 
interventions (see item Ql4B). 
The involvement of physicians in treating 
psychological distress can be more effective by 
applying the following principles. 
1. Become more and more sensitive to psychiatric 
or psychological needs of those with primarily physical 
problems and devote oneself to the care of the totv.l 
person. This may be accomplished by naking oneself 
available to attend to other non-medical concerns that 
the patients may bring to the offices. The 
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physician could also keep in mi~d that the physical 
illness he or she is treating may be just one part of a 
complex situation. 
"'· Sharpen one's skills in dealing with 
psych~logic~.L ~isorders through continuing education, 
atten~ing seminars and conferences on mental disorders 
in gener<::l practice. Read literature dealing 
with psychological disturbance or consult with 
trained mental health practitioners. 
3. Know wh2n to refer and use available resources 
that can best serve the pat.ient~; presenting with 
primarily psychological sy:np'Coms. 
4. Collaborate with other available resources: 
psychologists, clergy::nen, school 'ceachers, parents, 
social workers, and community leaders in assisting the 
patients with psychological disturbances. 
5. Participate actively in developing manpower 
training for the development of mental health services 
to the population. 
6. Participate actively in the legislation 
process, of according certain priority to mental health 
services for the population by either making 
recommendations for such legislation or by voting for 
such legislation. 
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7. Encourage and participate in public health 
and mental education via the media, and by writing 
newspaper articles, or training others to do so. 
Many of the above principles may have already been 
follo~ed by those devoted prof2ssionals in their 
courageous efforts to serve their population. However, 
as is usually the case in health care, much is left 
to be done to improve the conditions of human 
suffering. 
To the Clergynen 
The researcher was particularly en~ouraged by the 
awareness that the clergy demonstrated of the mental 
health needs of the population and their understanding 
of their mission to care for the whole person. They 
have expressed strong agreement for the interaction of 
mental health, physical health and spiritual health. 
They have also emphasized that the role of the church 
in helping emotionally disturbed people should be 
enhanced. Last but not least, they have expressed a 
willingness and the hope to receive more training to 
deal with some of the emotional issues people bring to 
their attention. 
The attitude of the clergyr.1en vis-a-vis mental 
health needs in their community is in accordance with 
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the li~erature on th~ roJ.e of the cler;y in prc~oti~g 
~ental he~l~h. For ex~mple, Caplan (1972) st~ted that 
the clergy, becac1se of the custo1:,s of their discipline, 
have certain innate advantages in dealing with h~~an 
~rnol 2~,1~:. 'l1 ·-:2y h2ve several tools that make their 
cor:tribution somewhat unique. They are :;:>reoccupied 
11ith ~ndividuals and families, and have a responsibility 
acknm;l edged both by themselves and hy their 
coP.gtegations to care for everybody in the.ir flock. The 
clerqyno,n is known by his population. Unlike me:ital 
health workers, clergymen ;:1ay be abl·: to remain close 
to those they have once counselej. 
In their urticle "Church and Community !·len'.::ill 
Health: Unrealized potential", Bufford and Johnson 
(1982) underlined the mission of the church as tmiqJ.ely 
suited to fostering prevention of mental illness. 
'l'hey provide two basic arguments for the involvement of 
the church in promotin·,J mental health. First, 
a central focus of religious perspectives is to 
provide Deaning for life and a conceptual framework 
within which to understand its experiences. Second, 
the church has great potential for fostering a 
corn:ounity characterized by mutual caregiving, concern 
and social support (Bufford and Johnson, 1982). 
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The church's potential for contribution to 
positive mental health rests on its unique IJission to 
care for the broken-hearted and the heavily burdened. 
Its call to minister to the whole person is exemplified 
by tt1e head of the Church hi:nself ;.;ho cared for the 
physical needs of the five thousand and who wept with 
those who wept, thus showing concern for the physical 
and e~otional as well as the spiritual needs of 
people. 
The clergymen who participated in this study 
see~2d to have embraced th~t particular philosophy of 
ministry. However many obstacles ~ay tend to get in 
the way of transforning the philosophy into concrete 
action. Part of the problem may be related to lack of 
training to deal with some specific concerns that 
people bring to their offices, and it may also be 
related to failure to use existing resources to 
better equip themselves for the tasks of the ministry. 
This study will provide some tentative recommendations 
that can hopefully be applied in the context in which 
those couraseous ministers serve. 
1. The principle of using what-you-have in your hand. 
Sometimes one may be looking for solutions at the 
neglect of readily available solutions to existing 
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problerr:.s. Clergy.i:i.en '..1rdinarily possess sornz= s~zj lls 
that enable them to guid2, support and respond in 
various situations. They can make good use of those 
skills to alleviate many emotional problens brought to 
them. Their theological or Bibl~cal training hope~ully 
pro·1ides basic understanding of human nature, t.1e 
nat•1re of human suffering, and the value of ma:. :.s 
being created in the image and the likeness of God. 
I~ addition to their theological or Biblical 
training fonnation, their ministerial preparation 
offers them some unique advnntages and opportun i tie!_; 
to sharpen their skills and help those who seek their 
help. 
The use of what-you-have principle implies that 
one seeks to use what is presently availabl2 while 
acknowledging its limitations and short comings and 
still seeking for more appropriate, adequate solutions. 
The chu.rch is in a unique position to promote 
mental health by reducing isolation and loneliness, and 
by fostering fellowship, support, and the healthy 
relationships which ar2 crucial to :-i.1en-Cal ~-i2ul t:i. 
2. Active community involvement. The fear of 
compromising their beliefs may creat~ some kind of 
passivity in clergymen, and thus they niss the 
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opportunity to have the impact they could have 
in health and social improvemePt. By active 
participation and involvement in constructive 
community development, the church leaders may help 
r~duce the factors that predispose to mental 
illnesses. 
It can be readily admitted that many churches have 
already been involved ..cn bringing about social changes 
and econ01;iic changes in their community. Although many 
clergymen should be co21mended for their efforts in that 
area, many others fail to grasp the importance of 
social involvement by the church and the impact it 
could have in promoting physical and mental health along 
with their role as promoters of spiritual health. 
3. Additional training. The clergyznen have 
already expressed their willingness to receive more 
training with a view to helping the emotionally 
disturbed they come in contact with. This can be 
achieved in many ways: a) Inclusion of courses on 
pastoral counseling and psychology in the curriculum of 
Bible schools and theological seMinaries for those who 
are being trained to become priests or pastors, and b) 
Continuing education for those who are already in the 
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ministry, through ~orl~shops, semi~ars and rsadinq of 
articles and books dealing with enotional issuss. 
Some obvious questions are rais2d on reading 
the latter recommendations. Education and training 
goals can be achieved in m~ny ways: (a) the church can 
encourage »aission agencies to rec:.:uit missionaries ~,rith 
backgrounds in psychological studies and theological 
studies, and who are trained in cross-cultural 
counseling psychology. Their goal mdy prima~iJy be to 
'help the helpers to help,' for example, to train 
actual and potential clergymen who will in turn train 
other nationals to be effective counselors; (b) the 
church can support or sponsor the education cf 
students who might have the co;;t."nitment and the vision 
to return to their homelands or comr:mni ties; ( c) lay 
counselor training in the church by mental health 
professionals can be carefully used as a preventive 
activity in that an increase in manpower and the 
extension of helpers into the community will help in 
reducing the prevalence of mental health problems 
(Uomoto, 1982). 
4. Participation in public h3alth and mental 
health education. The use of the pulpit, Sunday 
school, and panphlet.s to promote health may find some 
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resistance among certain church leaders who might 
object on the basis that only the word of God should 
be used in sacred gatherings. However, if one takes 
seriously the interaction of physical health, mental 
health, and spiritual health and how one affects the 
other, public and mental health promotion through 
education must find their places in the pew. The 
church can provide the most trusted and legitimate 
information about health and illness, and about 
behaviors that affect either one. 
5. Develop c. consul ta ti on networl<:. Any minister 
who is concerned about caring for the whole person 
should make use of availble resources of others in 
their community. To do this, he has to know the limits 
of his involvement, and his own limitations, and know 
those to whom he might have to refer or with whom he 
can confer when the burden seems beyond his capacity. 
This is also in keeping with the comprehensive approach 
to human care. 
6. The church mission to promote relationship 
with God is, in itself, a mission of promoting mental 
health. The mission will be more and more effective if 
the church makes the necessary efforts to realize 
its full potential. 
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It is hoped that so~a of thGsc tentative 
r2com.J:1endations ~.,-;ill p::::-cvt3 vseflll to t~OS•3: arc 
eager, and devoting body and soul to alleviate the 
ever present nultifaceted sufferings that they face 
regularly in their p~storal d11ty. 
Discussion of the Objectives and 
Limitations of the Study with 
Recommendations for ?~rther Study 
This study was designed to acco~plish four 
things. Each one will be discussed in this section. 
This discussion will be followed by <icknowledgenent of 
the limitations of the study and recommendations for 
further study. 
The Objectives of the Stugy 
1. Provide a model that can be used in assessing 
mental health needs in Northern Haiti and other parts 
Of Haiti. 
T!"le use of l'ey Informants approach in assessing 
health needs j_n a given com,-.,unity ·was supported by the 
literature (Bell & Siegel 1983; Millerd, 1976; Stewart, 
1975). While others i1;:we shown a preference for 
epide::Jiolcgic surleys, the Key Infor:n.:int.3 approach ~as 
offered several advantages. It is less expensive, less 
time consu::iir.g and is likely to provide ::::ore helpful 
infor::iation than co::imunity surveys. Giel (1975) 
:report·3d '.::hat epide::iiolo,:;ical surveys are unli'.-:ely to 
provide i:1portant leads .:in how to solve the ::::ental 
health problems oi developing countries. Ee also 
suggested that governnents may best rely on ideological 
r~ther than epidemiolcgical assessment. 
A case can readily be made for the Key Inf ornants 
approach, using qualified individual.5 who make 
objective and careful observation of the needs of 
their population. 
The first objective seems to have been satisfied by 
using the clergymen and the physicians to assess the 
mental health needs in Northern Haiti. The consistency 
of observations reported by the two independent 
groups, and the overall agreement on the factors which 
predispose to those mental health needs support the 
legitimacy of the ~odel. 
However, due to limitations of funds and time, 
the study failed to include other key informants such as 
school teachers, policemen, community leaders, social 
workers, social agency leaders, and Voodoo priests, 
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all of whom would have contributed to the 
confirmation of the population needs with respect to 
their domain and level of invol vemer.t in the comr.iuni ty. 
2. Use the model to assess mental health needs in 
Nort~ern Eai ti by surveying phy.>i ::ians and clergy-wen. 
ThE; model was used to assess the r.1ental health needs in 
Northern Haiti by surveying physicians and clergynen. 
The fin6ings were collated, analyzed and discussed. 
3. Identi~y the currer~ £actors that preaispose 
and interact with those mental health needs. Several 
socioeconm.iic and sociocultural factors cvere 
identified. These were consistent for both groups. 
t,. Explore strat2gies for implementing mental 
health services in Northern Haiti and make practical 
recommendations based on the findings. 
Because of the lack of inclusion of other 
important groups or key informants in the study, 
several other dome.ins in which mental health needs 
are manifested and observed remain to be studied. 
Therefore this study cannot claim to have the complete 
picture or the real status quo of 1::ental heal th needs 
in Northern Hait::.. Consequently it was dif:.:'icult: to 
offer critical and specific recommendations. 
Nevertheless, the participants were offered soma 
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tentative reco:mmsndations that might prove useful in 
both in the i~unediate and in the long run. 
Limitations of the studv 
This study admits to two basic limitations: 
1. Although ti.1e basic objectives of the 
study have been ~et, the lack of inclusion of other 
key informants such as school teachers, Voodoo priests, 
community leaders, and herbalists from the population 
makes the present research incomplete. There are 
certain groups that are not represented, since the 
physicians and the clergymen may likely be dealing with 
a select group in the population. They may not have 
observed or come in contact with those that are remote 
from their field or their particular geographic 
distribution. 
Other key informants such as the Voodoo priests, 
the com.~unity leaders, lay preachers and the herbalists 
would be better observers of the groups not represented 
in this study. 
2. The return rate, although satisfactory for a 
study like this, was rela"!::ively low. out of 130 
questionnaires distributed, only 57 (43.8%) 
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were completed and returned. Ho~1ever, given the 
c!rcumstances and the political situation during the 
~ime of the stujy, this sample seems adequate .. Th.e 
attempt was made to include all clerg:men and all 
p~ysicians within the appropriate geographic area. 
The above factcJrs ·,!hich invo:Cve corr.pl8teness <:.nd 
representativeness, hence limit the generalizability of 
the f fr1dir,gs. 
Recomme11dations for Further· Studv 
1. Using the same model, further study can include 
other groups or key in:l:or;:iants (for 2J·:arnple, school 
teachers, community leaders, lay preachers, social 
work8rs, herbalists) so as to have a more comprehensive 
picture of mental health needs in Northern Haiti as 
well as in other parts of Haiti. 
2. Use of appropriate sampling techniques to 
assure a broader based samp!e and thus improve 
generalizibility. Also, the use of a random 
population sample might further expand the data 
obtained by the use key infor.:iants. 
3. Use of appropriate Statistical design 
to support relationships between health needs and 
predisposing factors. 
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Conclusion 
This study began by assuming that all or most of 
the mental health needs and factors found in the 
literature on third world countries were A.lso true of 
Haiti and its provinces. The psychoi;athological 
effects of inadequate sanitation, malnu~rition in 
childhood, crowded quarters, considerable alcoholism, 
beliefs in Voodoo and witchcraft, low level of 
education, and illiteracy, and so forth, were taken to 
be the general characteristics of the mental health 
situation in Haiti. 
Using a Key Informants approach, clergymen and 
physicians were surveyed regarding the mental health 
needs they perceived among the population of Northern 
Haiti. 
The findings strongly support the conclusion that 
the mental needs in Northern Haiti are similar to those 
frequently encountered in third world countries in 
general and in other groups that are affected by the 
cul tu re of poverty. The soc ioecono1;1ic, sociocultural 
factors, were similar to those cited above. They 
include Inadequate Sanitation, Malnutrition and 
Chronic Undernourishment, Considerable Alcoholism, 
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Cr~wdsd Quarters, Illiterucy, Peliefs in Voodoo and in 
supernatural causes of illn8sses. Those factors 
influence such ;:isychopatholr::igy as anxiety and 
a11xiety-based disorders, personality disorders, 
dcpress:i.ve sy1-:ipi::oms, seriou.3 psychcphysiological 
disorders, such as pepticc ulcers a:1d hypertension, and 
a.:iditional symptoms include m1certainty nbout life, 
sleep disorder.s and all the rest. 
There was co,sistency 0I reporting of both the 
ne2d ;oi..rid the contribnting factors a:uong the two 
respondent groups. 
Several needs have erners;ed and were su!:l!-:ia.rized 
under three particular headings: (a) need for mental 
health services, (b) need for mental health service 
providers, and (c) need for public and mental health 
education. 
Several general recommendations were made about 
what can be done in this area. The most important of 
all was the necessity to include mental health programs 
in the public health chart. This was done in light of 
the evidence which supports a ~ultidimensional and 
comprehensive approach to health care delivery. 
Recommendations were also made to each group of 
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respondents, respective their particular field of 
involvement. 
Although limited by lack of inclusion of other 
key infornants in the population, and sc;;iewhat lower 
than optinal return rate, t~e data presented in this 
study is both valid and helpful. It provides a picture 
of mental health needs in Northern Haiti and the 
factors, predisposing to these needs. 
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Appendix A 
Raw Data File--Physicians 
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Ke? of Rar.1 Data bv CoJunns 
l-3=ID 1-3 53 Q7J 100 Q9E 1'13 Ql30 
4 SPEC 4 54 Q7K lCl Q9F 150 Ql4.'>. 
5-6= YEARS 5-6 55 Q7L 102 Q9G 151 QHB 
7 Q3A ~r .o Q7N 103 Q9H 152 Ql4C 
8 Q33 .57 Q7N 104 Q9I 153 Q14D 
9 Q3C 58 (_<70 '.LOS Q9J 154 Q14E 
10 Q3D :39 Q'JP 106 Q9K 155 Q14? 
11 QG:A '.:iO Q7Q 107 Q9L E6 Q14G 
12 Q4B 61 Q7R l09 QlOA 157 QltzH 
l3 Q4C 63 QSA 110 QlOB 158 QlH 
14 Q4D 64 QSB 111 QlOC Ei9 Ql4J 
15 Q4E 65 Q8C 112 QlOD lGO Ql4K 
16 Q4F 66 Q8D llJ QlOE lfi2 Ql5A 
17 Q4G 67 QBE 114 QlOi' lfi3 Ql5B 
18 Q4H 63 Q8F lJ..5 QlOG 164 Ql5C 
19 Q4I 69 QGG 1]6 QlOH 1()5 QJ.~D 
21 QSA 70 QSH 117 QlOI 166 Ql5E 
22 Q5B -; 1 Q8I 119 QlL\ 167 QlSF 
23 Q5C 72 QSJ 120 QllB 163 Ql5G 
24 Q5D 73 Q31.\ 121 QllC 
25 QSE 74 QSL 122 QllD 
26 Q5F 75 Q2;,1 123 Q11E 
27 Q5G 76 QSN 125 Ql2A 
23 Q5H 77 Q80 126 Ql2B 
29 QSI 78 Q8P 127 Ql2C 
32 Q6A 79 Q8Q 128 Ql2D 
33 Q6B 80 Q8R 129 Ql2E 
34 Q6C 51 QSS 130 Q12F 
35 Q6D 82 Q8T 131 Ql2G 
36 Q6E 33 QSU 132 Ql2H 
37 Q6? 34 QSV 133 Q12I 
38 Q6G 85 QS~·l 134 Q13A 
39 Q6H 86 QSX 135 Ql3B 
40 Q6I 87 Q8Y 136 Ql3C 
41 Q6J 88 Q8Z 137 Ql3D 
42 Q6K 89 QSA 138 Ql3E 
4.~ Q7A 90 Q!JB 139 Ql3F 
45 Q7B 91 Q8C 140 QlJG 
46 Q7C 92 Q8D 141 Q13H 
47 Q7D 93 QSE l42 Q13I 
43 Q7E 94 QSF 143 Q13J 
49 QT? 96 Q9A 144 Ql3K 
50 Q7G 97 Q9B 145 Ql3L 
51 Q7H 98 Q9C 146 Ql3!·l 
52 Q7I 99 Q9D 147 Q13N 
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Rac'1__Qata TJv Col c;sns: -i:a with colu;;ins 44-95 (Q7.\ - QS?F) 
ID Colu:nns 
101 111111111111111 31 34313421221224112114311111111211 
102 1111233433~1311242 44433531432333422234411223323132 
103 231213244435322323 44443442423424333225523343444333 
104 1311111343!2111321 23324421312333322314311131131211 
105 33323323132431233: 4132333~}2332332222333322~323232 
106 33215543~422431452 44554411431413113231111111131141 
107 1312111111111111~1 223133i13121llll22121111111111ll 
103 111311133313111113 22212411244432~2331224444~431321 
109 121121144113 11433 423234313433~5523434511523321132 
110 133332444 4323 42 34443 3123432443333442 333343222 
111 21122122442132132 42343211145 122~2435112121133222 
112 22 2:222:322332232 33~334312233?4332323323232323222 
113 221111:?2~?111~212 333225114244443~2344322253222222 
114 ~4223J343J43J4433 333243J2343334J223243223323323J3 
115 232322334323231333 34433422232433223334422232333232 
116 111111111111111111 43422411222223222223322211212322 
117 113131244412121411 44333541233434433434443344445322 
118 322222234334212222 43423332332232332222322224353332 
119 134232134222222333 43312211211323212111211211111121 
120 344343244423322343 54433433433333233444433323333332 
121 13 111133313331333 44325411344444513336413143331111 
122 132222222332332233 4 65 4 44445 5 5 4 
123 234232134222222333 543122112231111 
124 32223343333222233 44333431333333333343233333333333 
125 233232223333322332 44433441443423323344323343333434 
126 131112142111411121 66563611416115113116511466521364 
127 232124444433223324 44443442444444444444433244444433 
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Raw Data Sv Colunns: Id with columns 96-124 (Q9A-QllE} 
ID Colunns 
101 551423312433 133214111 44135 
102 542422344343 4 3 4 3,;4 34 3 44344 
103 453433434544 345445533 44,145 
104 431343-133323 233254332 212~~3 
105 4-13443431444 33-\34.\432 4·1335 
1J6 2315444343 1 234255141 66434 
1C7 211331221231 111112111 22213 
109 442322344434 13 3 i.3 3222 t,.lJ36 
109 542554424541 233355421 45325 
110 442343523434 334234432 22124 
111 222566654442 2:26336253 66426 
112 343322323433 234434332 33334 
113 433221422332 234122221 34345 
J.H 44334334443 34443·!332 44344 
n5 441322333433 23-1344332 443<\5 
116 444334223322 133234222 44144 
117 552432343524 234232221 44325 
118 4435332224 244333 23 34344 
119 442232232422 122:22221 13341 
120 '142343434443 434244333 4-~444 
121 5433335-14533 113315521 55416 
122 4434 444445 334344 32 44344 
123 255422262 55436 
124 442343534534 334245433 44345 
125 443343424432 234244332 23234 
126 262654156665 366546343 66466 
127 443443444444 444444443 44433 
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Ra~ Data By Co 1 umns: Id vith columns 125-163 
(Q12;,-Q15G) 
ID Colur.\..,S 
101 212111312645665654434544 22465541555 0000000 
102 2~2111441565~64454543465 46665532215 0000000 
:03 41411144354556556466~566 65555553646 1000010 
104 311112J41E~~35324452E~C2 3466(551453 0000001 
105 3J3112J32445566554544~45 64555442433 0000000 
106 412111151666665554645523 56655642346 0001010 
107 21111122:55566E5525 1356 31242221411 1001111 
108 J1J:ll3515666644664 G463 66664411414 0000011 
109 313112~4 555553332243332 32444442 2 0000010 
110 3111113334566655544544~5 445566S4546 1000010 
!ll 4121112616~56655~46463 s 245(56~3663 0000010 
112 2132~3343354553364446654 216663525 5 lOOOGlO 
113 412111241554432354345553 2656455]343 1000100 
114 322222242~56564454~46444 43334522~36 0000010 
115 31:111342454554253443454 23454541434 0000010 
116 111111131333441131111155 14555641422 1000011 
117 112111231445664443445455 45555654535 1000110 
118 422 334 '443544~J44445L 43444542354 0000000 
119 211111121566533454345345 33444331512 1000011 
120 31111123 66466J46465JJ32 42565642644 1000111 
121 61111135 5566655664556S6 11444561146 0000000 
1~2 22222233266666556553\564 53555662555 1000000 
123 21i1111215665334443453J6 33443315512 1000011 
124 312112332555665554555554 43666663425 0000000 
125 213111442666665543534454 45564543434 1010011 
126 214113352656666656656563 65666661426 1000110 
127 21424444 556554443434553 34556553526 0000000 
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Appendix B 
Raw Data File--Clergymen 
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Kev of Ra--:.v Da.ttl bv ColL~:-:tns 
1-3= ID 55 Q7I 100 QlOD 
5 REL 56 Q7J 101 QlOZ 
7-8= YEARS 57 Q7K 102 QlOF 
10 Q3A 58 Q7L 103 QlOG 
ll Q3B 59 Q~H 104 QlOH 
12 QJC 60 Q7N 105 QlOI 
13 QJl) 62 QBA 106 QlOJ 
14 Q3E 63 QSB 107 QlOK 
15 Q~iF f4 Q8C 108 QlOL 
lS QJG 65 QSD 109 Ql0l1 
17 Q3H 6E Q3E 110 QlON 
2.9 Q4A 67 QBF 112 QllA 
::o Q4B 68 QBG 113 QllB 
21 Q'IC 69 QSH 114 QllC 
22 Q4D 'O QBI 115 QJ.lD 
23 Q4£ 71 QSJ 116 QllE 
24 Q4F' 72 Q8K 117 QllF 
26 Q5A 73 Q8L 118 QllG 
27 Q5B 74 QSH 
28 Q5C 75 QSN 
29 Q5D 76 Q80 
30 QSE 77 Q8P 
31 QSF 78 QSQ 
32 Q5G 79 Q8R 
33 Q5H 80 Q8S 
34 QSI 81 Q8T 
35 Q5J 82 Q3U 
37 QfiA 83 QSV 
38 Q6B 84 Q8W 
39 Q6C 85 QSX 
40 Q6D 86 Q8Y 
41 Q6E 87 Q8Z 
42 Q6F 89 Q9A 
43 Q6G 90 Q9B 
44 Q6H 91 Q9C 
45 Q6I 92 Q9D 
47 Q7A 93 Q9E 
48 Q7B 94 Q9F 
49 Q7C 0" ~ _, Q9G 
50 Q7D 97 QlOA 
51 Q7E 98 QlOB 
52 Q/F 99 QlOC 
53 Q7G 
54 Q7H 
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Raw Data 3y Colunns: Columns 1-46 (ID - Q6I) 
Columns 
201 8 16 34454466 663 66 3366364645 546456362 
202 2 08 31436124 153412 433344366 556456453 
203 2 02 36566536 453366 5336644666 546545635 
204 2 04 313656 6 145666 2163121542 426156462 
205 2 13 12533126 453522 3143222653 214345252 
206 2 17 43553343 J34644 3244443542 345355453 
207 1 02 33454345 442556 3454353454 445344454 
208 1 35 42232243 314446 3334343333 545434262 
209 1 11 3 3 2 3 4 4 54 334433~343 114324353 
210 8 08 32254455 565566 4334343444 556546566 
211 2 04 32354326 65465 4346434645 466566465 
212 2 22 34663466 445555 3344343653 435434353 
213 2 07 44324236 555324 4424233655 435455554 
214 2 02 36354346 544666 2212212111 466556456 
215 8 01 23666636 332646 6666342463 655565455 
216 2 07 44555346 454565 3356554565 556555465 
217 2 03 43633656 66645 4125123152 255544365 
218 1 20 33343235 344556 3334243443 425223452 
219 2 20 43464434 345545 4444335454 335445454 
220 2 08 411116 6 66464 3366333446 1164 4 66 
221 2 20 46433566 343654 4344343443 335333353 
222 2 28 23463455 243626 4235331543 656655465 
223 2 13 34365465 442 25 1224252454 235533255 
224 7 08 32334234 343466 3335 23443 325324562 
225 4 13 33343235 354435 3335423453 425223452 
226 2 04 3453 234 4556 4334443444 566445454 
227 2 02 34433422 454545 4444344554 224434 44 
228 1 03 24343334 324645 3344453444 224434353 
229 2 40 36 36 45 133342 63 623 64 63354 3 
230 1 10 32324345 424455 4366363565 344344542 
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Ra~ .. , D2t2 Rv Colu_'.1r.s: Id with coluT::ns 47-88 (Q7A-Q8Z) 
ID Col lli"'.!DS 
201 66625566666553 56665653655 36653464646466 
202 4244354533325 55365 45542456452554545444 
203 65454555434343 3354433334534643344 545356 
204 63466G66556562 55654345454235461363646666 
205 412322(q5J1352 ]J4Ji2~2436265352432531245 
206 3323JJ3JJ33342 ~5~544543~425·~443444444454 
201 543544·55s4.~543 4J5444545~ 354564453565656 
208 43~ 4534314333 22624 44443 444 6 5444 
2C9 432J.3343413342 54f55~44555453434433456565 
210 54364455445444 54655344455336363464656546 
2Jl 643G6666645465 4ci5~5353S4~24464466656 566 
2~2 54443354443443 3554~445333254453335445565 
213 434244d~523:SJ 55443353455344452554536455 
214 66536(~6S65~63 5535563653:366462665665566 
215 5332535~335333 45655433435254553555465566 
216 55345555555~53 55555554533355563555655566 
~17 533233 3434453 35533455544434455454555554 
213 43345435422342 2454335;L555355S53443544456 
219 5433255·\444432 4344:3J44333J4442JJJ543J45 
220 J.116 666611143 33343~445553633 2435353456 
221 44334344553433 43464J.~J433351453434534344 
222 33343333313333 33331:23333533363333335533 
223 545!4445354135 4544432144525 421232324335 
224 433534 3522656 2446535225243536435353434 
225 43345435422342 24543645553555544354445456 
226 32224434434433 5544524 4 335 5 5 54 55 
227 5434444443 433 344 4343433334443454444444 
228 43344666454433 34333344444333342343334344 
229 563 46 44 3 33 3 4 5 3 644 4 1444 
230 322144334 4453 44335243434345442452344355 
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Raw Dcta Bv Colu::ms: Id With columns 89-118 (Q9A-QllG) 
ID Columns 
-----------------------·-------
201 6666666 66626646125316 0000000 
202 4565554 66646666115526 0000000 
203 6666645 66626664144316 0000000 
204 6666656 66616666135216 0000001 
205 4356646 6665655l1362:!.5 1000000 
206 5545456 65545555145316 0000000 
207 6554656 65636552144526 1100111 
208 445554 65616556125115 0000000 
209 40455 55616666116116 0000000 
210 5566645 66666666156416 000000') 
211 5645666 4564664615 316 0000000 
212 4565546 5651556523 526 0000000 
213 6666655 66614545125216 0000000 
214 6666666 66646666124316 0000000 
215 4555544 65646666145326 oooooco 
216 6666666 66616666125316 0000000 
217 4566666 66525566116 16 0000000 
218 6566654 65615545135216 0000000 
219 6666666 45533355245325 0000000 
220 6565 26 66646664155126 0000000 
221 5664656 64645653265526 0000000 
222 6656556 56546664155426 0000000 
223 6646653 66433664145616 0000000 
224 6566654 65615545135216 0000000 
225 5666654 65615656135216 0000000 
226 5666666 66646666126216 0000000 
227 3356554 54626555115226 1000001 
228 6566665 45415544166326 1100111 
229 64 565 65516455125 26 0000000 
230 5566525 54615555114116 0000000 
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Ap~endix C 
Variable Labels And Value Labels---Physicians 
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SPEC "SPECL\LTY"/YEXRS "YEARS IN PRACTIC:S" 
QJA "STATE HOSPI'rAL"/Q3l3 "PRIVATE HOSPITAL" 
QJC "GROUP P~\CTIC:S"/Q3D "SOLO PRACTICE" 
Q4A "HIGH TOLER.i'\.NCE"/Q4B "UNCONTOLLABL:::" 
Q4C "SUPERNATUR.?\.L"Q4D "NOT FOLLOWING INST" 
Q4E "PERSONAL CARE"/Q4F "PERSONAL HYGIZNE" 
Q4G "EATIXG DISORDER"/Q4H "SUPERS'l'ITIOUS" 
Q4I "U,CK OF ~;RUST"Q5A "LEGA!, P?,OBL.El1S" 
Q5B "HARITAL PROBLE!-1S"/Q5C "PARENTING PRORLE:1S" 
Q50 "INT:SRPERSONAL CONFLICTS" 
Q5E "PERSONALITY DISORDERS"/Q5F "LIFE ':IRCU1-!ST.ANCES 11 
Q5G "SEXUAL CONLICTS"/QSH "POLITICAL ISSUES" 
Q5I "WORK PROBLE:·!S 11 /Q6A "V0:1ITING"/Q6B "LOSS OF VOICE" 
Q6C "CHEST PAIH"/Q6D ''PARTIAL BLD!DNESS" 
Q6E "DOUBLE VISI011"/Q6F 11 TE!-1POR.l\.RY PARALYSIS" 
Q6G "URINARY RETENTION"/Q6H "S:SXUAL INDIFFERENCE" 
Q6I "DYSHEHOR.:'lHE.\"/Q6J "IRirnGULAR NENSTRUATIC.N" 
Q6K "P:·!S"/Q7A "PEDOPHILIA"/Q7B "PEDERASTY" 
Q7C "VOYEURISW'/Q7D "INCEST"/Q7E "EXiHBITIONIS:·1" 
Q7F "}IASOCHISH"/Q7G "SADISH''/Q7H "ERECTILE DEFICIENCY" 
Q7I "PREMATURE EJACULATICN"/Q7J "I:1POTEclCE" 
Q7K "FRIGIDITY"/Q7L "VAGINISHUS" 
Q7H "i'.:}'.CESSIVE l·!..'.\ST'JR3ATION"/Q7N "BISE:;..'UAL CON.?LICTS" 
Q70 "BEASTIALITY"/Q7P "DYSPili"'1EUNIA"/Q7Q "Ri'\PE" 
Q7R "SODOHY"/Q8A "SHORTNESS OF BREATH"/Q3B "DIZZIHESS" 
Q8C "'l'.'\CHYCill"l.DIA"/QSD "PHOBIAS 11 /Q8E "POLYURIA" 
Q8F "SUPERS'l'ITIOUS BEH..::'\.VIOR"/QSG "OBSESSIONS" 
Q8H "KLEPTOH.l\.NIA"/Q3I "LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS" 
Q8J "OBSCENE LANGUAGE"/Q8K "NENORY LOSS" 
QSL "I::L'UTABILITY"/Q3H "INFANTILE BEP.2WIOR" 
Q8N "CONSTANT FATIGUE"/QSO "PERSECUTORY DZLUSIONS" 
QSP "INAPPROPRIATE AFFECT"/Q8Q 11 : 0..;'\PID HOOD SHIFTS" 
Q8R "LOSS OF INTEREST IN PLEASUR.\BLE .\CTIVITIES" 
QSS "SOCIAL WITHDRAi'TAL"/Q8T "INSOIJ::UA"/Q8U "PESSI:USH" 
QSV "INAPP!<OPRIATB GUILT"/Q8H "DE.\'rH OBSESSION" 
QSX "FEELING WORTHLESS"/Q3Y "SUPERNATURAio STJ'l.ENGTH" 
QSZ "GR.\NDIOSIT'l"/QSAA "DIFFICULTY. CONCSi·ITR.a.TING" 
QSBB "HALLUCDIATIONS"/QSCC '"?.'UlIC ATTAC:<S" 
Q8DD II .?IXi\TIOllS"/QBEE "HEl:i'l'AL RETA.."'l.DATION" 
QSFF "DEPE:<SONALIZATION"/Q9A "ULCER"/Q9B "HYPERTENSION" 
Q9C "COLITUS"/Q9D "DL\.'L'llHE.C\"/Q9E "ANOR3XIA 11 
Q9F "BULH!IA 11 /Q9G "G-I SYi,1PT0~1S"/Q9H "EPILEPSY" 
Q9I "DIABETES"/Q9J "lUGRAINES"/Q9K "HEA.."<T DISEASE" 
Q9L "HYPOCHONDRIASIS"/QlOA 11 SCHIZOPHRENH1." 
QlOB "DEPRESSION"/QlOC "A.NXIETY"/QlOD "SUBSTANCE ABUSE" 
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QlOE 11 :-:!'!STERI.i\"/QlOF "SLE:SF DISORD:SRS" 
QlOG "SEZUAL DYSFUNC'!'ION"/QlOH "PERSONALITY DISORDERS" 
QlOI "H1JLTIPLE PERSONALITIES"/Q]_lA "ALCOHOL" 
QllB 11 T03ACCO"/QllC "l·Ll\.J."".(IJUANA"/QllD "CAFFEINE" 
QllE 11 SUG?ill"/Ql2A 11 l3ARBITUR<'.\TES"/Q12B "LI'l'EIU:·I" 
Q12C "All'lI-DEPH.ESS .. ~-"·1T 11 /Ql2D "HlWANE"/Ql2E "ELlWIL" 
Ql2F "P~:._:::,coL"/Q'.!.?G "PHE~JOTHI.:C,.ZI?-!ES"/Q! .. ~<'1: "VALI:m 11 
Ql2I "O'.::·H:C:~ 2·1EDS"/Ql3A "CROWD:SD C.!U22<T:SW>" 
Ql 3 5 'OVERFCPULAT IOi'-1 11 /Q13C "HALlllJTRITI('2l" 
QlJD "0NDERilOURISHiffllT"/QUE "E!AD::'.:QU:>.TE S?1.NITATION 11 
Ql3F ''ALCOHOLIS:·!"/QlJG 11 S1W:!\IHG"/Q13H "ILLITER'\CY" 
Q13I "SAC:~ OF EXERCISE"/Ql3J "POOR HYGIENE" 
Ql3K "SBXUAL ACTIVITY"/QlJL "UNE2·!PLOY:,1El'l1'" 
Ql'.':1 "DIR'I':". ".:O~l'l'ROL"/Q13N "PUBLIC HEAL'2H 11 
Q}.20 "NA'.':U:'.<AL DI.S.~ .. STEP."/Ql4A "J1LCOHOL .:\ND HE.;LTH" 
Ql4B "T:'.1.EA'i'ING r;;.fti'l'ION?,L PROBLEHS" 
Ql4C "NEED FO~ HE'IT..".L HE.;L'fH SERVICES" 
Ql4D "l·I£.:-r2,AL HEAL'rH ::DB 11 
Ql4E "NEED FOR PSYCHOLOGIS'I'S" 
Ql·t? "PROBLEMS AS SAT?llUC" 
Ql4G "PSYCHOGE:l'JIC PR03LZ:!S 11 /Ql•~H "SUICIDE" 
Ql1lI "CHILDHOOD ORIGIHS"/Ql4J "CN!'T TREJ\T 11 
Q14K "VODOO & F:::ALTH"/Ql5A "PSYCHOLOGISTS" 
Ql5B "ChILD GU..:DAl'ICB"/Ql5C "~'L;.KHAGE AliD FA1'!ILY" 
QlSD "DRUG/ALCOHOL 'r::IBATl·!ENT" 
Q15E 11 REHABILIT2\TION"/Ql5F "PSYCHIATRISTS" 
Ql5G "PERSONALITY DIS. TREATMENT". 
VALUE LABSI·S 
SPECIALTIES: 
















9 "PUBLIC HEALTH" 
Q3A TO Q3D & QlSA TO Ql5G: 1 "YESu 0 11 N0 11 
Q4A TO Ql2R: 
Ql3A TO Ql30: 


















II ALl·iOST ALWAYS II 
"ALWAYS" 
"ABSOLUTELY NOT I~1PORTANT" 
"NOT VERY I:·!PORT.\.i"!T" 
"SOHEo•iHAT IHPORT2\TIT" 





3 "MODERATELY DISAGREE" 
4 "MODERATELY AGREE" 
5 "AGREE" 
6 "STRONGLY AGREE". 
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Appendix D 
Variable Labels and Value Labels---Clergynen 
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V."\RIABLE LABELS 
REL "RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION"/YEARS "YEARS IN MINISTRY" 
QJA "MARRIAGE DIFFICULTIES"/Q3B "P21.RENTING ISSUES" 
QJC "INTERPERSONAL CONFLIC'l'S"/Q3D "RELIGIOUS COHCER?1S" 
QJE "ADVICE ON DECISIONS"/QJF "SEXUAL lLl\TTERS" 
QJG "HEALTH CONCERl!S"/QJH "LIFE CIRCU:·!STANCES" 
Q4A "ALCOHOLIS:·!"/Q4B "TOBACCO"/Q4C "HJ,._,_~ITAL PROBLE:·!S" 
Q4D "LIFE DNCERTA:LN'l'Y"/Q4E "PHYSICAL 22NIRmf.CJENT 11 
Q4F "POLITICAL UNREST"/Q5A "HE.i\R'r DISEASE"/Q5i3 "CANCER" 
QSC "SE:~ '::Rl\NS DIS"/QSD "'rUBERCULOSIS"/QSE "TETANUS"/ 
QSF "'JLCER";QSG "EPILEPSY"/QSH "!'!IGRAINES" 
QSI "HYPER'l'ENSION"/Q5J "DIARRHEA" 
Q6A "IL!.XESS TOLERANCE" 
QGB "UNCONTROLLABLE ILUiESS"/Q6C "SUPERNATUR.l\L CAUSES" 
C.6D "NO':' FCLLO\HNG INSTRUCTIONS" 
Q6E "NEGLE".:TING HEA:,TH"/Q6F "PERSONAL HYGEI.NE" 
Q6G "EATING HABITS"/Q6H "SUPERSTITIOUS BEH.i\VIOR" 
Q6I "TRUST IN DOCTORS"/Q7A "ROBBERY"/Q7B "BURGLARY" 
Q7C "MURDER"Q7D 11 ZOHBIFICJ1TION"/Q7E "TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS" 
Q7F "UNPAID DEBTS"/Q7G "SORCERY"/Q7H "EVIL WITCHCRAF'rS" 
Q7I "PROS'rITUTION"/Q7J "PORNOGRAPHY"/Q7X "PRmUSCUITY" 
Q7L "ABOP.TION"/Q7M "CHILD ABUSE"/Q7N "R.''\PE" 
Q3A "WORTHLESSNESS"/QSB "PESSH!IS:·l" 
Q8C "FEAR OF DE:10NS"/Q3D "DEATH OBSESSION" 
QBE "ANGER CONTROL"Q.8F "OBSESSIONS" 
QSG "Hi-rnITAL COHMUNICATION" 
QSH "SEXUAL DISSATISFACTION"/QBI "INFIDELITY" 
QSJ "MAl'1ITAL ROLES"QSK "FAMILY Pk'\Nil'HlG" 
Q8L 11 STERILITY"/Q8H "CHILD REA...-q_JNG"/Q8N "JEALOUSY" 
Q80 "IN-LAWS"/QSP "CONSTANT WOH..<"Y" 
Q8Q "SUICIDAL IDEATION"/QBR "SLEEP DISORDERS" 
QSS "INFERIORITY COHPLEX"/QST "FALSE GUILTS" 
QSU "DENONIC PERSECUTION"/QSV "INTROVERSION" 
QSW 11 RESIGNATION"/Q8X "MAI~TTAINING REL'\TIONSHIPS" 
Q3Y "TRUST ISSUES"/Q8Z "GOSSIPS"/Q9A "CROWDED QUARTERS" 
Q9B "OVERPOPULATION"/Q9C "CHILDHOOD MAL'WTRITION" 
Q9D "CHRONIC UNDERNOURISru1ENT" 
Q9E "INADEQUATE SANITATION"/Q9P "Li\CK OF VACCINATION" 
Q9G "ILLITEfu\CY"/QIOA 11 c!ORE TRZ\INING" 
QlOB "ChlJRCH HNOLVE~·!EiIT"/QlOC "NEED FOR SERVICES" 
QlOD "SIN CAUSES HH PROBLEMS" 
QlOE "NEED FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS"/QIOF "M.H. EDUCATION" 
QlOG "INTEREST IN TRAINING" 
QlOH "r!.H PROBLEMS AH.E DE:.IONIC" 
QlOI "PSYCHIATRY/PSYCHOLOGY SECULAR" 
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QlOJ lfBIBLE ONLY _;~rs~·lER." 
QlOK "ClHLDHCOD SOU:O:CE OF P:S.OBLE?,lS" 
QlOL "SUXCIDi': P:ROBLEi·i" 
QlOH "CLERGY SHOULD NOT GET INVOLVED" 
QlON "SPIRI'l""'UAL/PHYSICAL/;mNT;\L HiTEfu\CTION" 
QllA II PSYC!-:OLOGISTS II /QllB "~'.HILD GUIDAllCE" 
QllC "II.;,F.ETAGE & F,"\.iUJ.,,Y"/Q17.D "DHUG/ALCOEOL TRE."\T:IENT" 
Qll.2 "I·lEFu\BILIT.'.'I'I0:-.! 11 /QllF "PERSONALITY DISORD:C:B.S" 
Ql.i.G "PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC''. 
RELIGIOUS AFFILV.TIONS: 
Q3A TO QSZ: 
Q9A TO Q9G: 
QlOA TO QlON: 
QllA TO QllG: 
l "ROHAN CATHOLIC" 
2 "BAPTIST" 
3 ";!ETHODIST" 
4 11 ~D"lENTISTn 
5 "ChlJRCH OF GOD" 
6 11 }.1.SSZl·lBLY O? GOD" 





11 }1EVER 11 
n ;i.L~,iOS'.~ ~TEVER 11 
0 s oz,rzTIHES 11 
4 ncF1TEN" 









"ABSOLUTE:LY NOT HlPORTANT" 







3 "~10DE::Ul.TELY DISAGREE" 
4 "MODER?\.TZLY AGREE" 
5 II ).GP.SE" 
6 "ST!<.ONGLY .?.GREE" 
l "YESn 2 = 11 N0 11 • 
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Appendix E 
Cover Letter For The Physicians: 
English And French Versions 
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~~.rn 
~ .. t_.~J 
\Vcstern Scn1inary 
Por tlard, No...,ar.ber 12 1939 
D2<Jr D::lctor, 
M you ;::re \"211 wwurc, ucco?:ding to t.\ic latest 
fir11Jirns cf l:he l·iorltl Health Oi:ouniz3tion (Vil~O), there 
is an incrcusinq r.E1. . ..J for 1r":_.nt;:ii he:Jtth s12rvices in 
ttie third '. . :orlU.c-:::i1m"::°:i':?S in •:>~n~rzil. 'lheo r:cuj I~ 5t.!:::h 
th.it !n dc•1elopir.3 count:ri•.:>5 :-·:i:Jr:~ t~-=in 40 million ~n, 
wcnen, and chi l.dt?.J suffer frc-11 si:or!cu.'i untrcataj 
mental disorders. 
i\!i. '1 rihysician, you i"FlV'? \JO"foUbtedJy Cbset'.'E'd ,j~] 
dealt t.ti th r.i.Jny of ttK•Se n'0ntal n·ec. ... -3.; 1n the ro?Jlatkn 
yctJ serve. Th0r2fort?, :i-·c:J hwv<? ~>~·n cins~n to 
p.n:ticii:.1te in th~ as-:;~s:..;:~nt of. t~~ r.•sncal h1-~alth 
r.eo:J::; of your COl'lr.tmity. 
Would you be so ~ir.d c:is to tJ.k~ up to 20 mir.utes 
to fill out the follo .... .lng q'...·•:-::;ticm:alr=· '.,(J10"Hing !r.w 
bJ,Sy you ClCr!, ~ ·...rz1nt to th.Jnk •/OU in ud·~·.::ioc!? for your 
pnrticipaticn .1n:.l your pranpt ntt<?nticn to thi5. Th'? 
que::;ticnnaire will be collected within <:tfpro:d~tely .rn 
hours. 
re assured tt•ut the t:csults will 00 ~ .. -:id'? tlV.Jll~ble 
to you, ;.•ith necr?;.sary rectlll'X'rdat{ons arr] sug';'?~ticns 
U1i:lt ..Jill .1ssist you in your collrugeous efforts to 
serve your ;:opulation. 
f\ct."'.?rt E. B:J-cklr-r, M D, Mfff 
Ch.1 i t'!'!an of the re$E''3Lch 
Ccmnl tti?>-:-, .'1.!3soc.i.Jte 
Profcssco:: of ~~ychiatry 
Sir.cet{?ly, 
.Jean i\bede Ale:<ard:e 
Uire-::tur of tt1e 
&:Pr;e.uch prcjoct 
Gr<x!uate Stud£>nt in 
Cllnlcal P.iycholc·w 
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Western Seminary 
Pot1hnd 1 12 Novmi.bre 1937 
Cher Ooctcur, 
Conrnc YOUt le uve! 1 tt J~lon lu donnti'u du de.rnli:res tnqu;Ji:I de 
l'Orz.anlu1Jon Mondl&lc de la S>nl1i' {OMS}, II exlstre: un £'"Ind be1aln do 
u:rvlcu de untc menu le d;uu ler; p.:iy1 en vole de d;•clopp(m.i:n1. Ced ell 
d 1 ;auun1 plus vr;;al quc d1n1 let p~y1 du lien mondi:, c:ofl'm¢ lhill, plus de -40 
ml I I lon1 d1hi:xrmct, de fer.me1, u d 1 1:r.f~11fl sotJffrcnt de troubles m~n1J1Jl: 
ttJ ltli. 
[n lan1 que mi'du:ln1, 11 UI 111!.-Hablc qu~ vous .ave: obsi:r't'{ el lrill/ 
la plup.iHI dt:S ltoubft:J n1CtlllU.I; OU pty,tJl.1lrfqtUt IJt YOllt populallOn. C1e:H 
p.Jurqual, vou1 iv,1. iti 'holil pour p.ii.ttldpu i unc :nqit4t: iur lu buoln' 
rt?: sar.t! menu le de voue c-oomunJ.ut{. 
Hous you1 uurlons :rt d.c bl~n voulolr m<:tlrt JS i :JO mln~tu p1Jur 
rcrnpl Ir le quettfonn.&fre <:I-Indus. 51.chanl <:oriililen Yoltl! te..-:;ps c'lt pre"cleulll, 
nou~ tenons i "ou~ nmcrder i Jl;u.incc do Yotrc p.1.ttlclp.atlon in v-olle 
at lent Ion tmnC°'Jlue ce sulc,. Le quu1lonn1lrt ur.a rHud 111 .1u:i. enwlrons 
de 43 hcur ct. 
Soyez auur/ quo les re'Jul1.us uront mh i votre dl1potltlo11 a•H 
l'ctpolr quc lo lnfo1m.a1ion, uront utlles i YOl in1uuntlo1u n-Hfdlc.ales. 
Aussl, nous pumet1ron5-nou' de Yous I.lire put des su~!;o:Joni cl 
reccmnend.allons qui <:onulbuuoni i vol cfforlS cour.1acu.1 pt,ur urvlr votre 
popul i l l::in. 
, , /,,,// /;'' ( 
//,: //'(.·'( ~-1 -~ /7-·1-',~ .. l ~..,'. , ___ .  .... ~
Or. RobHl t. UucklH, MO, MP lt 
Prhlderte du ccmltit de rec.huches, 
trofiHseur do P1ychl11rlc 
Ave' nos 1lnc~ru rcmercltrl'!enll, 
:0C.,~~() 
J<:Ul Ab-:d~ ~:cf<:•Undrs J 
Oln.cuur du pro/ti df 
rech(rchu. ltudl.lnt de 
doctor.11 11n Ps1choloel1 
Cl lnlque. 
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Appe:;;dix F 
Cover Letter For the Clergymen: 
English And Fr~nch Versions 
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Western Semi11nry 
Fcrtlard, ~lov6"lx!r 12 19QB 
~at Reverend, 
1\5 you are well mo1art", aCC":ltdlrr; to the l~tr~st 
flndlr~s: of the W?tld lfealth Ctganiz3tion (NliO), th€'t~ 
In ;in fncrtios1r)':1 rY.":"J for l'fw:?nt0>l hc.Jlth scrvicr~s in 
ti>'? thl rd worlr( cmmtr ks in gco::ral. Tl~ n<:-t"d i'.1 s1.r-h 
th;1t Jn d<J'.'eloping conatr les r.ore UH11 40 r11 ll Jon men, 
wn~1 1 mx1 children m.:f!er £1::cm serious untreated 
r.ientai discrdets~ 
1\s a c lcr~1ynnn, you Jmve undoul::>tedly obsen~ and 
d!>al t with m.:iny of those r.l:"ntal ~s in th!:? rcPJiation 
yr.u serve. '!1'i"?rcfore, you h~'ve been cho~t>n to 
partlcipat'? ln the ussessrnent of tl-.e mental health 
nee--Js of your cc:mnuni ty .. 
Would you be so ~ind ns to take up to 20 minutes 
to fill o"t the follo·•lng g\J<?stlonnalre. Kr.owing row 
busy you are, ..... "'='" wnnt to than~ you 1n ad ... ·anc"' for your 
p.irtkipatlon on:! your rrmpt aHentlcn to thlo. The 
questhmnahe wi 11 be collected within appro:dtl'l:)tely 4a 
houru. 
De assure--J that th€- results will be m:Jde <lvnilable 
to yot1, wf th nc.>ce!:i.S•Hy t"!:t.'Ol1Tl'e:1y]atlon..<l arrl !;Ug':;est!ons 
that wl 11 asaist ycu in your coutageou3 effor.ts to 
serve your pcp.Jlatic'ft. 
Rolnrt E. Buckler, MD, MP!f 
CJ\.il irman of th~ r~earch 
Conni tteo:?, l\ssOC"iate 
Professor of Psychiatry 
Sincerely, 
Jean :\bedc l\len.andre 
Di t'1Ctor of t~ 
te!jc-circh project 
Graduate Stud('nt in 
Clinical F'5yc1'""l<XJY 
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Western .:Oemina1}' 
Port I.and, 12 ~fa,.vr,br<11 1987 
Cornn-! vavs le 13.Yez, H 11·\cn /es donn:es des ~ernl~rei enquetes d-:i 
l'O:i:~nlsirlon Milndl.lle d! ill 5.rnte' (C.1v!S). JI exist.: un ;ru1d be~ol;1 de 
serYlce1 de sl.nt.: mentale ~.ant :e~ ptys et'! yolc J1 dCveloppem'!nt. Ced e1t 
d 1J.ul.Pll pl·.J~ Yr.JI que d.tnl le·, p&ys du lleri monde, CGmnc l.J.ICJ, plus Jc ),0 
rl'llllans d'hcmne1, de ferrr.ics, 1: j 1 .:-nt;;nn souf1rcnt Ue troubln mi:nLl<JJ: non 
1t .a It t's. 
En ~ant riue P.!JU11r/Pr;tn, II est l:i<i'.,1t.11~le q~u rout z.yez o~IH'f; H 
ir~ita" I• plu;i;lrt de1 r~ou~lc' rnen,11u:.; 0,1 ?Jychl.\lrfque1 d-e vocr~ :;ioyul<t 1.lan. 
C1 cH pourquol, Yo111 ave:. iii cMuld ptrur !')Htlclpcr .I unc e1111uC1e (ur les 
tJesolni de 1<:.nte'r':lcntale Jc votrr. c:cmr:~1:nu1J. 
t./tJU* YOUS S.1.urJolJj tri t/i,; ll/en VOU/Ofr mcli.tt" 0' 'i :lQ r.ilnutrs pour 
rmpllr It questlon1ujre cl-fr.clus. SHhl.:11 ccmbl~fl volre t~nps Ol pre"cleu.t, 
nous 1enons i vous remercll!r i i'.t.Y.tnce de yot;e pirtlclpatlon et v3tre 
attention lnmC'Jloite ce u1j1;(. Le quenlor.nafrc 1er.1 recucl 111 .1u:.: cn'l'lrons 
de 48 heures. 
So~ez .11sure" que lcs re'sul l1ti se:ronl mis 'i volre disposition .1vec 
l'Hpolr que !cs ln/orm.lillons uront utlles i T01 lntcr'fcntlons f·anorales. 
Aunl, nous permo:11ron1-nous de voui f;i/re part des sue:ettlcns e.t 
recam•t.~nd.:tl/on' qui conlrlbueronl .3: vos ::!forts cour.igeux pour servlr votrc 
popul.ulon. 
I ' /) ~· // .>:;P( ,-C~~---.1 /;'-/-{~ ~~.: l~ ·-i...-"~ 
Dr. R:obt'ft t:. Duckier, l.I D, /,\? H 
i'rbldtnl du ccmlt~ dt rcd1ac'lei, 
Pro(cs1eu• dt Psychl.11rlc: 
Avc:c: no1 llnctret remcrclements, 
_.P~~ ~->~ ,,;____ 
Jeoin AoCde Ah:undre j 
Olreclt:H du pro/et de 
rul'lcrchc1, hud\1nt de 
do;:lurll en P3ychologle 
CJ l nl que. 
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Appendix G 
Physician Questionnaire 
English ~nd French Versions 
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'THE ?HYSICIAUS • QUE.s,.rrmmf..IRE 
Plca3e circle •..:tn nu~l:cr nr lnttcr e,..f your ansver or 
iill in the blank as ~~~r~priate. 










9 P11blic 1Icalth specialist 
10 Other (please specify) __________ ~ 
i!ow long have you been in pructice ______ Ycars 














For questions 4 to 12, use the following scales: 
1 neve~; 2 = almost never; 3 = so~eti~es; 
q = often; 5 = nearly al~ays; 6 ; alwuy5 
4. flow often do you sec the following attitudes and 
behaviors toward illness in the population you serve? 
High tolerance of illness 
Illnesses are uncontrollable 
Beliefs in sup~rnatural c~us~s of illnesses 
Failure to follow doctors' instructions 
Jlegligcnce toward personal care 
Poor personal Hygiene 
~ppctite di~order~ 
Supers:itious beh~vior5 
Lack of trust in doctors 
Others (please specify) _________ ~ 
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5. flow often do individuals bring these non-rnedical concerns to 
your off ice? 
Hevcr ..... Always 
Legal issues l 2 J 5 6 
Marital difficulties l 2 3 5 6 
Probler.;s in parenting l 2 J 5 6 
Interpersonal conflicts l 2 J 5 6 
Personality disordcr5 issues l 2 J 5 6 
Life circumstances issues l 3 5 6 
Sc:t:Jal ..::onfl icL:; issues l 2 3 5 5 
Political i!isues l 2 J 5 6 
Work-related proble!:ls l 2 J 5 6 
6. Hew often do you sec the following syt\ptom!J in patients 
without organic or pathcphysiological mechanisms to account 
for the sympto~s? 
H~ver ..... Always 
Voiiiting (not in prcqn...,ncy) 2 5 6 
Aphcn1 (Loss of voice) 2 5 6 
Chest pain 2 5 6 
Partial blindnes~ 2 s 6 
Double vision 2 5 6 
Temporary paralysis 2 3 5 6 
Urinary retenticn 2 3 5 6 
Sexual indif!~rence 2 J 5 6 
Dy~mcnorrh.:?a 2 J 5 6 
Irregul'3r menstrual syndrome 2 J 5 6 
Pms 2 J 5 6 
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7. How often do the following sexual disorder!J occur among the 
population you serve? 
Hever ..... Always 
Fcdc;;h ll ia J 6 
Pedcra:.;ty J 6 
\.'-:>yeuri!:i:<1. J 6 
Inc2~t J 6 
Exhibitioni~m l J 6 
S<:;!XU;)l r'.1ascch ism l 3 6 
.Sexual .sudi.s:n l 5 6 
E:-ectile dcf iclency 1 5 
Premature e~a::ulatlon l J 5 
Inhibited :i.<:.l~ o·.»jl!.Si:J l J 5 6 
lnldbi tcd fem1 1.:? erg asr.i J 5 6 
Vilginlsr.i.us l J 5 
excessive ~asturb;;ltion l 2 J 5 
Homos~xu<);l co:iflicts l J 5 6 
Dcsti<Jlity J 5 6 
Dyspa.:r.:=unla J 5 6 
Hape J 5 6 
Sodomy J ·1 5 
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a. !low often do you see the following ~yr:iptorns among your 
patients? 
Haver ...... A~ways 
Sho&:tn~ss of breath 1 2 5 6 
Dizziness 1 2 5 5 
T<lchycilrdia 1 2 5 6 
Phobi<lS 1 2 5 6 
Frequent urination (not in Ptegnancy) 1 2 5 6 
Suot?r5titious behaviors 2 J 4 5 6 
Fi9hting obsessive thoughts 2 J 5 6 
gelptomcinia 1 2 J 5 6 
Loss of consciousness 1 2 5 5 
Indecency in Languoge 1 2 5 6 
Loss of Memory 1 2 5 6 
Irritability l 2 5 
Infantile Dehavior in adult 1 2 5 6 
Constant fnt igue 1 2 5 5 
!'crsi?c'Jt'.Jrj' delusions 1 2 5 6 
In.Jppr:Jprinte uf fcct l 2 5 6 
Ropid r.iood shirts 1 2 5 6 
LOS$ of int--:?rest in pleasure 1 2 5 6 
Social withdrawal l 2 J 5 6 
Insomnia. 1 2 3 6 
Fess ir.dsti l 3 5 6 
False Guilt 1 2 3 5 6 
Death ob::;cssion 1 2 J 5 6 
Inferiority complex 1 2 J 5 6 
Tcrnporury Supernatural Strength 1 2 J 5 6 
Delw::dons of grandeur l 2 J 5 6 
Inability to concentrate 1 2 J 5 6 
ltiJllucinations 1 2 J 5 6 
Pon le 1 2 J 5 6 
Delirium l 2 3 5 6 
Mental retardation 1 2 J 5 6 
Dcpersonalis~tion 1 2 J 4 5 6 
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9. l!ow often do you see the fcllo~ing illnesses in the 
popuL:1tic.1n you serve? 
?lever ...•. Alw~ys 
Pep':ic. ulcer J 5 6 
llyp~t"tension J 5 6 
Ulccrci;tivc Colitus l J 5 6 
Chronic 1.liarrhca l J 6 
AnorcYia nervos:a l 3 6 
Duli:n .... .a 1 J 
G-I sy:-:ptomE 1 J 5 
Ecilersy l 3 5 G 
DiuDel~.:; 1 J 5 6 
~1.lgrta L,e Pe;i.1aches 1 J 5 6 
llC'art C:i;:;c3s~s l J 5 6 
Hyp.:.chondr 1<.>s is l J 5 6 
10. I!o•..1 of"r:e:n do tht3' fc1 lowing psychologic::il c\i.sor-der:; occur 


















11. How often is tl1e ~busc of the following subtancas reported 
anong the population you serve? 
Hever ••••. Always 
Alcohol 5 6 
Tobacco 5 6 
Mariju.Jna 5 6 
Caf feinc 5 6 
Sug.Jr 5 6 
Other drug~ (opccify) 5 
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12. lfow often do you pre~criba the following =edications? 
?1cver ...•. Always 
Barbiturates 2 J 6 
Lithiu::i 2 J 6 
Antidepressants 2 J 6 
Havane 2 J 5 6 
Elavil 2 3 6 
llaldal 2 3 6 
Phcnothiaz1nes 2 3 6 
Valium 2 J 6 
Other psychotropic drugs 2 J 6 
lJ. How important are the following factors in predisposing to 
illness in the poopu1ation? (l=Absolutely not i:;;.portant; 
2=llot very ir:iportilnt: J=sor.lcwhat important; 4=irnportant; 
5=very important; absolutely i::iport<:i.nt). 
Crowded quarters 1 2 3 5 6 
overpopulation 1 2 J 5 6 
Childhood M.JlmJ.trition 1 2 J 5 6 
Chronic under. nourisho:ient 1 2 J 5 6 
Inadequate s~nltation 1 2 ) 5 6 
Considerable alcoholi!im 1 2 ) 5 6 
heavy smoking 1 2 3 5 6 
Illitcr=~l' l 2 ) 5 6 
Lack ot cxercize l 2 ) 5 6 
Sexual activities l 2 J 5 6 
Uner.iploy::ient 1 2 J 5 6 
Lack of planning progr;,m 1 2 3 5 6 
Lack of public health education 1 2 ) 4 5 6 
llaturnl disaster l 2 ) 4 5 6 
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14. Plc3se indicate your op1n1on on the following sc~cc~ents by 
circling one of the nurnbe~s as follow: l=Strongly disagree; 
2=dis3grce; J=~oder3t~ly dis~gr~e; 4=~oderatcly agree: 
S=Agrec; Strongly agree. 
Al~oholism is a Dajer p1lblic l1calth problc~ 
nmong th~ ?opulation 6 
The tr~at~~nt of emotional problems ls a 
~djor rare at ~1 ~cdical interventions J 4 5 
1~cre js a great need for ~er1tal hcnlth 
services in the population 5 6 
There is a great need for ncntal health 
educ3tion in the population 1 2 3 4 
~here is a gre3t need f~r clin:.cal 
psycho!oyists ~nd men~tll health specialists 
in the populat1~n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Tne popul~tion vi0ws ~any of the 
f~ychological problems as satanic 
D3nifestations 
~ great nu~ber cf diseases in the popul~tion 
psychogenic in nature l 6 
Suicide is a major proble~ among the 
popul~ticn 
Host mental disturbances anong 
the population c~n be attributed to 
Enotion~l experiences in childl1ood 
Some people have basically inadequate 
perscnalities and medical t~cat~1cnt can 
never ch~nge the~ 
Beliefs in voodoo and witchcraft have a 
neyative influence on physical Dnd ~ental 
health among the popul~tion 
l 2 5 
1 2 ) 4 5 6 
J 4 5 6 
1 2 J 4 5 6 
15. Are the following resources available in the co~munity7 
Cllnlcal Psychologists 
Child gui<lonce clinic 
Harriage and family counseling center 
Drug and alcohol treatment progr~m 
Rehabilitation center 
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16. What arc the three ~o5t i~portant health needs among the 




17. What are the three most important ~ental healch needs a=ong 
the population you serve? 
l~. Please add any comment, suggestion, or r~cornmendation ir~ the 
space below .. 
Thank you! 
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Le Questionnaire t.!.cs m'!decins 
1'"c:1il/!:: cr1cerc!cr le 1ton:flre ou !a frttre ccrrespo11dr111f ,z volre ripo11se, ou 
n:mplissi!t. l'.:sp11ce l'ide sclori qu 'ii est i11tii111.i. 
I. Indiqucz, s.v.p., 'iotre specblile m.!dic~1le 
2. 
M.~d::-:ine gCr.~r~!e 






8 O:o-Rhino-Liryngologic (0 R L) 
9 SanlC Publi(jll~/EpiJ~mioh,gie 
10 Autrl! (Sflicii:t:z. s.v.p.: ____________ _ 
Ikpuis cmnhicn de temps rr:itiqtJCZ•\'ous lu mCdccinc? ---- Annl-t!!i 
3. Imliquez, s.Y.p. le au ks types d'Ct::ibl.;sscmem tl:ms lcqud ou lrsqm.:ls nn1s 
pral:quc:z 
II6pi1;1J d'tt:ll 
I il:pirJI privC 
Polyc!inique 
C!iniquc prh·iEc 





J>our fcs quesJion::ii iWnllfroti!e.s ./ Q J.:J incfosfrcment, Utilise;: J';fr:Jie!fo 
11tira11re: };}11r1wis; 2=Presqi:r:jo.mDis; -'=P:lrfvi.s; -J::::;. Soun:uJ;; s~ Presque 
tvujuCJrs; 6::;; To11j1111rs 
·L D:rns Ia p.opubtion <1ue Yous scrve7., ::t\·cc quelle rrCf!ncnce obscn·c.":-vous Ies 
allilm.lcs ct les compor!cments suh:rnts Yis-3-\is de lcur(s) m:1i:Jdic{s)? 
Unc !!Jule to!Cr::u:cevis-i\-vis di:s m.'.l.bdies ::!n g·!ndral 
Croy;1nce qt:c IOUIC m:ibdie l!Sl llll rrr:-cessus inconlrDl~;b!e 
Croy;rncc dJns l~s c:iuscs sup.:rna1urdks pour kurs mJl::J.dic:s 
N~gligcrn:c ks in:muc1ioos d·1 m~dccin 
N::r,H:;encc vis-j-vis des soir>s perscrn:ls en gC:ntral 
l!y;;iCnc imJ1viJudlc inJC!quJtC 
Trouble' d':ipp~til 
Comportcments superstlticux 
r. fa~que di! confrince dans Jes m-t!decins 
Autr:;:s (sp~cifiez, s.Y.p.) ___________ _ 
Jw111U ...• --.... Toujouu 
2 3 -I 5 6 
J -! 5 6 
2 3 -I 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 -! 5 6 
3 ·I 5 6 
2 J 4 5 6 
2 3 ·1 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
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5. !ndiquez la frCqucnc~ ave-c !aqudle Ucs JJ.1licnis sollicitcnl votre a vis sur dt's 
problCmcs non-111Cdicaux. 
Prob!Cmes d'ordrc legnl 
Difficultt!s d.rns kur m;uiJ£1:C 
?rnh!Cmes rclatifs J l\!duc;don <les enf.:rnts 
Con nits dans les rel:i1ions inlerr:ersonm:lks 
Prob!~mcs en rapr.-0n avec des iroubl.:s ch: la personJ!irC 
Probl~mes conccrn:m1 ks circons;i.lJlCcS de la vie en gt!nCra! 
Problcrnes ~n r;ippor1 avec kms can nits scxuels 
Sujels d'onlre poli1i4ue 




I 3 4 6 
l 2 3 ·Li 6 
123456 
1 2 3 4 6 
123456 
123456 
6. A \·cc quclle frCquence ob~crvez-\·ous ks s)'mp!Umcs suivanfs chez C('rtains 
p~Hcurs SJns aunmc ba~e org:.mique ou mCcrnisme ph)siopathofogique pour 
ju~tificr !cur c:dsfcnce. 
Vomissemcnt (non t!n r.tpport avcc la gross.esse) 
Aphonic (pcrte de la voix) 
Doulcur ihc:-rnciqui: 
05d16 panielh: 
Diplopie (Vision doubll!) 
Pjj";1lysit.: {Cnlporair(: 
RCtc:ntion urinaire 
lndiff.!rcr.ce scxuellci(perte de la !ibido) 
Dy:1m.:nonJ1ee 
[rrCgul:.i.riti! du cycle menstruel 
Syr.drOrn~ prCmcnstruel 
h.nuiJ._._ ...... Toujooun 
123456 
2 3 4 5 6 









7. Avec qucI~c frCqucnce obscn·ez.yous ks I roubles scxur:ls suivants sont.iJs 








Troubles de l't!rection 
Ejac11laliun µn!cocc 
Impuissancc scxueJ!e masculine 
Impuiss:rnce sexuellc feminine 
\';1gini$me 
1'.fos1urba1ion eAcessive 









I 2 3 4 5 6 
123456 
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h.:arS s;m;; cusc rfrl!c cu :i.pp:uente 
P..::soin Ll'uriner tr~s sou\ crH (g1ossr.:sse exc!use) 
Ccmpvrtcn~t'.'nts supcrsiitirux 
Luttc contre 1.me pcns~c obsessive 
Lut!e conm: le d~:.ir Cc volcr 
Perie Ce conscience 
L:m;;:1ge oOscene 
Pent. l:e m~:rl-l1ire 
lrritabi:it..!/ sD.utn Ll1wmcur 
.:0111ponc1rn;nt i 1~ppropri~ a rage Jdulte 
F:uiqu-: incc.is;rn1c 
D~l:r~s i.'.t: per:-.frution 
Pcrc~p1i1..H1 in:1;ipmp1iCc 
Ch:.ir.genxn1s r:1pi1.ks ci'hmr:t:ur 
PL rte rl'in1Cr2t FOllr ks ;!musc-1-:1.::11.s 
F!.ctrait <l~ toutt: actl-.·it..! soci1dc 
fnrnmnic 
Pi::ssim1s1>1e 
Ci!Jscs::.iL111 de cu!p:ibilit~ 
Prns.:c ab:.,;:.:ss:ive de !a mon 
Scniimi!:Hs de :i'::i.voir JUCtlfle v:deur intdns(:aue 
~ fonif t.:~tJtion ten:pcr~ir:: J'u:ie fore.: 'SUJ n~tu;elle 
D..!:ire de g-ramkui 






2 3 4 G 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 .1 5 ~ 
2 3 4 5 6 
123456 
123456 
I 3 ·l 5 6 
I 3 4 6 
I 2 3 ·l 5 6 
123456 
I 2 3 ·l 5 6 
I 2 3 l 5 6 
I 3 4 5 6 
I 2 3 -I 5 6 
123456 
I 2 3 5 6 
I " 4 5 6 
I ·I 5 o 
123456 
I 2 3 ·I 5 6 
I 2 3 4 5 
I 2 -I 5 5 
I ·I 5 6 
I 3 -l 5 6 








9. A\'CC quelle frtqurnce obscrvcz.vous Jes maladies suiv:rnlcs tbns JJ 







Trnubli:s du 1;-anait ~Jstro-intt:stinaJ 
Epilcpsic ('mal CJduc') 
Dbli..;:; 
Mau,; de tC!e type migra.ine 
l\tal..idics c:i.rdi;;qucs 
Pc11r cu compbin1e d'unc m:ibdie sar.s e~is:cnce rte Ile 
de la malaJie~hyponchon.{ri~se/m;ib<lit:s i111agin:iires) 
J~n1U .... - .. ~ .. Tcrnjo1J1" 
I 2 3 1 ~ 6 
I 2 3 ·l 5 6 
I 2 3 4 6 
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10. 1\Hc qtH:Hc htr;ucnre !cs trnubk'i ps;cfrnlw~itzue:S .suhan!s :-;cn!-it1 






lJSJft: 1~e substJ11ces psych0Jc1ivcs 
I 1 ... s1~~·ic 
T;nul'kS 1.k .so11m1>:il 
1 roubks scxuds 
Ttoubks de pcr:;onnJli:C 
f\1:inifcs.1:uiun <le pt:rsonnJli1Cs mufliples 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
2 3 .j 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
1 L A 'e1: quellc frC;iucnce l1u!.:11::e exces:she dc-s substJnce-s suhantcs sont-its 




CJ ff cine: 
Sw.:res 
















Autrcs nr.!dic:imcnts Psychb.triqucs 
123456 
2 3 .j 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
:? 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 .j 5 6 
2 3 .j 5 6 
2 3 4 :; 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
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13. Indiqu.:z .scJon \'nus, :'imr:-ort:.nr~ rcb!he w. nc: l~ruc!le !cs (Jct curs suh·a11ts 
pr~dfaposent <.l des n abdii.:5 lhns IJ pop11/J1ion'? !.::: AhHiiwncnl p~'i 
i111por!:1111; 2::;i'as lri:s :mport:H1l; J=Pru imp•JJ"L!nt; .t= lmpurl:.rnt; 5= Trl:s 
impurt::wt; 6:::.AIJ~oltrn;i:nl !rCs impururnr. 
i\J:iisons surch~.r!!tcs 
Surpopublion .. 
\1.dnultiticn d:!'1'i l'c:n.L.1•1cc 
jnsufri~:ir1ecs aiirr.~n1;· ire~ c:~rnn ·tqu.:s 
In.s:ih:bi1t/ conJ.t=nns s,rnirJ!rcs in:id~qua•::s 
A!:..:oholismc: ~jiprfri..:.ble 
,.\bus du !JbJc 
An:Jl11h::ib~~ism:.·/igron.nc1: 
MJ11quc d'c.H·rcicc pl1y~iq1:c 
i Jy~ii.nc indi\ iJu;:lk dr..:1i1:ic1:1e 
Activit"£s scxucl!cs 
Ch6111:ig~ 
1\f:ir.que L1t: ~cogran.n~s :,llr la pbnificJtion familiJic 
i\bn.]l1C m: ~:rc'grJ11.TLt'.'i d'in$trucrion ::;qr IJ. s1n1.£ publiq11e 
U.1~ CiJ.l::l.Slf!)j:h!! ilJhHL"l!r.: LlJll.) la C0(11!fl'.!rl~\JtC 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 ~ 5 6 
• 3 .j 5 5 
.1 _; 6 
.j 5 6 
~ :; 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 6 
·2 3 4 a 
2 3 4 5 6 
3 ~ 5 6 
2 3 5 6 
3 • 5 6 
21-156 
2 3 .. 5 6 
i". \'cuilir;: indiquer YtAre npi1:i11n sur ks dtr.br;!!:~ms s11iY~n!cs rn e-nccrc!Jnt !c 
nurnbrc corrrspu111bnt ~ \otre fl;pon~1:: l=: D~.<.:acwrd tol~1J; ,2:.:;l),~~;1ccurdj 
J=D..?~:.H.:cord niodCrCi -1= ,\ccot'd m1Hl~r~; 5=: .-\ccurd; 6= Accord !olal. 
L':iJr .. "'bme ~stun prob!?.m: m:ijeur <li: .so.nt~ µubHque 
&HIS IJ fCpUIJtiOO 
Le tr:.ii:cmcnt d..:s prob!~ mrs C:nr.)licnr.c!s occupc unc pl:!cr.: 
important d;rns ml!s in:avr:nti("iliS n:2dh.·:!es 
II ~:ds1c i.rn ~-~nnd bcsoin rJ;ir-s I:.'. ropu/J1ion pollr t!-:s services 
el pro;;r:.immcs sur la santC n:eni.:i!.! 
La popub1ion nCcr::;~ire des pm;rarnmcs d'~Cucation 
sur !es maladies mr:1UJ!~s 
II exis1e un gr.md lx:soir: dans !J pcpui;icion 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 4 5 6 
123456 
pour des psychalogues clinicie11s et spCci.:distes de s;intC ml::H.::dc 1 2 4 5 6 
La popl!l:ition considCrt! X:rncnup c!e rrobll!m:s 
psycholo6~ques comme des m~111iii.:s1.:i1ions sat:miques 
Un grand ncmbre de mabdic:s d.:rns l:l ftjpulnUon 
sont d'origine psychique 
Le suicide est un prcb!Cmc :n;ije1tr d:.>JlS la popul::ition 
Li plup:m des rn:-il:'!.dics ment:i:es Ce 1'::.d:il!e pcuvent Ctre 
:irtribut!cs;), d.:s t:xp.:ricnces tmotionndles r!Cfos1~s d:rns l'-.:nfon<:c 
Cen.:iines pcrsonr.es ant une pcrsonnalitC: esscntie!kment 
i;1;:ul~qu.:i1e et aucun trai:crne:it m.!Jic:il nc poutra ks changer 
Les cr':>j'nr.ces d:ms le Y:tudou el la so~elt:rie ont u.1c intlm.nce 
nt!gative stir la saniC physique ct mcn10.k d;:ms Ja populJtL:m 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
~ 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
5 
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15. Les ressourccs suivantcs existcnl-elles d:ms la communaute? 
Psychologucs clinicicr.s do:rn:int des consultJtions yriv6::s 
C!iniques d't,ricmolion pour cnfJ1Hs 
Cliniq1:cs rl'i111cr•c:mio11 pour ks prob!Cmes du m.1ri:i:;e 
cl de la f.unill 
Programmes de tr2i1cment pour ks akooliql!cs 
t:l ks drn.~u·!s 
Ce:1t.res di! :-d1J.hi!i!Jlion n"'l<:nl:tle 
Cliniq~1cs ps)chiauiqui::s 








16. Qucls so11l scion ,·ous Jes trots bcsoins de .··antC pubHq1:c ks ph:s prioril~ires 
dans la popul:.ilion qlle vous soigncz.. 
17. Scion Yous. qucl5 sont tcs truis bcsoins de s::ntC mcntale lcs plus prioritain.':S 
d:ms !a popub.fit1n quc nms 5oigncz. 
2 
3 
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i"\ppendi:: H 
Cle:gy!Itan Questionnai~e 
English And French Versio:1s 
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T!IE QUESTIOllllhIRZ FOR T!IE CLERG1 
Please circle the number or letter of your answer or fill in the 
blank as appropria:e. 
1. Please indic~te your religicus af~iliation 
2. 
A Roman catholic church 
~ ~~i~!~~s~please specify) ___________ ~ 
D Scv~nth day adventist 
E Church of God 
F ~ssembly at God 
G Hazarcne 
H Evangelic~! Church of Haiti 
I Other (please specify) ____________ ~ 
Jfow long have you been in the :::i.inisty? _____ Ycars 
For questions 3 to a, use the following scales: 
l = never: 1 : alcost never; 3 = sometimes: 
4 = often; 5 = nearly al~~yz; 6 = always. 
3. lfow often do individuals brinq the. following concerns to 
you? 
Never ..... Always 
Harl tal difficulties l 2 4 5 6 
Problems in parenting l 2 4 5 6 
Interpersonal conflict::: l 2 4 5 6 
Religious concerns l 2 4 5 6 
Advice zeek.ing in decision ::iaking 1 2 J 4 5 6 
Sexual conflicts i~sues l 2 j -I 5 6 
Hedi cal concerng l 2 J 4 5 6 
Lite circumstances isnues l 2 J 4 5 6 
Other (please specify) l 3 5 6 
4. How often do the following situations occur in the gener3l 
population? 
Never .•.•. Always 
Considerable alcoholisr.i; l 5 6 
Heavy smoking 1 2 5 6 
Mnrita.1 difficulties 1 2 J 5 6 
Uncertainty about life l 2 3 s 6 
Poor physical env 1 ronr:ient 3 5 
Folitical unrest 3 5 
Other (pl,-,ase specif;') 3 5 6 
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Othe:r (plc<.;sa s,tccify). _____ _ 
















"" ~ 6 
.j 5 
4 5 ;:) 
t.. !low often do you see the follo•.dng attitudes u:td 
behaviors toward illn~ss ln the pcpulation you ~ervc? 
tlcver .•.•. Al~a~~ 
High tolerance of illness 
Illnesses are uncontrol!~ble 
Beliefs in supernatural cau3es of illnesses 
Failure to fol 10'..J cl::ic:ors' instructions 5 
Heql i.gence towt.ird pc:rson:il care 5 6 
Pao:: personal llyc_;1!...ne l 5 6 
Appcti te disorder.:J 1 6 
Superstitious bch~v!ors l 6 
Lu.ck of trust in doctors 1 5 6 
Others (please specify) 1 6 
7. Hew oft<:!n are the following incidents reported in the 
general populatiQn? 
Ncvcr ..... Always 
Robbery 1 2 5 6 
2'..lrglary 1 2 5 6 
Hurder 1 2 5 6 
Zorubif ication 1 2 J 5 6 
Trortic accident due to negligence 1 2 J 4 5 6 
Unpaid debt l 2 J 4 5 6 
Sorcery l 2 J 4 5 6 
Witchcr-afts aiming at harming people l 2 J 4 5 6 
Pr-o~titution l 2 J ~ 5 6 
Pornogrophy l 2 J 4 5 G 
sexual promiscuity l 2 J 4 5 5 
CrimL1al abort\on l J 4 5 6 
Child abuse l J 4 5 5 
nupes 1 3 4 5 6 
Other (Please specify) 1 4 5 6 
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a. Hew foten do you obst.rve the follc•ing sy:npto;;;s in the 
general population? 
Ucv~r. ~ •.. l\l..,.ay5 
fe2lings of worthlessne!l!.l 3 5 6 
pc::>si:::ii~!:l 3 5 G 
Fe::ir of the 1 Lo.::s 11 3 5 6 
Hecurrent thcug!.t:J of do>th 5 5 
Difficulty to control an(Jcr 5 
;-19hting cbsc!:i5ivc thouqhts J 4 5 6 
Poor marital co:.:iea.lnication 2 J 4 6 
SCXU3l di 5!'.>3tl::;!.::.ct1 on 2 J 4 6 
Infidelity 2 3 4 6 
Concerns rel.'.lted to ::;pouse's rel<! 2 J 4 5 6 
Dirth control !.ssues 2 J 4 5 6 
Ster ii ity J 5 6 
Child rearing issues J 5 6 
Jealousy 3 5 
In-l.3MS pro bi crno: J 5 
Ccnst.:;.nt 'ffOt:rj 3 5 
SuiciG.:il ide3t.ion J 
Sleep diz.crde;-'.:i 3 5 
fals<! guilt J 5 6 
Fcnr of dcr.mnlc persec~.Jt l on 3 5 6 
::Jifricul ty to initi..lt~ relatior.~hips 3 6 
Rczignation 3 6 
Difficulty to maintain relationships 3 6 
Lack Of trust in others 2 J 6 
Gossip 2 J 6 
9. Iiow iPportant are the follcwing factors ln prcdi::;posing to 
illness in the poopulation? (!=Absolutely not import~nt; 
2=Uot very ir:i.portant; J=so;~ewhat ij.lportant; ·~=ir.:portant; 
5=very important; absolutely iraportant). 
crowded quarters J 6 
Overpopulation 2 3 
Childhood Malnutrition 2 
Chronic under nourishr:mnt 2 5 6 
Inadequate sanitation 2 J 5 6 
L<ick of V;:iccination 2 J 5 6 
Illiteracy 2 3 5 6 
Other (pl ease specify) 2 J 5 6 
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10. rlc~se indicate your op!11!.0n 311 the follo~in1 ~t~tc~gnt5 by 
~i=cl1ng en~ cf t~f· nu:~h~rs a~ f 1J\low: l=S~rongly dl~aqr~g; 
2-dis~gr~e: J~mcde~~t~ly ~lsagree; 4=~odcrntaly agr~e: 
5=~grcc; Strongly ~grce. 
I wish I had ~ore tr~lnin1 to deal with 
sane of th~ e~otion~l issues ~JOOFl~ bring 
to ~y attentlon 2 J 5 S 
Tns church rul2 in ~clrl~g the ~~otiona~ly 
disturbed st,ould be l:nhanccd 1 2 J 5 
Thcr~ l~ a g~e~t nred fo~ ~ental ~ealth 
services in th1 populatio~ 
Mental Jilness t~sults fron personal sin~ 
There is a 31c~t ~n~d for clinical 
psycholcgis~s aid ~ental health spccialistn 
5 0 
5 
in the popuiatiu, l J 4 5 6 
There ls a qreat need for rncntal health 
educution i~l the popula.tior. J 4 5 6 
I would be lntarcstc<l 1~ rcc~ivi~a so~e 
trnining to de~l ~ltt1 psycholcglc;l 
problcns people bri11g to ~e J ~ 5 
The population v!eYs ~any of th~ 
psychulogic1l problems as sata~ic 
m~nifestacions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Psychology and Psychiatry ~~~ secularc and 
anti-christlan and should not b3 used or 
practice by christ!ans 2 3 4 5 6 
The Word of God !5 the sole rc~edy to 
e~oticn~l probl~n~ 2 J 4 5 6 
Host mental di~turbances among 
tl1e population can be attributed to 
Emotional experience5 in childhood 
Suicide is a taajor rro~lem arnon1 the 
population 
Clergymen should not be involved in 
solving mental health problems 
There is ~n l~corta11t interaction bet~9en 
splritu~l h~alih, physical health, and 
m~ntal health 
1 2 4 5 6 
123456 
1 2 J 4 5 6 
•I 5 6 
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11. Are the following ra~ources available in the community? 
Clinical Psychologists 
Child guidance clinic 
Marriage and fa~ily ~ounsel1ng center 
D;.:ug and alcohol trt~0.:1.,,ent program 
Rehabilitatio11 center 













12. ?lca~e indicate the top thr~e contributions 
to health promotion among the pop11lntion? 




13. What are the three most important health needs among the 
population you serve? 
1 
2 
14. What are the three :iost important r:.1ental heal th needs among 




15. Please add any comment, suggestiont or reco:nmendation in the 
space below. 
Thank 'lout 
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U:: (!JJESTIONNAJIIE POUR LE CLERGE 
l'r.uillez enccrchr te nou1bre Ju /Q l2Ure C"'1rrc5ponda11/ .l }'OtN n:ponse, tJ!J 
remplissez. l'espace ,.·iJe scion qu 1il esl indiq:li. 
], Indiqucz, S.'r'.p,1 vol re :.iffilbqon religiel!SC. 
2. 
A E;!isc Cn:;oliqur Rcm::iine 
l1 Es.-.tisc HJfti~!c (Sr:c...::ific....: b dcnomjnJ.tkm s.v.p. ____ _ 
C l'>fc:t!;,.).ii.iae 
D AJ·,c1:i<;lc d·1 se~LiCme jour 
E E;!i:c c.!: Ciieu 
F r\s$.::nib:t:::" c.!:! Dieu 
G N;i~re.cn 
H E'.jli~~ EY<rn~Clique dH:'liti 
I Au1i·c {sper.:;ficz, s.v.p.)·---------
Dcpuis c.orr.b;en de !~mns £tC3 vous dnns le minisH:re _____ Annees. 
P.;mr 'i:s qrustfons nt11r!trt•tle.r J a ,'J incln'iin:mc·n.t, 1ttiliser l'ichc!le 
s.;irante: 1= Jarnuis,· 2;:::!'resqiujarrinis; 3= Parjois; .r~ So11r.:11f; 5:x Presque 
tauJu11rs; 6=i l orl)aurs 
3. A vec quelte fr~qucnc:e c.ks rerEonnr.'S soWdcnt~i!cs vol re 'J\·is .sur :~ 
pruhli.!!71CS .suivanls: 
J1.m,il ... ---·-·-··T•JU_'t)•cn 
DirficultCs d:rns kur m:uiJr.e 2 3 
SujcB en rJpport av<."c l'c.b-c.1tion i!i!:> cnf:rnt 2 3 4 
Su jets en r~ppca ;:i.vec d:!~ r:-onnJ·.3 irn::rper::;.onrids 2 3 4 
Prt.'.occ:upo.1ions rdi~icus:::~ 2 3 4 
Conseil_,. sur une decision ~ pr~ndre 2 3 4 
S:uj~ts en rJp!'<Jr1 av~c la ~e:.::u:tli16 2 3 4 
PrCoc11p=i1ions sur lt:ur sJn1e 3 ~ 
CL'"S.:onst.:inces de la v!e en i;:!nfra.I 2 3 4 
Autrcs (spccicz, s.v.p.) ____ 2 3 4 












Akoolisrnc ;ippn!ciable 2 4 5 6 
r\bus du t;;bac 2 4 5 6 
Difficu!1Cs co11jug.alcs 2 5 6 
Incrriitu:ic SL!r la vie 2 4 5 6 
Envircnncrnem physiqu~ de m;1uvaise qu:dite 2 4 5 6 
Pcrtuba1ions politiqui:s 2 4 5 6 
Auues {specilli.:z. s.v.p.) 2 4 5 6 
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5. A •i:t:oc quclfe frCfJucnce lcs maladies suhnnles sont.clles obsen·Ces d:rns la 
populaliun g~nCrnle. 
J~nu.it ·--·--·--T oujcuN 
Maladies du cocur 2 3 4 s 6 
Cancer 2 3 ·1 5 6 
~la!J.d1cs s.::xuelfemenl rr:insmises 2 ] ,j 5 6 
Tuben.:ulose 2 3 4 5 6 
T<!tJJlOS 2 3 4 5 6 
\Jlc<r" 2 ] 4 5 6 
Epilcpsic ("m.11 caduc") 2 3 4 5 6 
1'.foux de! 1c1c f)'~ migrai11e 2 3 4 5 6 
J-lyp<nt:nsion ;:i.nCricllc 2 3 4 5 6 
Di:UThCe chronique 2 3 4 5 6 
,\utres (sp<!cificz, s.v.p.) 2 3 4 5 6 
6. ,\ vcc quclle trCqucnce ohscrvei.·vou~ les allitudcs ct comporfcmcnts suh·orn1s 
dans la pupulalion gCnfrale. 
J1nu1if •••• - ••• _,_,.Tou,nu.n 
Une hame tolCr::mcc vis-~-vis des mafodies en general 2 3 4 5 6 
Crnyance que loute m~l~dk est un prcx:cs..'ius incontro!J.ble 2 3 4 5 6 
Croyancc dJns ks CJ.uses sum;:iturdles des m~.d<!.dles 2 3 4 5 6 
N~gligcm.:c de suivre !es instn.lClic:>s du in-.:1.kcin 2 3 4 5 6 
N:!gligence vis-3.-vis des ~oins per$onm:ls en gtntr:il 2 3 4 5 6 
} Iyg~2ne i11divic..h:clle in.:id~~tU•llc 2 3 4 5 6 
Troubles d':ippCtil 2 3 4 5 6 
Comportements rnpcrs1lti;:ux 2 3 4 5 6 
Manque de confornce d~ns !es rnedecins 3 4 5 6 
,\ut.res (specifiez, s.v.p) 2 3 4 5 6 
7. A \'CC queue rrequence ks fi,·fnemcnls suirants sonl·i1S rnpporJCs dans 1::1 
population gCnCr;.ile 
J...rn.1U ..•• - .• - •• - .. Touj.>un 
Vols 2 3 ·I 5 6 
('..ambriolages 2 3 4 5 6 
Meurtres 2 3 4 5 6 
TrJnsfonnJtion en "zombies .. 2 3 4 5 6 
Accident de la circula!ion consttutif lune negligence 2 3 4 5 6 
D~ne non pa:;~e 2 3 4 5 6 
Magie noire 2 3 4 5 6 
Son:cllerics destin6:s 3 faire du rru.I !. autrni 2 3 4 5 6 
Prostitution 2 3 4 5 6 
Pomo3r.iphic 2 3 4 5 6 
Promiscu11C sexuellc 2 3 4 5 6 
,\vor..em·:nt crimini;:I 2 3 4 5 6 
M:wvais !r;1itcn~n1 inOigCs <iux cnfants 2 3 4 5 6 
Yinls 2 3 4 5 6 
Auucs (sp<cifiez, s.v.p.) 2 3 4 5 6 
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8. An-c qudle frCquc:-ice ks symtomcs suh.:mfs sont·Hs obs~n·Cs dans !a 
population? 
Jan1.11.i.l.-·--·---Tovjollfl 
Si:ntimenl de n'Jvoir aL•cunt:" Yillcur in·ri1sCquc 2 3 4 6 
?c!lsi111:~me 2 3 -l 6 
l'cur (.k~ 'Lo.'.1c:.' 2 3 -I 6 
h~n~ees r h<:'.::sives de fa mort 2 3 4 6 
n;mcu!t.! i:J con1c11ir IJ co Jere 3 .j 6 
~.u!tt:: pour tloigncr un~ pemde Ge l'cspr~t 3 -I 6 
!-.!:rn··.1isr.: comrnunica1ion c:itrc epoux 3 4 6 
Ins;.iisfilcci..-;n s:::rncllc 3 6 
Infid::!t~~ c0njug.1.1.: 3 4 6 
; 1 ro~;..."'..:L'l1p;Hiuns sur Jc r,')lc Jes Cpou,; d:ms k foyer 3 4 6 
Prr'.cx.:.:~1p:rno·1s su.r IJ p!J ... 1ific:i.1ion fJmilbJe (pl:lnning) 3 4 6 
S1~rili1~ 3 4 6 
Prfr".:c1:pa!ion-; svr l'~duc:ition des enfor,ts 2 3 4 6 
J,ilnu'iic 2 3 -I 6 
Prubk:~:'. av-:.: lc:s txaus-p:irenrs : 4 6 
I::qt.;·'.tw~:! inct:ss:rn1c 2 -I 6 
Pcm2~s de suit:!de 2 -I 
Trcuhles d.: scmmeil 2 4 5 6 
Clnnrli:.~c. d'inft..:;io1e 2 4 5 6 
Srntin~rnts in:ippwpriCs t!-: cu!p.-ibili::! 2 4 5 6 
Pcur Ge p~r.:;~cu:ions {!i:'lto!iqm:s 2 5 6 
Di:fii..:ul1-: .'.! d~buter di.:s rcbtiom int~rpcrso11nd\es 2 4 5 6 
~csisn:l!!on 2 4 5 ~ 
Difllct1h·~ J. m:Un1enir Ge bom:cs rcbticns in1c:i"F'=rsonnellc~ . ~ 5 6 
~kr.o'"" 2 4 5 6 
Tripot:-tge 2 4 5 6 
9. Jndiquez, !:don Yous, l'!mport::ncr. :net l:lquclle fr.s f.Jctturs suiv:infs 
prCdisposcr.t ;) rks rnal:idirs d:rns la popuL.Hion: 1:::::1\~:<:olumcnt pas 
import:rnt; 1:::P:is IrCs impnr1:-rnt; 3=Pcu import:.rnt; ~=Impurt:rnl; S:TrCs 
in:porlJnt; 6=AbsuJu1rn.:nt trts impod:.rnt. 
~bisons surchargtes 2 3 4 5 6 
Surp\ipu?::it:on 2 3 .j 5 6 
r-.Jalnutntion d:rns i'enfance 2 3 4 5 6 
lnsulfis::nces ;.iJ:menlaircs chroninucs 2 3 4 5 6 
InsJlubrit~/ nl.tUV:lh:s condirions 'sJnit;:i,ln:s 2 3 .j 5 6 
MJnque de progr.umrn:s de vJccinJlicn 2 3 4 5 6 
An:ilph:ib.!tisme/ i;;ncr.lncc 2 3 4 5 6 
Autres (sp-.!citicz., s.v.p.) 2 3 4 6 
3 
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10. \'cuilk1. intli<p1cr \Olrc opinion ;.ur le; dcd:if:ilinn"i suh;,nlc:i en enccrcl:rnt re 
nomhrc cofiC'ifllHHJ:mf 3 \Of re ri:po115e: l=D{s3ccorcJ tulnl: 2::-DC'S;JCtord; 
3= iJCs=i.ccord ModfrC; 4:::1\ccord motlfrC; 5= Accord; 6=Accord totat. 
J';i.ur";tiS aimC 3VDir plu~ de rrtpo.r~llion pour faire for:t: ~ certai(IS 
des problCrncs sur le.squcls ties gens nve consul!ent 2 6 
L'Cgli~e dcvrail joucr 11n plu.'i p:1n0 mlc tl1tns I<: tr::iitement 
ou la rChzbilit:uion des maladcs mcnrnu:( 2 5 6 
II exi!>lc un grand l"Csoin pour des ser•icts de saut~ men la le 
d:ins la popul:nion 2 5 6 
U:s maladies men talcs sont le resultat de pechfa fJ'!fSonels 2 4 5 6 
II existc un r,r:ind 1:-csoin r011r de!i psycholor,ues ct des 
specialistes sur la s::i.n1C me.n1:ilc dans b: popul.:nion 2 4 5 6 
La popub1inn :i be:)oin des progr.i.mmcs d'Cducation 
sur la san1C mentale 2 4 s 6 
J'll.imcr:-!is pi1.rticirer i\ un s1a~e d'cntrainemcnt pour =ipprcndre 
a mieux faire f:"tce ;i,m: prcblCrni::; pc;ychologiqucs sur ks 
qucls dts r~rsonncs me consu!!cnt I 2 3 4 s 6 
L! popul~1ion considC:-e t>ca11co1 1r de prob!Cmcs psychologique.s 
comme des manifestaticn5 sa1:rnfrr.~es I 2 3 4 5 6 
La psychologie el i:i p.i:;ychi:itrie sont dl.":'i scienc-:s scculaires 
et :inti-chretiennes; et p;1n:onsCquer.t ne Gena.ient pas etre 
prariquec:.par lcs chrCticns 2 4 5 6 
Li p:irole de Dien est le scul n:ni¢de pour Jes 
prob!Cmes Cmo1ionels 2 5 6 
La plur:111 des 1ro11hles ment:tm: de fi1.dulle pcuvent etre allribuCs 
a des c.~pericncc:; Cmo1ionelles survem1cs dans l'enfance 2 4 6 
Le suicide est un rrob!eme mJjeur do.ns l:t population 2 4 5 6 
Le cJcrr,e ne dcvrair r~s p~rticiper cfans fa rolulion 
des problcmcs de santc rncntale 2 3 4 5 6 
JI existc unc rcl;i,1ic 111 t'troite cnlrc snntC spiritucll~~ 
s;rntC flhysiquc, et santC ment;ile 2 4 5 6 
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11. Les rL'.'·St:t:rc~ suin:intcs e.-..istenl-tllcs tbns la commun:i.ulC? 
Pycl:ologues donn.:1111 ti.:s conscl!Jtions prh~cs 
Cli;,iques d'f'rii.:nc.ui:.::n pour c:nfonts 
Cii11iq11cs c\'intcrvc1~1io11 pour ks prnbl~mt:sdu m3li:lgc 
..-:td:; l:l familk 
Progr:n1m.:s d~ trai1cmen1 pour !cs ;;lcociique..o; 
t"t I·~:> nc~sfl;ll'cS ~dunn~:.:s lb dwguc 
a:~'trcs J~ r.:.'.1.;ioi:it.:.:tmn r::i:nL...tt! 
Ci.::nLrcs do! !.r;1i1:.:mc111 pcu1 \cs rroubks Jt! 13 p~rscn1litC 
C1ini4uc:~ j}S1 r·hbtri'..ll:t:s 








12. l1u1iqucz, s.r·.µ. ll'-s trais conlributions prindpalcs t!c l'E!,:li.c;e 't'erS lJ 
promDlion tJe !:.1 ~:.rntC d:.ins J.i popubtiu:1. 
2 
13. Selem Yous. q11c!s sont lcs Lrois bcsoins di.! santi? µui..lliquc lcs plus 
prionl:lircs ct::ns IJ popul:.itiun ~~~11~r:::.k. 
l-1. Sdons ·rGLS, quels sont ks trois bt~'.1;i11s de sanLC mcnt:lle ks plus 




15. Veuillez ajm1 t~r tout commcntaire, sug;jcstion ou rccornmenUalion 
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APPENDIX I 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR PHYSICIAN QUES'rION11AIRE 
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fJescriptive Stn"!:i.stics: PHYSicL;.Ns QU:SSTI0NiTA THE 
----------------·-------------------------------·---------
'Jar. Hew.n Ho de SD :·!in. Hux. N Lnbel 
-·------------------------·-·--------·---------------------
SPEC 3.87 2.26 1 3 23 SFECIALr.ry 
YEA..r."'<.S 8. 04 6.74 2 35 26 YEARS IN P~CTICE 
·).3A .% J. .19 0 1 27 .S'I'ATE HOSPITAL 
Q3B . 07 0 .27 0 1 27 PRIVATE HCSPITAL 
Q::c . t,4 (j .Sl 0 1 27 Gt<uUP F:'<..\C'.::'ICS 
Q3D • J.9 0 . 40 0 1 27 so:.o PRACTICE 
U4A 3. 'l8 4 l. ~:3 1 6 25 P.1GH '110iiERl'--i.1iCS 
Q4B 2. :;s 3 .94 1 4 26 Uh :::mlTOLLABLE 
Q4C •!. 04 4 1.02 1 6 /.7 Sl.JPERNAr.i.,UR;;;.L 
Q4D 3. 44 J .89 2 5 27 HOT FOLLOW INST 
Qt.LE 3.50 3 .95 2 6 26 P.Sa.SONAL CARE 
Q<! [" J.50 4 1.10 1 6 26 '?ERSC~TAL :iiYGIEi1E 
Q·iC /~ .12 4 .91 2 6 26 F.A1'IllG DISORDE)~ 
.).4);! 4.19 ·1 .85 3 6 26 SUVic:RSTITIClUS 
QH 2.63 3 1. 04 1 5 /.7 :J\C:{ O? TRUST 
Q5.:\ 2.04 1 1. 04 1 4 24 L.EGrlL I'P.OB LE~,lS 
Q5B 2.46 3 .95 l 5 26 ~·L:~?<Ir.r ;:.L PR03L:Sl1S 
Q5C 2.40 2 .56 1 5 25 PA::Z.E~iTilTG PROBLE:1 
·2SD 2.35 3 1. 02 1 5 26 Il'rrERPERS . CON?LI 
Q5E 2.56 J .96 1 5 25 ?S~so:,.T;1.LIT DI GORD 
Q5:F J.32 3 .95 1 5 25 !JI:~~? C!:RCU?!STNC:C:S 
Q5G 2.92 3 .39 1 5 25 .:rn;;c_:,r. CONLI<:'rs 
Q5H 2.78 2 1. 31 1 6 27 !00LI'TI CM, ISSUES 
Q5I 3.00 3 1. 07 1 6 27 WOP.1\ PROBLE:1S 
Q6A 2.54 1 1. 39 1 5 26 V01H'!'DlG 
Q6B 1. 92 1 1.23 1 6 26 LOSS OF VOICE 
Q6C 2.81 4 1. 20 1 5 26 CHEST PAIN 
Q6D 1. 42 1 .70 1 3 26 P.Z'u":(TIAL BLH!DNESS 
Q6E 1. 54 1 .76 1 3 26 DOUBLE VISION 
Q6F 1. 88 1 1. 07 1 4 26 TE?•lPOR1\RY PAR\LYS 
Q6G 2.19 l 1. 44 1 5 26 UR.Hlil-.?.Y RETENTION 
Q6H 2.88 3 1. 24 1 6 26 S.2XUAL HTDIF?EREN 
Q6I 3.48 4 1. 42 1 6 27 DYS1,IE~i0fc.J:<..'1EA 
Q6J 3.35 4 1. 29 1 5 25 IRP~GUL. HENSTRUA 
Q6I< 3.00 3 1. 20 1 5 25 PHS 
Q?A 1. 64 1 7r • '0 1 3 25 PE;:JO?HII,IA 
Q7B 2 .. 48 3 .94 1 4 27 PEDERASTY 
Q7C 2.04 1 1.14 1 4 25 VOY:SURIS:1 
Q7D 1. 74 2 . 71 1 3 27 INCEST 
Q7E 2. 04 1 1. 06 1 5 27 EXIUBITIONIS?.f 
Q7F 2.04 1 1. 06 1 5 27 M ...4.SOCHISH 
Q7G 1.96 1 1.02 1 4 27 SAD I SH 
Q7H 2.96 3 .98 1 4 27 ERECT I:"., DEFICIENC 
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PHYSICIANS QUBSTIONN.2\.IRE (CONT.) 
----·--------------·-------------------------------------
Var. Mean Mode SD Min. Hax. N L:ibel 
-------------------------------------------------------
Q7I 3.30 4 1.17 1 6 27 PREHATU EJACULl\TI 
Q7J 2.77 3 1. 03 1 4 26 IMPOTENCE 
Q7K 2.07 1 .92 1 4 27 FRIGIDITY 
Q7L 2.41 3 1.12 1 5 27 VAGINISMUS 
Q7M 2.27 3 .96 1 4 26 EXCESSIVE J.L;l.STURB 
Q7N 1. 93 1 .83 1 3 27 BISE>..IJI>.L CONFLICT 
..;:;_70 l. 58 1 .76 1 4 26 BEAST!? t.ITY 
Q7P 2.60 3 .96 1 4 25 DYSPARECNIA 
Q7Q 2.59 3 1. 05 1 5 27 Rl\PE 
Q7.R 2.31 3 .88 1 4 26 SODOMY 
QSA 3.69 4 .93 2 6 26 SHORTNESS BRE.i',TH 
Q8B 3.52 4 .89 2 6 27 DIZZINESS 
QBC 3.50 3 .71 2 5 26 'I'ACHYCARDIA 
QSD 2.65 2 1. 29 1 6 26 PHOBIAS 
QSE 3.00 3 .69 2 5 26 POL YURI A 
QSF 3.88 4 1. 03 2 6 26 SUPERSTIT BEHAV 
QSG 2.44 3 1.22 1 5 27 OBSESSIONS 
Q8H 1. 31 1 .55 1 3 26 KLEPTO;·!ANIA 
QSI 3.04 4 .35 2 4 27 LOSS CONSCIOUS}!ES 
QSJ 2.69 3 1. 05 1 4 26 OBSCElTE LANGUAGE 
QSK 3.04 3 1.13 1 6 27 ME.l-10:2.Y LOSS 
QSL 3.04 3 1. 00 1 4 26 IRRITABILITY 
Q8M 2.48 3 .98 1 4 27 INFAflTIL BEHAVIOR 
Q8N 3. 26 3 1. 02 1 5 27 CONSTANT FATIGUE 
QSO 2.74 3 1. 29 1 5 27 PERSECUT DELUSION 
Q8P 2.12 2 .83 1 4 25 INAPPROPR .l\FFECT 
QSQ 2.56 2 .58 2 4 25 RAP. :.!OOD SHH'TS 
QSR 2.68 3 .95 1 4 25 LOSS IllTERES PLZA 
QBS 2.48 3 1. 08 1 4 25 SOCIAL WITHDRMIAL 
Q8T 3.60 4 1. 29 1 6 25 INS0:-!1HA 
Q8U 3.23 3 1. 21 1 5 26 PESSH!ISM 
Q8V 1.92 1 .95 1 4 25 INAPPROPR GUILT 
Q8W 2.13 3 .95 1 4 24 DEATH OBSESSION 
QSX 2.32 2 1. 07 1 5 25 FEEL WORTHLESS 
Q8Y 2.88 2 1. 40 1 6 26 SUPERNA'r STRENG'rH 
Q8Z 2.56 3 1. 29 1 6 25 GRANDIOSITY 
QS,~ 2.68 3 1.14 1 5 25 DIFFICUL CONC:8~iTR 
Q3BB 2. 72 J 1.17 1 6 25 fu"\LLUCINATIONS 
Q8CC 2.32 3 1.18 1 5 25 PANIC ATTACKS 
QSDD 2.35 3 .98 1 4 26 FIX.<\TIONS 
QSEE 2.52 3 1. OS 1 6 25 NENTAL RETARDAT 
QSFF 2.04 2 .89 1 4 25 DEPERSONALIZATION 
Q9A 3.85 4 .92 2 5 26 ULCER 
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PHYSICIAtiS Ql'ES'l'IOi'!HAIRE (CQl;T.) 
---··---------------------- - -------·----··· ---------- - -· - --- -
T./~r:.r • J.!;~an Mode SD Min. Max. N Label 
-·-· .. ·-------------·---------------- -------··- ---------------
Q9B 3.88 4 .95 1 6 26 EYPEH.~rENSIO!I 
r;pc 2. ';:.? 2 . 83 1 4 26 COLITUS 
Q9D J. 62 3 .98 ~ " 6 26 D:cl2l--L2A QSE 3.40 4 1. 03 2 6 25 f:.N'OR.E:XI~"\ 
~0~ 2.08 3 1. 05 1 6 25 BULil1I ... o. 
QEG 3.50 4 1.14 1 6 26 G-·I S1:,IPT0?-1S 
Q9H J.04 2 1. 04 1 5 26 SPILEPSY 
Q;n 3.38 4 1. 02 1 6 26 DIABE'l'ES 
Q9J 4.00 4 .35 2 6 '26 iHGR..U;rns 
Q9K 3.29 3 .91 2 6 24 HEA.R'r DISEASE 
Q9:::... 3.00 3 1. ].8 1 5 24 HYl'OCHONDR:r:ASIS 
Ql 1).1\. 2.26 2 .94 1 4 27 SCHIZOFHR2l'1IA 
'2108 3.11 3 1. Ol 1 6 27 DE?~ESSION 
Q:oc 3.81 4 l. 04 1 6 27 A:IXI2~Y 
QlOD 2.78 3 .97 l 5 27 SUBST.'\l!CE 7\BUSE 
QlOZ 3 26 4 1.15 1 5 27 HYS'l':t::IIA 
Q101'' 3.39 4 1.15 2 6 27 SLEE? DISORDO:~S 
QlOG 2.34 3 l.14 l 5 25 SEXUAL DY.3Ftr~CT 
QlOH 2.39 3 1 .. 12 1 6 27 PE:1so.~T:~I.IT DISC?D 
QlC1I 2.00 2 . 73 l 3 27 HULTIPL PEl~SOiTALI 
Qll.l\. 3.85 4 1.13 2 6 27 ALCO~~OL 
Ql\3 4. (17 4 1. 00 2 6 27 T03ACCO 
'21:.L c 2.96 3 .94 1 ., 27 HA:'<IJUA::iA .l 
QllD 3.26 4 1.10 1 6 27 CAFFEI1'1E 
QllE 4.56 4 .93 3 6 27 St:G.l\.R 
Ql2A 2. 78 2 l. 09 1 6 27 BA.irnI'mRATES 
Ql2B 1.19 l .48 1 3 27 LI TH Ill! 
Q12C 2.07 2 l. 00 1 4 27 F.N 1rI-DEPRESSANT 
Q12D 1.15 l .37 1 2 26 NA VANE 
Q12E 1.27 l .72 1 4 26 EL2W:LL 
Ql2? 1. 56 1 .35 1 4 27 HALDOL 
Ql2G 2.59 3 .93 1 4 27 :t?HEi!OTHIAZ INES 
Ql2H 3.63 4 1. ll l 6 27 V,'.\LIU7·i 
Ql2I 1. 64 l .73 l 3 22 OTHE:< MEDS 
Q13A 5.07 5 .33 3 6 27 C!"i.C,'IDED QU;\I\TERS 
QlJB 4.9& 5 1. 02 2 6 27 OVERFO?UL.WICm 
Ql3C 5.07 6 l. 07 2 6 27 i'l.rl.ISUTRITION 
Ql3D 5.26 6 .90 3 6 27 U}!DE:F~iOURI SE1'1ENT 
Ql3E 5.41 6 1.01 3 6 27 :.'.NADEQUAT SANITAT 
Q13F 4.15 5 1.23 1 6 27 ALCOHOLI.S;,f 
Ql3G 4.15 5 1.20 1 6 27 SHOXING 
Q13H 4.39 5 .89 3 6 27 ILLITERACY 
QlJI 3.81 4 1.14 1 6 27 LAC:< OF EXERCISE 
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PHYSICIANS QU3STIOW~AIRE (CONT.) 
-----------------------------------------·--------------
Var. Ms an Mode SD Min. Max. N Label 
--------------------------·-------------~---------------
Ql3J 4.33 4 1.24 1 6 27 POOR HYGIEllE 
Ql3K 3.92 4 1. 04 1 6 25 SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
Q13L 4.41 4 1.42 1 6 27 mlEMPLOY:.IEN _~ 
Ql3M 4.07 5 1.17 1 6 27 BIRTH CONTROL 
Ql3N 4_35 5 1.16 2 6 26 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Ql30 4.26 4 1. 35 2 6 27 NATURAL DISASTER 
Ql4A 3.56 4 1. 48 1 6 27 ALCO HO A.ND HEALTH 
QHB 3.74 3 1. 46 1 6 27 TREAT EMOTION PRO 
Ql4C 4.85 5 1. 03 2 6 27 MENTAL HEALT SERV 
Ql4D 5.11 6 .89 3 6 27 MENTAL HEALTH ED. 
Ql4E 4.70 5 .99 2 6 27 NEED PSYCHOLOGIST 
Ql4F 4.93 5 l.H 2 6 27 M H PRO BL SATANIC 
Q14G 4.11 4 1. 40 1 6 27 PSYCHOGENIC PRO BL 
Ql4H 2.07 1 1.11 1 5 27 SUICIDE 
Ql4I 4.31 4 1.16 1 6 26 CHILDHOOD ORIGINS 
Ql4J 3.12 4 1. 51 1 6 25 CAN'T TREAT 
Ql4K 4.19 6 1. 55 1 6 27 VCDOO & HEALTH 
Ql5A .48 0 .51 0 1 27 PSYCaOLOGISTS 
Ql5B .oo 0 .00 0 0 27 CI-JIT,D GUIDANCE 
Ql5C .04 0 .19 0 1 27 Mt\R."qIAGE/ FAHILY 
Ql5D .07 0 .27 0 1 27 DRUG/ALCOHL TREA'l' 
Ql5E .19 0 .40 0 1 27 REHABILITATION 
Ql5F .63 1 .49 0 1 27 PSYCHL\TRISTS 
Ql5G .30 0 .47 0 1 27 PERSON DIS. TREAT 
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f. .. PPENDIX 0 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR 'l'HE CLE~GYi-l?;.N QUESTIO:i.NAIRE 
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DESCTIIPTIVE STATISTIC: CLERGYMEN QUESTIONNAIRE 
-------------------·-------------------·------------------
Var. Mean Hade SD l·lin. Nax. N Label 
-------------------------------------------------------
REL 2.63 2.13 l 8 30 RELIGIOU AFFILIA 
YEARS 1. 37 1 0.06 1 40 30 YEARS IN :MINISTRY 
Q3A 3.10 3 . 71 1 4 30 MAI<Rii\GE DIFFICUL 
Q3B 3.28 3 1 1.46 1 6 29 PARENTING ISSUES 
Q3C 3.76 3 1. 24 1 6 29 Ill'l'ERPER CONFLICT 
Q3D 4.17 3 1. 47 1 6 29 RELIGIOUS CONCERN 
Q3E 3.79 3 1. 26 1 6 29 ADVICE MAI\E DECIS 
Q3F 3.46 3 1. 48 1 6 28 SEXUAL MATTERS 
Q3G 3.78 3 1. 28 2 6 27 HEALTH CONCSRNS 
Q3H 4.97 6 1.16 2 6 30 LIFE CIRCUMSTA11CE 
Q4A 3.61 3 1. 37 1 6 28 ALCOHOLISM 
Q4> ~.21 4 1. 26 1 € 28 TOBACCO 
Q4C 3.80 4 .92 2 6 30 MARITAL PROBLE:·!S 
Q4D 4.96 4 1. 02 3 6 27 LIFE UNCERTAINTY 
Q4E 4.37 4 1. 45 1 6 30 PHYSICAL ENVIRON:·! 
Q4F 4.96 6 1. 26 2 6 28 POLITICAL UNREST 
Q5A 3.50 3 l. 04 1 6 30 HE;LT<.T DISEASE 
Q5B 2.90 3 .99 1 6 30 C.1\NCER 
QSC J.79 3 1. 35 1 6 29 SEX TRANS DIS 
Q5D 4.50 4 1.11 2 6 30 TUBERCULOSIS 
Q5E 3.03 3 1. 09 1 6 29 TETANUS 
Q5F 3.60 4 1. 22 1 6 30 ULCER 
Q5G 2.97 3 .87 1 5 29 EPILEPSY 
QSH 4.47 4 1. 33 1 6 30 HIGRAINES 
Q5I 4.50 4 1. 04 1 6 30 HYPERT:SNSION 
Q5J 3.64 3 1. 22 1 6 28 DIA..t?-R.IJEA 
Q6A 3.66 4 1. 40 1 6 29 ILLNESS TOLERANCE 
Q6B 3.52 2 1. 55 1 6 29 UNCONTROLL ILLNES 
Q6C 5.23 5 .73 4 6 30 SUPEPJTAT. CAUSES 
Q6D 3.83 4 1.12 1 6 30 NOT FOLLOW INSTRU 
Q6E 3.90 4 1.18 2 6 29 NEGLECTING HEALTH 
Q6F 4.60 4 .97 3 6 30 PERSONAL HYGEINE 
Q6G 3.79 4 .'36 2 6 28 EATING HABITS 
Q6H 5.21 5 • ·13 3 6 29 SUPERSTIT BEHAV 
Q6I 3.67 2 1. 37 2 6 30 TRUST IN DOCTORS 
Q7A 4.43 4 1.14 1 6 30 ROBBERY 
Q7B 3.47 3 1.28 l 6 30 BURGk"\.T<.Y 
Q7C 3.13 3 1. 04 1 6 30 HURD ER 
Q7D 3.57 4 1. 53 1 6 28 ZOHBIFICATION 
Q7E 4.00 4 1. 07 2 6 29 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 
Q7F 4.30 4 1.15 2 6 30 UNPAID DEBTS 
Q7G 4.41 5 1. 08 3 6 27 SORCERY 
Q7H 4.53 4 1. 07 3 6 30 EVIL WITCHCRAFTS 
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CLERGY;,;E?T QUESTIO:i!J.l\.iR:S (COi~T,) 
-·-------------·-----------------------------------------
Vur. !1ean Ho de S[' i,iin. Nax. N Label 
-------------------·--·-----·-----------·-------·-------------
Q7I 4.30 4 .95 3 6 30 PROSTITUTION 
Q7J 3"32 3 l. i9 1 6 23 PORNOGF.:\PHY 
Q7K 3.69 3 1. 20 1 6 .'~ 9 FRC~!ISCUITY 
Q7L 3.52 3 1 09 1 6 29 ABO:.:ZTION 
q7;,1 4.13 3 1. 01 J 6 30 CHILD AEl'SE 
Q7N 3. ')3 3 . 91 2 6 29 R.WE 
QSA 3.73 3 1. .)5 2 5 30 WOR';,'!-ILESSi'lESS 
QSB 4.21 5 1. 01 2 6 29 PESS:Gus:;,l 
QBC 4.69 5 1. 00 3 6 29 F£:..1'\R OF DEMONS 
QSD 4.31 4 1- 07 2 6 29 DZATH OESESSIOll 
QBE •1. 07 5 1.00 J_ 5 29 ANG'ER CONTROL 
QSF 3.61 3 1.13 2 6 28 0,'.3S:SSSICHS 
QSG 4.03 4 .87 2 5 29 ~L'\ .. 'l'l.I'l'A CO:·l:11UNICAT 
QSH 3.68 4 1. 09 1 6 28 C"'"''' .::i...:. ..... DISSA'l'ISFJ\CT 
QBI 4.24 4 .91 2 6 29 INFIDELITY 
QSJ 4. O·~ 3 .92 3 6 28 ~-L\...~ITAL rtOL23 
QBK 3.82 3 1.12 2 6 28 ?.-;]ELY PL\N1'iING 
QBL 3.04 3 • 84 2 5 23 STERILITY 
Q8l1 4. ::n 5 1. 04 3 6 29 C:ULu REAHI~IG 
Q'.-lN 4.54 4 1. 00 3 6 28 JEALOUSY 
Q80 4.l3 4 .82 3 6 30 IlJ-k\~·JS 
Q8P 4.70 5 1. 07 2 6 -;;7 CONS1?c:.'IT '.WK'!Y 
QSQ 2.81 3 .96 1 5 27 SUICIDAL IDEA.TI OU 
Q3R 4.00 4 .94 2 6 28 SLl:EP DISORDERS 
Q3S 4.44 5 1.12 3 6 27 INFERIOR COi:·iPLZX 
Q8T 3.73 4 1. 04 2 6 26 FALSE G'CL·~rs 
QSU 4.63 5 1. 00 3 6 30 DEi,lON PI:R'.:ECUTimT 
Q8V 4.18 4 1. 06 2 5 23 niTROVEns::;:o~T 
Q8W 4.50 5 1. 32 1 6 28 RESIG:iE\TIO:T 
Q3X 4.14 4 .99 2 6 29 HAHIThIN '!:<)oLATION 
Q8Y 4.80 4 ,92 3 6 JO TRUST ISSU"S 
Q8Z 5.07 6 .92 3 6 29 GOSSIPS 
Q9A 5.20 6 .92 3 6 30 CROWDED QUARTERS 
Q9B 5.20 6 .89 3 6 30 OVERPOPULATION 
Q9C 5.48 6 .83 3 6 29 c:nLD i·L"\L?'1DTRIT 
Q9D 5.55 6 .69 4 6 29 CHROiHC U1"JDERi"i0UR 
Q9Z 5.62 6 .56 4 6 29 lNADEQUA'J.1 Sil.NITJ\.T 
Q9F 4.90 5 1. 06 2 6 30 L).CK O? Vi\CCD!.ATI 
Q9G 5.25 6 .93 3 6 28 ILLIT'Z~"\CY 
QlOA 5 .. 63 6 .67 4 6 30 HO~E 'IP.J\INING 
QlOB S.40 6 .67 4 6 30 CHURCH INVOLVEl,!EN 
QlOC 5.67 6 .61 4 6 30 N:SED FOR SERVICES 
QlOD 2.53 1 1. 53 l 6 JO SIN CAUSE HH PROB 
